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Sadly, in the few months since 
our last issue, we have once 
again lost some very good 
mates.  
 
See Page 2 

We've got our lovely Page 3 girl 
again, and some photos of 
courses from long ago, plus a 
photo of some old Phan Rang 
war horses. 
 
See page 3 

 

With Office 2010 just released, 
Sam tells us where we can get a 
copy and at a very reasonable 
price, and if you've just updated 
to Windows 7, you might want to 
bring back some XP menus - if 
so, Sam tells you how. 
 
See page 4 

We have the results of our TV 
survey, and John Mackesy tells 
us about his pet 618T. And, if 
you like music where you can 
understand the words and sing 
them aloud in public, then that 
authority on old stuff, Laurie 
Lindsay, has just the site for you. 
 
See page 5 

 

Ted's got some good advise on 
what to do if your snags catch 
fire on the kitchen stove and if 
you're an old codger like he is 
and you're over 60, you should 
join the Seniors' Club. Ted tells 
you how. 
 
See page 6 

Gary Kimberley tells us his story, 
and shares his experiences 
living and working in Vung Tau 
where he had many memorable 
moments flying the Caribou. 
 
See page 7 
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Trust the Chinese to invent a 
train that doesn't stop - see it 
here and if you're about to trade 
in that digital photo copier, you 
should read this first. 
 
See Page 9 

This is the first of what will 
become a regular column on 
Health and Life Style issues. 
This issue we discuss the recent 
Federal Budget and what it 
means to you and me.  
 
See Page 11 

 

In John Laming's excellent book, 
"Tales of the South Pacific" he 
talks about the old Lincoln, we've 
pinched that bit and you can 
read it here. 
 
See Page 13 

The Djinnang people got 
together again in May, and we've 
got some photos. 
 
See page 14 

 

The RAAF Engineer Officers' 
Association got together for their 
mid year luncheon in June and 
Noel Hadfield sent us some pics. 
 
See page 16 

We're looking for a few people, 
perhaps you can help. 
 
See page 18 

 

This is where you have your say. 
We look forward to getting your 
letters - so please keep them 
coming. 
 
See page 19 

If you've got a reunion coming 
up, or if you've got some news, 
let us know and we'll publicise it. 
 
See Page 20 

 

 

Opinion. 
 
Officers - who needs them??? 
 
A few of us were sitting around a camp fire recently, cooking a bit of meat, having a drink or two and telling a
few yarns and as often happens, late into the evening, with a few aboard, we set about solving a lot of the
world's problems. One topic that came up and which caused a bit of heated debate was the way the Air Force
is (or in our case was) run. 
 
Next day I got to thinking about our 'intelligent' discussion from the previous night, and I think we might have hit
on something. None of us could understand why officers were needed in today's modern technological Air
Force. All the inclusion of Officers in today's Air Force seems to do, as far as we could see, is divide the Air
Force into two separate classes. It's a form of segregation. It just doesn't make sense. Why should a (for
instance) Pilot Off EquipO have authority over a Flt Sgt Sumpie. If push came to shove, neither could do the 
other's job so why is one given so much authority over the other. Is it a big stick thing, do the powers that be
think that the only way to get men and women to do their job is to 'order' them around. The civvy contractors that 
do the major servicings on the RAAF's aircraft don't work like that, yet they get the job done and do it well. Job
satisfaction beats a big stick as an incentive every time. 
 
Surely it's not a pay thing??  We all understand that different jobs demand and deserve different pay rates, but
you don't need an officer class for that - firms like GMH, Caltex, BHP etc have thousands of workers, all on 
different pay rates, yet they don't have 'classes' of employees. And, funnily enough, all these thousands of
people know what their job is and get on and do it without the presence of an officer - how is that possible?? 
 
Is it a case of "It's always been that way!!" - could be. Years ago all aspects of life were very class conscious,
from the King down, we just evolved that way. But not today - we've outgrown that. In today's RAAF, with all its 
sophisticated equipment, the job is the important thing - surely. When the crew of a C-17 leaves an airport for a 
4,000 Klms flight over water, their only concern should be whether the ground crew serviced their aircraft
properly, not that some impudent avionics tech had on dirty shorts or didn't salute correctly or didn't call me Sir!!
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But it happens. 
 
Is it perhaps kudos?? Are officers needed because people like being and playing Officers?? If so, why not have
everyone an officer. We personally know of a women, married to an officer, who used to introduce herself as
Mrs Sqn Ldr XYZ.  
 
Why should a group of people, all with the same purpose, be divided into two segregated classes. Each class
will certainly contain some very talented people, yet because of the structure, one class cannot fully utilise the
talents available in the other. We have fond memories of squadron detachments where one or more aircraft,
with their relevant air and ground crews, would be away from base for two or more weeks. All personnel
worked as a team, everyone helped everyone, rank was acknowledged but not enforced, people worked, lived, 
ate and socialised together and the job got done very smoothly and very efficiently with each man respecting
the other's skill. For that reason, Detachments always ran a lot better than normal squadron activity back at
base. 
 
When you think about it - why have rank at all??? 
 
Who knows, perhaps one day....... 
 
We'd love to know your thoughts on the matter - please drop us a note telling us what you think. 
 
 
 Grant. 
 
We recently applied for a grant under the Commonwealth's Veteran and Community Grants Program to enable 
us to purchase a new computer and printer. The little Toshiba is making hard work of it, trying to juggle
Frontpage 2003, Paint Shop Pro, Office and Excel 2007 and Windows Commander while trying to put together
this magazine and occasionally it digs in its heels and refuses to go any further. We submitted the application
back in April, and laughingly were told at the time that it would be processed in a few months, the only thing
that would hold it up would be an early election. 
 
As they say, the rest is history.  
 
 
Errors 
 
We try and make sure this magazine is as accurate as possible and that it contains no errors. If you find any, be
they incorrect links, spelling mistakes, factual errors, please let us know so we can correct them. You can
contact us by using the link at the top of each page. 
 
 

You can download the full magazine in PDF format  HERE.  
It is a very large file, contains 175 pages and will take a while to download.  

 
    

 

Main Menu     Forward 
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IN MEMORANDUM 
  
 
 
Kevin Leslie informs us that David Hesketh, a retired RAAF Radio Engineer, has passed away 
after a massive heart attack. He was 73 years of age and his funeral was held on Friday, 23 
April at the Leura Gardens Crematorium, NSW 
 
 
 
Kerry Harrington advises that Stan Woods passed away on Sunday 18th April in the Friendlies 
Hospital in Bundaberg (Qld).His funeral was held at the Bundaberg Crematorium and Memorial 
Park, Cummins Road, Bundaberg on Friday 23rd April 2010. 
 
 
 
John Sambrooks advises:  John Adams, known to many as Jack, passed away on the 28 April 
2010. 
 
Jack left school and got his first job at the local garage as an apprentice motor mechanic. He 
joined the RAAF in 1947 and was posted to Amberley as an engine fitter. He had further 
postings to Malaysia, Darwin, Singleton and then Canada to 
learn all about the Caribou, returning to Amberley before 
heading off to Vietnam (July 1964 to March 1965) and then to 
Det A in Port Moresby. 
 
Jack ended his career with the RAAF in 1969 and went to work 
with Jet Air at Eagle Farm and AGAB at Archerfield before 
obtaining a job with Bushies in Cairns. He finally retired in 1981. 
 
Jack suffered his first heart attack in 1970 and after a few health 
issues in 1978 he had a triple bypasses.  
 
Shortly afterwards, missing the warmth of North Queensland, 
Jack and his wife Beryl sold up and built a new home in Forest 
Beach, a coastal community, positioned between Townsville and 
Cairns, only 15 minutes from Ingham. Here he suffered another 
heart attack where he received a five bypass in the Townsville 
hospital. 
 
After recovering from this, Jack and Beryl had a little windfall with the lotto and embraced the 
travel bug.  They travelled to Europe and met up with long distance relatives in Scotland and 
Beryl’s brother Colin in England. 
 
Upon their return they moved south again and settled in Hervey Bay in 1994 to be within driving 
distance of their expanding family. Jack and Beryl celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary in 
2008 and their 80th birthdays together with family in 2009. 
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Noel Hadfield advises that Ray Newbery died on Sunday 18 April as a result of suffering from 
cancer. His funeral was held in the Weeroona Chapel at Bunurong Memorial Park, (East of 
Melbourne) on Friday 23 April 2010 at 1.15 PM.  
 
 
 
We have only recently found out that an old course mate, John 
Ryan Beattie, (right) who was born in Scotland in 1935, died in 
1984 at age 50, far too young. We first met him at Rookies in 
1965 then went through Radschool with him on 62 RMC in 1966 
and again on 41 RTC in 1967, and as he was a bit older than 
most of us, he was the unofficial “Father” of the course. From 
April 1970 to February 1970, he was a Cpl Radtech with No. 9 
Squadron. 
  
Anyone who ever met John would remember him, as we do, as a bloody great bloke. 
  
 
 
The following email was sent to Sadie Linton by Patricia Hardwick on Friday 14th May 2010: “I 
have seen all of the photos on the "I served as a CISCON (Communication and Information Systems 
Controller) etc etc" site and wanted it made known that my husband Wayne Hardwick ex 
COMMSOP/CISCON had passed away in 2007 from cancer; he was 57. He worked at Tindal, 
Richmond, Townsville and Sale. He left the RAAF in 2000. Wayne had attempted to contact 
some of the people he worked with but time caught up with him before he had a chance to do 
so. If you knew Wayne, Patricia would probably enjoy an email from you. Unfortunately, no 
email address was given to me but she can be contacted through Face Book under Patricia 
Hardwick. 
 
 
 
Jim Noble advises: “It is with regret that I advise that the Canberra Times of 27 May carried a 
death Notice for Peter Raymond Maxwell Backhouse Wng/Cdr (Ret). He passed away 
peacefully on the 25 May 2010, aged 83 years. A funeral servicewas held at Ulladulla on Sat 29 
May 2010 followed by a private cremation. No further details to hand”. 
 
 
 
Keith Harrington advises us that Keith Barry passed away at Tweed Heads Hospital on Friday 
21 May 2010. His funeral was held at the Pinnaroo Chapel, Bridgman Downs (just north of 
Brisbane) on Wednesday 26 May 2010. 
 
 
 
John Richards advises:  Ray “Asho” Ashton passed away recently in the Blue Mountains. 
Ray was well known to those who went through OPCOM over the years. He also served with 
2SQN from 1969 to 1970 and was a life member with the Blue Mountains Vietnam Veterans 
and Associated Forces Inc. 
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Cathy and myself visited him at the Nepean Hospital and he told us all he wanted to do was to 
die in the mountains. As we were leaving, they transferred him to Springwood Hospital. He 
passed away only minutes after his arrival. He got his last wish. 
 
He was buried on the 7th December, 2009 at Laura (Blue Mountains) Memorial Gardens. 
 
 
 
Peter Duncan wrote:  I have just noticed in the latest Queensland RSL News (June 2010) the 
passing of Alec Robertson. He introduced himself as Smithy (he hated the name Alec) when 
we first met at the old South Brisbane Interstate Railway Station on our way to Laverton as 
brand new members of 17 Radio Apprentice intake in Jan 1963. Smithy was in the next room to 
me for 2 years at Appyland and was a good friend. He was also known as "Mang" Robertson 
and was an accomplished guitarist. He did not complete the Radio Apprenticeship and was 
remustered to Elec Fitter in 1965. I lost track of him some years ago. I recognised the entry in 
the magazine as his service number was 4 on from mine.(mine A110494 and he was A110498) 
 
 
 
We received the following from Sue Blundell (nee Waghorn) who says:  In Volume 20, page 15, 
Frank Alley wrote that my father, Bruce Waghorn, (yes he was a Sgt then) clean bowled him in 
a cricket match. I’m letting you know that dad passed away on Sunday the 6th June, 2010 in 
Perth at the age of 79 from prostate cancer. He had played cricket with the RAAF for as long 
back as I can remember and umpired many a game of Rugby Union at Altona, Williamtown, 
Laverton and others. He touched a lot of lives in his career and will be missed. Dad’s funeral 
was held at Pinnaroo Valley Memorial Park, Western Australia on Monday the 14th of June. 
 
 
 
Maree Fitzgerald wrote to say that Ron Oddy, who was on 9RMT, passed away in July 2007.”  
Unfortunately, we have no further details.  
 
 
 
Graeme Rowley advises, with regret, that Ken Clements ex Radio Apprentice, passed away 
over the weekend 3-4 July and his funeral was held on the 8 July. Sorry, no further details. 
 
 
 
Kev Rosser advises that Brian Levick passed away on the 13th of July. Kev thinks Brian either 
slipped or fainted and hit his head causing a fatal head wound. He died at home and 
unfortunately was not found for some days. He was cremated on Wednesday 21 July and his 
ashes brought to WA where all the family are now.  
 
 
 
Jim Noble advises that Ray Gant, ex Eng Radio, died on Monday 26 July.  He was 90 years 
old. His funeral was held on Friday 30 July in Belconnen ACT Noel, 
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Dave Bell wrote, “David ‘Dave’ Murray passed away from pneumonia, in hospital, after a short 
illness. Dave did 20 years as a radtech and worked on Hercs, 707's and in Matra at Butterworth 
where many gunnies will have met him. After his discharge, he worked with me at Newcastle 
Uni for nearly 20 years until he retired about 7years ago. His wife Lyn is also in hospital with 
pneumonia but is recovering. Dave was buried in a private ceremony on Friday 18 June 2010. 
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Page 3 Girl. 
 
 
Our page 3 girl this issue is the lovely Karinne Cilento, who, before she married Simon Cilento, 
was Karinne McDougall, the daughter of John McDougall, Caribou man for longer than he 
cares to remember. 
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Karinne works with Boeing Defense Australia and in 
November of 2007 visited the Boeing factory in Long Beach 
California and inspected the fourth of the RAAF‟s C-17 which 
was being assembled. 
 
Karinne really has aeroplanes flowing through her veins, with 
a dad who was a loady on Caribous for a million years, it was 
only natural that she married someone who was also that way inclined. Her husband, Simon, 
was a Navy Sea King chopper pilot but, after being reminded a gazillion times that he made a 
huge mistake in joining the Navy and not the RAAF, has since left and turned to the law. 
 
 
 

2OCU. 
 
John Scott sent us the photo below which we had in our last issue and John was a little unsure 
of the names of the blokes in the pic – and asked for assistance.  
 
Greg Jones saw the pic and his 
memory obviously isn‟t as corrupted 
as John‟s as he can remember most. 
Greg also confirms that the year it 
was taken was 1975 because John 
Green was the FSGT in 1974 (he 
was posted to 478SQN Malaysia) 
and Bluey Gilmore took over the 
reins.   
 
Greg says he fondly remembers the 
section as "Lance Warren's TV 
repair shop" as that seemed to be 
the major activity. “It seemed to me 
that somehow we young guys 
profited from Lance's experience 
with TV repairs while Lance simply 
profited. Slave labour?”  
 
We‟re still short two names, if any-one can help???  The names we have are: 
 

Back row L-R:  Greg Jones, Col Redding, ??? ???, Col Sanders, Steve Bognar, Steve Todd, 
Noel Brumley, John Scott. 
Middle Row L-R:  "Tiger" Lee (not sure of first name), John Blair, Terry Thurn, Ron Green, ??? 
???, Roy Ferguson  
Front Row L-R: Dick Homewood, Lance Warren, Geoff Schmidt, Blue Gilmore, Bob Saxton, 
Ted Marlborough 

 

http://boeing.com.au/ViewContent.do?id=51982&aContent=Boeing%20Defence%20Australia
austradesecure.com/radschool/Vol31/Page3.htm
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2 Sqn Phan Rang Comms Centre. 
 
This photo below is of all the 2 Sqn Phan Rang, Vietnam, Comms Centre WOff's. We believe 
the photo was taken at a recent get together held at the Penrith RSL. 
 

 
 

L-R:  Blue Taylor 1968-69, Charlie Bannister 1969-70, Tom Coombs 1971-72, Jack Giddey 
1967-68, John Tregillgas 1970-71 

 
 

Anzac Day  1953 (or 1954). 
 
Joy Hutchinson sent us the photo below which is of a bunch of Point Cook WRAAF‟s who 
marched in the Melbourne Anzac Day march back in either 1953 or 1954. The photo was taken 
in a hotel dining room at the top end of Collins Street. Joy says the WRAAF‟s met up with girls 
from the Army and Navy and the group decided to finish the day off having a few drinks out of 
sight of prying officers. And, just to confuse the issue a little bit more, the girls swapped uniform 
jackets. 
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Joy is third from the left, in the front row, with the Army jacket and Navy Cap. 
 

 
 

Bob, a 70-year-old, extremely wealthy widower, shows up at the Country Club with a 
breathtakingly beautiful and very sexy 25-year-old blond-haired woman who knocks everyone's 
socks off with her youthful sex appeal and charm and who hangs over Bob's arm and listens 
intently to his every word. 
 
His mates at the club are all aghast.  At the very first chance,  they corner him and ask, 'Bob, 
how'd you get the trophy girlfriend?' Bob replies, 'Girlfriend?  She's my wife!' 
 
They are knocked over, but continue to ask.  'So, how'd you persuade her to marry you?' 'I lied 
about my age', Bob replies. 
 
'What, did you tell her you were only 50?' Bob smiles and says, 'No, I told her I was 90.' 
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Bones – 1966. 
 
John Bryant sent us this photo of the RAAF Tug of War team that contested the “Bones of 
Contention” competition in 1966. John, like most of us, can‟t remember a lot of names and 
needs some help.  

 

Standing L-R:  Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Toby Payne 
Kneeling L-R:  Unknown, John Bryant, Unknown, Unknown 

 
If you can help and fill in some blanks, please let us know. 
 
  

 

As they say at the Planned Parenthood Clinic, better late than never. 
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66 TELEGS (Instructor: Cpl Don HORSBURGH) 
 
 

 
 

Back Row, L-R:   Bernie McDERMOTT, Bruce NEAVE, Col METCALF, Lionel ROSE, Bob 
PLATT, David ROE, Gordon BASSETT, Roy "Dutchy" HEASLIP, Ray ARLOTT 
Front Row L-R:   Lloyd MEREDITH, Clarrie BROWN, Noel VINSON, Bruce WESTON, ?? 
ROBERTSON, ?? WOOD, Col "Limpy" MALLETT, Mick FARGHER 

 
 
Cracking an international market is a goal of most growing corporations. It shouldn't be that 
hard, yet even the big multi-nationals run into trouble because of language and cultural 
differences. 
 

In Taiwan, the translation of the Pepsi slogan "Come alive with the Pepsi Generation"  
came out as "Pepsi will bring your ancestors back from the dead." 
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979 RTC 
 

 
 
Gerry Walsh, who was on 979 Recruit Training Course at Edinburgh in 1969, sent us these 
passing put parade photos.  
 

 
His course was known as the “Hamilton Tigers”, named after their DI, Cpl Hamilton. The CO at 
the time was (he thinks) Wng Cdr Bruff. 
 
Gerry can‟t remember any names, but if you were there……… 
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Wasn‟t it all just a great big fat load of fun??? 
 
 

Anzac Day – 1997. 
 
 

 
 
This is a photo of blokes 
from RTFV/35Sqn who 
marched on Anzac Day, in 
Brisbane, for the first time 
under their own banner - in 
1997. 
 
The photo was taken at the 
Irish Club, at the start of 
the “de-brief” – with Wng 
Cdr Rod “Rocky” McGregor 
„presiding‟.  
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Back Row, L-R:  John McDougall, Len Scrase, Jim Mercer, Don Lovell 
3rd Row, L-R:  Charles Gaucci, Ted Barnard, Keith Kinch, Dennis Window, Max Turner. 
2nd Row, L-R:   Ted Strugnell, Phil Koy, John Holte, Rowley Badcock. 
Front row, L-R:  Brian Carney, Charlie Sownes, Geoff Hall, Rocky McGregor 

 
 
 

Laverton Appyland Staff – 1963. 

 
 

Back Row, L-R:   Cpl Quincey, Cpl Kennington, Cpl Barker, Cpl Fletcher 
Front Row, L-R:   Flt Lt. M. Fuller, Flt Lt E Holmes, Sqn Ldr J Mierisch, Flt Lt C Gould, Cpl H 
Leach. 

 
 

 
In China - the Kentucky Fried Chicken slogan "finger-lickin' good" 

came out as "eat your fingers off." 
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1 RMT 
 

 
 
The photo above was taken at Laverton in May 1966. Unfortunately, we don‟t have any names, 
can anyone help?? 
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Computers and Stuff. 
 

Sam Houliston. 
 
 
 
Restore features removed from Vista and Win7. 
 
When you upgrade from XP to Vista or Windows 7, you may notice certain of your favourite XP 
features are missing in the new Windows releases. For example, XP's Classic Start Menu is 
an easy way to launch dozens of programs with just a few keystrokes, but the option is gone 
from Windows 7.  
 
Many former XP users also miss the Explorer toolbar's cut, copy, paste, and other buttons for 
performing common operations with a single click. Well, there is a ‘freeby’ 
program out there that will incorporate all those favourite features into your 
Window Vista or Windows 7 operating system, and it’s called Classic Shell. 
 
Classic Shell restores these and other useful XP features without depriving you 
of the new functions in Vista and Win7. After you install the utility, the Start menu behaves the 
way it did in XP; however, if you want to use the standard Vista/Win7 functionality, all you do is 
hold down the Shift key before clicking the Start button. The program's optional Explorer 
toolbar appears on the right side of the menu bar, where it takes up as little screen real estate 
as necessary. 
 
If you've missed these and other XP features in Vista and Windows 7, download your free 
copy of Classic Shell from HERE. 
 
 
 

Spyware and other badies. 
 
If your computer starts to do funny things, pop up odd-ball pages etc and 
you suspect it has been compromised by some form of spyware, chances 
are that some other malicious software snuck in with the Spyware. In this 
is the case, you may want to use Microsoft's online Malicious Software 
Removal Tool to check for any badies. Here’s how you do it: 
 
1. Use Internet Explorer (or your browser of choice) to connect to the 

Malicious Software Removal Tool page. (or click HERE) 
2. Download the program and then run it. 
3. If your browser prompts you to install the ActiveX control, allow the installation.  
4. You will be given the option of doing either a Partial or Full scan of our computer, select 

Full and run it 
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The next time you restart your system, you'll have two boot selections, one for Windows XP 
and one for Safe Mode.  
 
 
How many times can you Load Microsoft Office 2010? 
 
When you buy Microsoft Office 2010, how many computers can you install the software on? 
The long and complex license for Office can be confusing (no-one reads them anyway) and 
there’s even more confusion now that there’s different rules depending on which Office 2010 
bundle you buy and even who you buy it from. 
 
Then there’s the difference between what you’re permitted under the license and what 
Microsoft can effectively control what you’re doing. Let’s try to explain the differences between 
the most popular Office bundles on sale.  
 
All Retail Office 2010 bundles  
 
This means anything you buy ‘in a box’, like the ones you buy from Harvey Norman, 
Officeworks etc. (except Home and Student edition) and included the following: 
 
Office 2010 bundles:  Standard, Small Business, Professional, and Ultimate 

suite.  
Office 2010 individual products:  Access, Excel, Groove, InfoPath, OneNote, Outlook, 

Outlook with Business Contact Manager, PowerPoint, 
Project, Publisher, SharePoint Designer, Visio, and 
Word. 

 
You can install these versions of Office 2010 onto two computers: 
 
1.  The ‘licensed device’ which is intended to be a desktop computer AND 
2.  A portable device for use by the single primary user of the ‘licensed device’. 
 
All that means is that you can “legally” install Office 2010 on two computers (one of them 
portable) provided both computers are used by one person. 
 
In practice Microsoft can’t control and doesn’t have the faintest 
ideal on which two computers you install to; there’s no way for 
the activation process to distinguish between a portable and 
non-portable computer. In addition, Microsoft talks about a 
‘single user’ however Windows allows multiple logins/users to a 
computer. Each user can run Office for their own documents as 
long as it is on the same computer either using a single login or 
different logins. For example a couple could share a computer 
at home. 
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Home and Student edition.  
 
The Home and Student edition has more generous rules even though the software is exactly 
the same. These bundles are licensed to be installed on THREE computers in a household for 
use by the people who live there, but, once again, there’s no way for Microsoft to know on 
which computer Office 2010 is installed on or where that computer is. Unlike the standard 
license there’s no reference to a ‘single primary user’ and therefore apparently no restriction on 
how many people can use Office on the three permitted computers.  
 
OEM purchases  
 
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) licenses are those sold by computer makers with the 
software install files supplied on the hard drive or Office 2010 is pre-installed on the computer 
delivered to you. 
 
This may include a purchase made online after a trial period. OEM bundles are often (but not 
always) cheaper for a good reason – the license is limited to ONE specific computer. You can 
only install Office 2010 on one computer and that should be the one you bought from that OEM. 
An OEM licensed Office 2010 is not allowed to be moved to another computer (this is the same 
rule that usually applies to Windows), however it’s not clear if that rule is imposed in practice. 
 
If you are going to buy Office 2010, this is probably the worst way to do it. 
 
‘Ultimate Steal’  
 
The ‘Ultimate Steal’ offer for students is for a copy of Office 2010 
Ultimate Edition at a very good price. You don't buy it at a shop, you 
complete the transaction on line, download the program, then 
Microsoft sends you the disc. The license is a standard Office 2010 
Ultimate edition license as detailed above i.e. install on two 
computers (one portable) for use by one person.  
 
If you’re looking for Office 2010 and you can comply with 
Microsoft’s requirements, (which are easy to do) in my opinion, this 
is the version to buy. You get the complete package for only 
$99.00. See HERE 
 
Moving to a new computer  
 
If and when you upgrade the old computer, with the exception of OEM licenses, there is often 
no need to buy another copy of Microsoft Office for the new one provided you inform Microsoft 
that you have “removed” the software from the old machine.  
 
While you must link the install of Office 2010 to a particular computer via the activation process, 
there’s no ‘deactivation’ process when you uninstall. Microsoft says you can move Office to 
another machine only once every 90 days however that is not a strict provision of the licence 
and seems to be an expression of Microsoft's discretion. All that means the fast internet 
activation might not work and you’ll have to call Microsoft, explain you have moved Office 2010 
to a new computer and request an activation code. That code should be given quickly and with 
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little fuss, assuming there’s nothing in Microsoft’s records to suggest that the Office 2010 
license has been over-used. 
 
The software is the same  
 
Regardless of which license you buy, the software is the same. There’s all sorts of stories 
about ‘academic’ or ‘corporate’ software having special features or limits – nonsense. It would 
be a support and development nightmare for Microsoft to have different behaviours in Office 
programs.  
 
 
Computer bogging down?? 
 
If, at certain times, your computer starts to really slow down, it is more than likely caused by 
some resident program running in the background and taking up most of your computer’s 
resources. It could be your anti-virus program running, or your computer is doing a scheduled 
backup, or downloading an upgrade or even doing a defrag of all your files.  
 
It could also be caused by a rogue program that has slipped in un-announced and has taken 
over. 
 
This can be very annoying, especially when you’re trying to do something in a hurry – makes 
you wish you could turn those memory hungry things off. Microsoft has provided a tool for you 
to do this, you press Ctrl, Alt, Del together, bring up the Windows Task Manager, click the 
Process Tag and you will get a ‘list’ of all the programs that are running  and it will also show 
how much Memory each is using. You can then 
hilite anything you don’t want running, click the “End 
Process” button and stop it. It works, but, as usual, 
Microsoft could have done it better, it’s difficult to 
pick the rogue files from the good ones. 
 
Luckily, someone else has written a better tool – 
and it’s a beauty. 
 
There’s a FREE program out there called “Process 
Explorer.” All you do it download it, unzip it, then run 
the “Procexp.exe” file. At first it may look 
intimidating, but don't let that discourage you from 
using it. In the left window are all the processes 
running on your computer. The right window pane 
has several columns but you can add more, one 
you should add is the Command line column. You do this by selecting View, Select Columns 
then check Command Line and click on Ok. 
 
All processes are easily identified by the Description and Company name. The two important 
columns are the Path and Command Line. These two columns display the exact location of the 
program that started the process and the command parameters that ran during execution. 
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One sign of a rogue process is usually when the Description and Company columns are blank. 
If you suspect a process is suspicious, check the directory location where it was started, and 
see what date the directory was created, if it was recent and you can’t remember doing it, odds 
on it’s a dud. You can also mouse over the process and see if there are any services running 
for the process. In this case the process svchost.exe reveals all programs it has started. 
 
You can also right click on a process and select properties which will display all the information 
of the process such as Security, Environment settings, Performance and Threads. Two tabs 
that will be of most interest is the Image tab which displays path, command line and current 
directory of the process, and TCP/IP tab that identifies port and connection information which 
can be of value in understanding who the process is communicating with. 
 
If you suspect a process is a problem, you can kill it and see if it restarts on its own (a real sign 
of spyware or virus). You kill a process by right clicking it and selecting Kill Process.  
 
If you’re not sure what a process is, you can right click on the process and select Search 
Online. Your browser will open and the process name will be searched in MSN Live. From 
there you can start to investigate and find detailed information about the process. 
 
Process Explorer is a powerful tool that can provide a window into your Operating System and 
let you see what is running on your System. A good idea is to run the tool once a day so you 
can get used to seeing what processes should be running normally. 
 
 
The Onion Router. 
 
Some people prefer to communicate on the internet anonymously. This can be useful if you 
prefer that corporate marketeers, government organizations, and other nuisance people such 
as the ATO, Federal Coppers and ASIO don’t track your internet usage. 
 
When you use the internet, the information you send and receive is in a packet containing your 
IP address. This is the location of your computer in cyberspace. When 
you download secret plans for shoulder-launched thermonuclear 
missiles from the US pentagon's web site, you might not want them to 
know whose computer broke into theirs. 
 
To hide your IP address, you can use The Onion Router, or TOR. This 
will send your packet to its destination through a few other, randomly 
selected computers, encrypted as it goes. The destination computer 
only has the IP address of the last computer your packet came from, so it doesn't know who 
you are. Using it will slow your computer down though. Here are some details: 
 
There are a few limitations to this. I used the Australian Government as an example, but the 
ADF may be one of the few organizations who can track the packet as it goes through all the 
TOR computers, so you’ve got to be careful there.  
 
Using TOR, you will be able to hide your IP address from the little people. But your computer 
likely has a somewhat unique fingerprint when you visit a web site. If you consider your browser 
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and browser version, operating system and version, fonts, screen resolution, scripting language 
capability, and some other items that are generally available to any web server, there are likely 
very few computers with your exact configuration. Click HERE to see how unique yours is. 
 
So, when you download secret plans for a thermonuclear bomb from the Pentagon, you should 
use TOR, use a different browser, and consider doing it from your mother in-law’s computer. Or 
you could just get it from Wikipedia. 
 
You can get TOR from HERE 
 
 

XP Hard Drives. 
 
For the past 150 years or so, most hard drives have used 512-byte sectors and this works just 
fine for hard drives smaller than 2 terabytes. 2 terabytes is about 16,000,000,000,000 zeros 
and ones, enough to hold a couple of thousand copies of Encyclopedia Britannica. These days 
you can get a 2 terabyte hard drive now for about $150. 
 
The partition table in a XP hard drive uses a 32-bit number to 
define the number of sectors on it, but the largest 32-bit 
integer is 4 billion. So, with a 512-byte sector, this limits the 
hard drive to 2 terabytes in size. 
 
But being smart blokes, and wanting to flog their stuff, hard 
drive manufacturers are coming up with formatting methods to 
allow you to use larger hard drives – that is larger than 2 terabytes, though why you’d want to 
is really the question. Doing it is not too complex, and nerd people have known about it for 
yonks, however, to get the new formats to run under Windows XP, there will be a loss of 
efficiency and your machine will slow down. 
 
For example, if you replace the 512 sector with a 4096 sector, Windows XP will still be reading 
and writing 512 bytes at a time and to update 512 bytes on the hard drive, XP would have to 
read 4096 bytes, change 512 of the bytes, and then re-write 4096 bytes. This is what causes 
the slowdown.  
 
Windows 7 and Apple computers don't have this problem. 
 
What does all this mean?    
 
If you buy a big new hard drive for your XP machine, it may run slower. So, if you want a great 
big hard drive to store every bit of knowledge in the whole wide world on your computer you’ll 
have to upgrade your operating system to Windows 7. 
 
Windows 7 is not too bad though. My youngest daughter has it on her machine, and I can 
almost use it. 
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Survey 
 
Last issue we asked which TV channel news you watched. We had 160 people respond and 
this is the result. 
 
This is which channel you watched……Channel 10 got a flogging, interesting!!!!! 
 

 
And this is why… 
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Cooroy, these days, is by-passed from the busy Bruce Highway, and the main street is a lot 
quieter than it used to be which is just how Les and Tori like it. 
  
Les says he’d like everyone to know he’s standing on the downhill side of John Broughton in 
the pic above. 
 
 
 

618T overview. 
 

John Mackesy VK3XAO (ex-RCAF) 
 
Although the Caribou no longer grumbles through our skies, its avionics live on for a couple of 
ex-service collectors/amateur radio operators. We have a Collins AN/ARC-73 VHF nav/com 
box (operational), a Collins 618T (operational), an ARC AN/ARN59 
and an AN/ARC-51BX (work in progress). There's also ex-Herc and 
Neptune equipment, all operational.  

One of our mob is an ex-RAAF Radschool graduate and (Viet 
Nam-era) Caribou man, the other an ex-RCAF/CAF.  I operate out 
of Mt Evelyn, Vic.  Ian Johnston (right) in Park Orchards, Vic and 
John McLaren (both RADS graduates) are my fellow travellers. 
 
I first encountered the 618T in the mid-60s, when the aircraft I was 
associated with were retrofitted with 618T, replacing 618S - I have 
one of those operational, too. We had a fair bit of trouble with the 
618T installation, the major task was designing the wiring harness; 

actually building it 
was much quicker.  As the wiring harness 
comes with the airframe it's not something 
most of us got involved with. Apart from the 
remote control to 618T wiring, there's also the 
180L-3A antenna coupler and a small junction 
box that all have to be wired in to make the 
thing work. The 618T worked the first time I 
powered it up, but on the second go the AC 
line filter capacitor went short circuit and took 
out the AC line fuse. Easy fix. There have 
been a few other minor hassles over the 
years, but having a decent supply of spare 
parts and the repair manuals as well as all the 
test gear enables me to keep it going.  

 
I was operating the 618T the other day when it suddenly stopped - no AC. The rotary inverter 
was making the right noises but there was nothing came out. This 618T is a dash 2, 208V 3-
phase power, but will soon be converted to a dash 3 (28V DC only input) configuration, a 
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simple matter of swapping the internal transmit power supply over and some minor rack 
rewiring. 
 
As you would know, one of the major items of comm’s equipment on the Caribou was the 
Collins 618T HF Transceiver. This 
covered 2-29.99 MHz in 1 kHz steps 
in SSB, AM and CW modes, with an 
output power of 400W PEP. The 
Caribou version (618T-3) was fitted 
with a small solid-state inverter, type 
488A-2 to provide about 100W of 
400 Hz power for B+, cooling blower, 
servos and sundry other internal bits. 
About 55,000 618T’s were built 
between about 1960 and 1984 (and 
Allan George fixed a lot of them – tb), the 
618T becoming the standard ‘big 
aircraft’ HF radio of its era in both 
military and civil aircraft. 
 
Although the  618T installation is 
straightforward – just slide the box 
out of its rack, slide another one in – 
building a 618T system from scratch 
for a ground installation was a major 
challenge, a saga that went over 
about 4 years, chasing parts, 
connectors, tech manuals and building an extensive wiring harness. This particular system is 
mounted on a slide-out 19” rack-mounted shelf and is controlled by a Collins 714E-3 control 
box mounted in a Collins Remote Control panel. Apart from the control panel, the installation is 
the same as a typical aircraft system - no mods. 
 
The 618T is a highly complex piece of equipment, most beautifully constructed, yet is still 

maintainable by the ordinary mortal/Radschool 
graduate. Best of all, a 618T is reliable and built 
from (mostly) standard off-the-shelf components. 
There are, for example 14 valves, over a hundred 
transistors, 5 servomotors and 33 relays all 
distributed through 12 plug-in modules and a 
backbone chassis. There’s also a high-speed, 
high-pressure cooling blower. Although not 
particularly obtrusive in the aircraft environment 
this blower is very annoying in a ‘close up and 

personal’ ground situation. Headset is a must! 
 

Getting the 618T operational was a process only slightly complicated by the 618T’s 28V DC 
(easy!) and 115V 400 Hz AC (not so easy) power requirement. In this situation DC is provided 
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by a 240V 50 Hz AC to 27.5 transformer-rectifier supply, while 115V 400 Hz is generated by a 
rotary inverter 
 
 
Getting a 618T operational is one thing, keeping it operational quite another. 618T’s are 
generally very reliable, but almost impossible to repair unless you have the right test gear. This 
test gear consists of Test Set 678Y-1 (module extenders), 
Test Harness 678P-1 (right) and Test Set 678Z-1. These 
were all acquired in ‘as new’ condition at RAAF disposals 
auctions. 
 
Although I enjoy my association with the 618T, it does have 
its downsides. The worst is probably the howling cooling 
blower, closely followed by the fact that it tunes in 1 kHz 
steps and typically takes about 8 seconds to change 
frequency. Then there’s the power consumption - something 
over 250W on receive and about a kilowatt in transmit 
mode. 
 
The origins of my 618T (model 618T-2 RAAF, s/n 0000 
0019) are somewhat obscure, but it may have been installed 
in a RAAF Neptune, Hercules or Canberra aircraft, probably 
during the late 60s or early 70s. 
 
The (ground) Remote Control panel includes a 714E-3 
control box, an audio amplifier, speaker, power control and 
VOX/phone patch facilities. My example was manufactured 
by Collins Radio Australasia and is s/n 012. Although the 
rear connector on the panel is the same as the 714E-3, the 
pinouts are different… 
 
The 180L-3 antenna coupler was always a problem, and when changing frequencies, every 
Caribou loady knew how to watch the SWR meter on the front of the set and switch the set off 
and on again when the metre dipped which would allow the thing to be operated – otherwise 
the coupler would continue to try and tune the thing for yonks - tb 
 
 
Music from the 60’s/70/s 
 
Laurie Lindsay, who’s really old and just loves a night where he can 
put on the warm cosy slippers, the faithful old grey cardigan, drag out 
the cardboard box of paper rolls, then sit at and peddle the old pianola 
for hours. He says it's especially good when the local church choir 
comes around, the ladies bring a plate, the men their big bottles of 
Abbots Lager and together they have a good old fashioned sing song. 
Laurie says he remembers and is very fond of the music from the 78 
RPM era.  
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He’s found a web site that contains all the popular music that was played during the Vietnam 
War years. All you have to do is turn up your volume, click on a song and enjoy.  
 
Laurie reckons this music makes him feel all nostalgical and he gets the shivers and goes all 
goose bumpily…. 
 
You can find the site HERE.  
 
 
Catch up.. 
 
James “Scotty” Potter sent us this, it is a photo that he took recently after meeting up with a few 
mates. 

  
L-R: Paul Cavanagh (Rad Tech, mntce Sqn) sitting, Alex Pilarski (Inst Fit 3 Sqn) sitting, Scotty 
Potter (3 Sqn MCS), Dave Bell (Rad Tech mntce Sqn) sitting, Kaz Kapusta (Rad Tech mntce 
Sqn) laying down. 
  
Dave Bell was not in the original photo (below) but he lived in 56E with the rest of us and it was 
he that got us together again – we had not seen each other since 1973. BIG THANKS TO HIM. 
When we met up it was like no time had passed at all, we gave each other the same garbage 
and sanctimonious disrespect that we always did.  
 
The photos below were all taken a while back, at the house (Ta Chong Bungs excuse the 
spelling) and up at the waterfall.  Halcyon days. 
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Taken 56E Choong Lye Hin, I think, about 1972/3 
 
 
 

Yesterday is wood, tomorrow is ashes. Only today does the fire burn brightly. 
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Dave Bell says that there is a reunion it Willie town soon, so might be worth giving him a shout 
to get more details and get some other Butterworth Boys Photos.  
 
You should also ask him about the “Galloping Gourmets”?  (OK Dave – over to you – tb) 
 

 
Men never grow up; they just learn how to act grown up in public. 

 

 
Frognall. 
 
We have some photos from Frognall, taken many years ago. Perhaps someone can tell us 
when?? 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Sign at the 
entrance. 
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The main gate, with the 
Head Quarters building in 
the back ground. 
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The Sgts mess, (at the rear) with living quarters in the foreground. 
 
 
 
 

Heaven is Where: 
The Police are British, 
The Chefs are Italian, 

The Mechanics are German, 
The Lovers are French 

     and  
It's all organized by the Swiss.  

 
Hell is Where: 

The Police are German, 
The Chefs are British, 

The Mechanics are French, 
The Lovers are Swiss 

     and 
It's all organized by the Italians. 

 
 
 
The WRAAF’s living quarters, the infamous Igloo, being removed, prior to the property being 
sold 
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Frognall Comcen 
Admin Staff. 
 
Back Row: L-R:  
Tiggy Tighe, John 
Tompson, Alky 
Langham 
 
Front Row: L-R:  
Bumper Farrel, 
Sally Maloney, 
Gayle Buchanan, 
Ken Kitson. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And here’s one the girls probably wish 
we didn’t have,  
 
Alison Chandler and Anne Gledhill at the 
WRAAF'ery in Frognall about 1970. 
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What did the blonde say when she found out she was pregnant? 
"Are you sure it's mine?" 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Frognall,  
 
54 Mont Albert Road, 
Canterbury, Vic,  
 
As it is today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
History. 
 
Frognall was constructed in 1888-9 for the timber 
merchant Clarence Hicks who had gained wealth from 
the building boom. The property sat on 7 acres of land. 
After the bank collapse and depression of the early 
1890s, Frognall was owned by the National Bank of 
Australasia and occupied by a school.  
 
It was then purchased by the wool manufacturer Burdett 
Lancock in 1901, and occupied by the family until 
offered to the Crown for wartime purposes in 1941. At 
that time it was being leased to Australian Estates 
Company Ltd. as emergency accommodation for their 
city business.  
 
The Secretary of Australian Estates Co., a Mr W.L. 
Taylor, was also Adjutant of No.3 Squadron which was 
using one room in the building for accommodation.  
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The property was eventually purchased by the Commonwealth Government on 29 September 
1943 and was then occupied by the RAAF¹s Melbourne Wireless Telecommunications Station 
until 1975, and continued to be used by the RAAF until 1984 when it was purchased by the City 
of Camberwell, who subsequently sold the building for use as a private residence.  
 

Frognall was designed by James 
Gall as a two-storeyed, towered, 
Italianate house and includes 
interior encaustic tiling, ornate 
moulded decorations and marble 
fireplaces.  
 
This magnificent building is 
historically important because of 
its association with Melbourne¹s 
late nineteenth century boom 
period and illustrates the lifestyle 
and status to which wealthy 
Melbournians aspired in both the 
late nineteenth century and first 
half of the twentieth century. 

  
 
 
 
The Ettamogah Club. 
 
The troops at a Vung Tau, Ettamogah Club, movie night, back in 1969. Some familiar faces in 
the crowd are: 
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George Borbas, Don Payne, Eddie Morris, Jock Young, Wally Salzmann and Bob “Camel” 
Humphries. Who can name more?? 
 
 
 

When you work here, 
you can name your own salary.  

I named mine, "Fred". 

 
1 RMT. 
 
Adrian Heinrich was cleaning out recently and came across the photo below which is of 1RMT 
and which was taken at Radschool Laverton in May 1966. 
 
Adrian is in the middle row, 5th from the left. 

 
Adrian is not sure of the names of the blokes in the pic – can anyone help???? 
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Out in the shed with Ted. 

Ted McEvoy 
 
 
 
Kitchen Fires. 
 
The UK fire brigade has produced a dramatic video (30-second, very short) about how to deal 
with a common kitchen fire ...oil in a frying pan. It's a real eye-opener!!  I never realized that a 
wet dishcloth can be a ‘one size fits all’ lid to cover a fire in a pan! 
 
NEVER pour water onto a grease or oil fire, it can be disastrous if you 
do. At the UK Fire Fighting Training school they demonstrate this 
outdoors with a deep fat fryer set on fire. An instructor would don a 
fire suit and using an 8 oz cup at the end of a 10-foot pole toss water 
onto the grease fire.  
 
The result always gets the attention of the students. 
 
The water, being heavier than oil, sinks to the bottom where it 
instantly becomes superheated and turns to steam. The explosive 
force of the steam then blows the burning oil up and out. Out in the open it can become a thirty 
foot high fireball that resembles a nuclear blast. 
 
Inside the confines of a kitchen, it is complete carnage. The fire ball hits the ceiling and then 
spreads out to fill the entire room.  
 
Another big NO NO is never throw sugar or flour on a grease fire (though we can’t think why 
you would). One cup of either thrown onto an oil or grease fire creates the explosive force of 
two sticks of dynamite.  
 
As they say in the classics, DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!! 
 
Watch the video and don't forget what you see. Tell your whole family about it.  
 
Talk about Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder! I recently came back from a tour of duty in 
Afghanistan. Having not seen my wife for several months, I was looking forward to a night of 
hot passionate sex with her. Unfortunately she came out of the shower with a towel wrapped 
round her head, so I shot her. 
 
 
DFRB/DFRDB Facts 
 
The average DFRB/DFR superannuation entitlement, after paying a compulsory 5.5% of salary 
for over 20 years plus, was $22,092 pa (JUN 09). 
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The maximum Age Pension will give you an annual income of $18,228.60 (with the Pensioner 
Supplement).  The additional maximum fortnightly rent assistance of $111.80 will push this 
figure up to a handsome $21,135.40.  
 
So after paying normal tax and compulsory superannuation for 20 years (5.5% of salary), and 
being shunted all over Australia and sometimes Overseas on Active Duty, an Ex Digger is 
ahead by a paltry $956.60 pa above what would be provided by the Age Pension (to which you 
would not have contributed). 
 
Great isn’t it?? 
 
Recently Robert Oakenshott, the independent member for Lyall, NSW (around Port Macquarie) 
rose to introduce a debate in the house on ADF DFRDB – you can read it HERE, or if you 
prefer, you can download a PDF version of it HERE. 
 
Put succinctly the Labor party will do absolutely nothing to improve or rectify the many 
deficiencies that exist in our military superannuation arrangements. Will the Coalition do 
anything different? First you have to note that whilst in government for 11 years they did 
nothing. Now they would have us believe that once they are in power they may do something. 
 
See HERE and HERE. 
 
Draw your own conclusions. 
 
AND 
 
I got this from Rick Tyan 
 
“Please read the attached letter from my Federal Member of Parliament - Don Randall JP MP 
for Canning in WA, on the Coalition’s Policy on DFRDB Military Superannuation recipients over 
the age of 55 years. 
 
The policy also includes DFRB Military superannuants over the age of 55years. 
 
With the forthcoming election (soon to be announced) we anxiously await the 
Labor government's policy (if any) which is yet to be announced. 
 
I have to give Don Randall MP due credit as Don has always responded to my 
concerns over a number of issues during these past few years.  At times I have 
been unhappy about Coalition policy but in this instance they have opened the 
door for us with a much fairer indexation on our military superannuation.” 
 
AND 
 
Richard Orr sent this, it’s a letter from Wayne Swan, the Federal Treasurer. Note that the date 
on the letter is 30 June 2010 – after the Rudd political assassination. NOTHING HAS 
CHANGED IN THE LABOR CAMP – but remember both the Liberals and the Greens have 
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promised a fair go for military superannuants with effect 01 Jul 2011 if the Libs achieve 
government in the forthcoming election. You can read the letter HERE.  Make your vote count!! 
  

 
You can search all the parks in all your cities 

You will never find a statue to committees 
 

 
 
 
Disability Pensioners and Medicines. 
 
The TPI Federation’s policy has always been, and remains, that 
disability pensioners at whatever level should not be required to pay for 
medication. To require them to pay out any amount – whether by co-
payment or otherwise – for medication or treatment for incapacity 
arising from their service is a breach of the conditions they agreed to 
when they enlisted. In simple terms the Government agreed that if 
service personnel were injured as a result of their service they would be 
looked after and the nation would meet the cost of all necessary health 
care. 
 
The TPI Federation recently wrote to the Pharmaceutical Costs Review and you can read and 
download a copy of their submission HERE 
 
 

 
What needs to be invented, urgently, is a phone with a built in breathalyser. 

 
 
 
HP or not to be. 
 
An American soldier in Iraq had an HP 4 in 1 printer which stopped working. He contacted HP 
tech support for help to fix it. HP told him that he would have to pay them for the advice. He 
wasn’t a happy chappie, see HERE (sound up) 
 
 
Slo Mo camers. 
 
Slow motion cameras have come a long way over recent years, some of them are able to take 
images at the phenomenal rate of 675,000 frames per second. A normal PAL television is 
shown at 25 frames per second and high definition TV is 60 frames per second. 
 
If you’ve got Real Player on your computer you can see an excellent example of slo mo HERE. 
If you don’t have Real Player – my advise, GET IT…….it’s free and you get it HERE 
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Solar storms causing problems with GPS and ADS-B?? 
 
Space scientists tell us that solar storms are on the rise and affect satellite-dependent 
technologies like GPS and ADS-B. We all know what GPS is, but what is ADS-B?? 
 
ADS-B is radically new technology that is redefining Communications, Navigation and 
Surveillance in Air Traffic Management today. Already proven and certified as a viable low cost 
replacement for conventional radar, ADS-B allows pilots and air traffic controllers to "see" and 
control aircraft with more precision, and over a far larger percentage of the earth's surface, than 
has ever been possible before.  
 
"ADS-B" is an acronym that stands for 
 
Automatic It’s always ON and requires no operator intervention. 
Dependant It depends on an accurate Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) signal 

for position data. 
Surveillance It provides “Radar-like” surveillance services, much like Radar. 
Broadcast It continuously broadcasts aircraft position and other date to any aircraft or 

ground station equipped to receive ADS-B 
 
 
How Does It Work? 
 
Far different from radar, which works by 
bouncing radio waves from fixed terrestrial 
antennas off airborne targets and then 
interpreting the reflected signals, ADS-B 
uses conventional GNSS technology and a 
relatively simple broadcast communications 
link as its fundamental components.  
 
Also, unlike radar, ADS-B accuracy does not 
seriously degrade with range, atmospheric 
conditions, or target altitude and update 
intervals do not depend on the rotational 
speed or reliability of mechanical antennas. 
 
In a typical applications, the ADS-B capable 
aircraft uses an ordinary GNSS (GPS, Galileo, etc) receiver to derive its precise position from 
the GNSS constellation, then combines that position with any number of aircraft discretes, such 
as speed, heading, altitude and flight number. This information is then simultaneously 
broadcast to other ADS-B capable aircraft and to ADS-B ground, or satellite communications 
transceivers which then relay the aircraft's position and additional information to Air Traffic 
Control centers in real time. 
 
ADS-B works at low altitudes and on the ground, so that it can be used to monitor not only 
aircraft, but vehicle traffic on the taxiways and runways of an airport as well. It is also 
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completely effective in remote areas or in mountainous terrain where there is either no radar 
coverage, or where radar coverage is restricted by problems with elevation, or line of sight. 
 
It is also bi-directional and capable of sending real-time Flight Information Services ("FIS-B"), 
such as weather and other data to aircraft. In some areas, conventional non-ADS-B radar traffic 
information ("TIS-B"), can also be uplinked as well.  
 
ADS-B is relatively inexpensive technology, and costs about 90% less than equivalent radar 
coverage, also, unlike radar, both the footprint and power requirements for ADS-B are quite 
small, allowing an ADS-B ground station to be installed in even the most remote areas. 
 
Aviation News spoke with Joseph Kunches, a scientist at NOAA's space weather prediction 
center, to determine the nature of the threat of the Solar activity to GPS, and you can hear the 
interview HERE. 
 
 
SEX. 
 
Sex is good for you – it’s official. So says the Sex Fairy 
 
 
Vung Tau update. 
 
I was in Vung Tau in the middle of April and took the following pics of the old Villas. As you can 
see, the old Airmens' villa is currently being demolished to be replaced by a dunno??? Probably 
a new hotel/resort. The Villa Anna is still in good nick. 
 
Vung Tau and surrounds are undergoing rapid redevelopment - especially around Ba Ria. 
 
"Radar Hill" now only has one antenna standing - the other was in such a bad state that it fell 
over during a heavy storm some years ago. 
 
A cable-car now runs from the beach front to the top of Radar Hill where an "Eco-tourist" 
complex is under construction. I'm also hearing that a big resort is also planned for the site. 
 
"Back Beach" is just about chocka with hotels and resorts. Progress ................. sigh!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Have a look, you can see the pics HERE 
 
 
 

There are only two four letter words that are offensive to men - 'don't' and 'stop', 
unless they are used together. 
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More Sex. 
 
See here. 
 
 
Seniors Club. 
 
If you’re aged 60 or over, you are eligible to join the Seniors Club Online. It is free to join, and 
includes heaps of benefits, such as: 
 

• $8 Movie Tickets at any Event, Greater Union or Birch Carroll 
Coyle Cinema – any day. 

• For every 10 movies you see you get 1 free. 
• Exclusive Candy Bar Discounts at the theatres. 
• Free Breakfast with eligible stays at Rydges Hotels and Resorts. 

 
Seniors Club Online has been created and is operated by Amalgamated Holdings Limited 
(AHL) - Australia's Premier entertainment, hospitality and leisure organisation. It’s FREE to join 
and you can do so HERE.  
 
Allow about 2 weeks for your card to arrive via the Post. 
 
 
A young bloke had just got his driver's license and over dinner one night he thought he’d put 
the big question to his dad as to when he could borrow the car. 
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His dad said he'd make a deal with him: 'You bring your grades up from a C to a B +, study 
your Bible a bit and get a hair cut. Then we'll talk about the car.' The young bloke thought about 
it for a moment or two, decided it wasn’t a bad deal and they agreed on it. 
 
After about six weeks his father said, 'Son, you've brought your grades up and I've observed 
that you have been studying your Bible, but I'm disappointed you haven't had your hair cut.' 
 
The boy said, 'You know, Dad, I've been thinking about that too, and I've noticed in my studies 
of the Bible that Samson had long hair, John the Baptist had long hair, Moses had long 
hair...and there's even strong evidence that Jesus had long hair.'  
 
To this his father replied, 'Yeah – but did you also notice they walked everywhere they went?' 
 
 
USAF Missile guidance principles 
 
How a USAF missile knows where it is !!  If you ever get confused about anything involving 
engineering, this quote from the Air Force is a great guide to solving all engineering problems. 
Note: This is an actual quote from an Air Force training tape on how guided missiles locate 
themselves and get to the target.  
 
Who knew it was this simple? 
 
Listen carefully HERE – we’ll be asking questions later!!! 
 
 
A man walked out to the street and caught a taxi just going by. He got into the taxi, and the 
cabbie said, "Perfect timing. You're just like "Brian! 
Passenger: "Who?" 
Cabbie: "Brian Sullivan. He's a guy who did everything right all the time. Like my coming along 
when you needed a cab, things happen like that to Brian Sullivan, every single time." 
Passenger: "There are always a few clouds over everybody." 
Cabbie: "No not Brian Sullivan. He was a terrific athlete. He could have won the Grand Slam at 
tennis. He could golf with the pros. He sang like an opera baritone and danced like a Broadway 
star and you should have heard him play the piano. He was an amazing guy." 
Passenger: "Sounds like he was something really special." 
Cabbie: "There's more. He had a memory like a computer. He remembered everybody's 
birthday, especially his wife's and their anniversary. He knew all about wine, which foods to 
order and which fork to eat them with. He could fix anything. Not like me. I change a fuse, and 
the whole street blacks out. But Brian Sullivan, he could do everything right." 
Passenger: "Wow. Some guy then." 
Cabbie: "He always knew the quickest way to go in traffic and avoid traffic jams. Not like me, I 
always seem to get stuck in them. But Brian, he never made a mistake, and he really knew how 
to treat a woman and make her feel good. He would never answer her back even if she was in 
the wrong and his clothing was always immaculate, shoes highly polished too. He was the 
perfect man! He never made a mistake. No one could ever measure up to Brian Sullivan." 
Passenger: "An amazing fellow. How did you meet him?" 
Cabbie: "Well, I never actually met Brian. He died. I'm married to his bloody widow." 
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Trailer Plugs. 
 
If you’ve just bought a trailer, in order for the stop 
and tail and indicator lights to work, the trailer has 
to be hooked up to your car’s electrical system. 
Trailers come with either a round 6 or 7 pin plug or 
a flat 7 pin plug and when you had the tow bar 
fitted to the car, they either installed a 6 or 7 pin 
round or a 7 pin flat socket, into which you hook up 
the trailer. Murphy’s Law ensures it’s not 
uncommon for your car to have the flat socket and 
the trailer to have a round plug – and as everyone 
knows, a round plug will not go into a flat hole, so what do you do?? 
 
It’s pretty easy to buy the bits and make a “conversion” cable, provided you know which wire 
goes where. Luckily, there is a web site which shows you just that, you can see it HERE. 
 
 
World Cup 
 
After Nigeria was eliminated from the world cup the Nigerian goalkeeper apologised and then 
personally offered to refund all the expenses of fans who travelled to South Africa.  He said he 
just needs their bank details and pin numbers to complete the transaction. 
 

 
Sales Pitch. 
 
Several years ago, Rockwell 
International decided to get into 
the heavy duty transmission 
business. They were at a recording 
studio and getting ready to tape 
their first introduction video. As a 
warm-up, the professional narrator 
began what has become a legend 
within the training industry. 
Remember, this bloke doesn’t 
know the first thing about heavy 
duty transmissions, he is just a 
professional presenter. He should 
have won an academy award for 
his stellar performance. 
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Mr Gaynor said the RSL would have a debriefing session after the march and look at whether 
veterans wanted to review the matter.  What do you think??? 
 
You can read some reaction in the WA newspaper HERE 
 
 
 
VETERANS GIVEN CHANCE TO COMMEMORATE ANZAC 
DAY TOGETHER. 
 
Australian Veterans have the chance to commemorate ANZAC Day together as a result of a 
new partnership between the Returned Services League of Australia (RSL) and Greyhound 
Travel. To launch this new partnership, Greyhound is offering all Australian Veterans free travel 
to and from ANZAC Day services and reunions Nation-wide. Veterans can travel any time a 
day or two each side of Anzac day, on 
Greyhound buses anywhere in Australia 
(check with Greyhound for details). 
 
The new partnership between the RSL 
and Greyhound Travel would provide 
great benefits to Australian Veterans and 
RSL Members.  
 
Free travel will give all Veterans the 
opportunity to participate in ANZAC Day 
services and marches across Australia and it will also allow Veterans, separated by distance, 
the chance to reflect and remember with their fellow mates on ANZAC Day. 
 
If eligible, to claim your free travel, call Greyhound on 1300 GREYHOUND (1300 473 946) and 
introduce yourself as a Veteran and book your travel. At check-in ensure that you have your 
medals and photo identification with you.  
 
The RSL, and all eligible Veterans, greatly appreciates the wonderful support of Greyhound 
Australia.  
 
 
A veterinarian was also an amateur geneticist. One day, one of his experiments paid off. He 
successfully combined the DNA of a cantaloupe with that of a dog. The result was a small, 
round dog with orange-tinted fur. For many years, the dog was happy. But as he aged, he 
became lethargic and morose. The vet tried everything to cure the dog's depression. 
Eventually, he decided to take the dog to a pet psychiatrist. The psychiatrist told the 
veterinarian not to worry. The dog was just a little melon collie. 

Sorry Rupe! 
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Photorec 
 
Bugga - you've just accidentally deleted those precious, one-in-a-lifetime pics from your digital 
memory card...!!!!!  "What do I do now?" I hear you ask yourself. 
 
Well, there is a FREE solution. Visit THIS SITE and download PhotoRec. PhotoRec will 
analyse your memory card and will recover those precious pictures. 
 
If you are a bit technical and want to see how it works, visit HERE. 
 
I've given it a test drive and it works just beaut...!!! 
 
PhotoRec is file data 
recovery software 
designed to recover 
lost files including 
video, documents and 
archives from hard 
disks, CD-ROMs, and 
lost pictures from 
digital camera memory 
cards. PhotoRec 
ignores the file system 
and goes after the 
underlying data, so it 
will still work even if 
your media's file 
system has been 
severely damaged or 
reformatted.  
 
PhotoRec is free - this open source multi-platform application is distributed under GNU General 
Public License. PhotoRec is a companion program to TestDisk, an application for recovering 
lost partitions on a wide variety of file systems and making non-bootable disks bootable again. 
You can download them from this link.  
 
For more safety, PhotoRec uses read-only access to handle the drive or memory card from 
which you are about to recover lost data from.  
 
Important: As soon as a pic or file is accidentally deleted, or you discover any missing, do NOT 
save any more pics or files to that memory device or hard disk drive; otherwise you may 
overwrite your lost data. This means that while using PhotoRec, you must not choose to write 
the recovered files to the same partition on which they were stored.  
 
 

Did you hear about the bloke who went out with an Eskimo woman. 
All went well until she broke it off. 
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RAAF Health Records. 
 
Now that you (we) are getting older, you might like to have a copy of your health records from 
when you were in the RAAF. If so, you can obtain a copy by writing to: 
 
Department of Defence 
Health Records 
Queanbeyan Annex 4 
Canberra ACT 2600 
 
 
Solar Panels. 
 
There has been a bit of confusion concerning solar panels used to supply electricity for use in a 
private household. In some instances, some of these panels generate sufficient power to allow 
the owner to sell some back to the household electricity supplier. Where confusion has arisen 
in the past is what happens to the funds received from selling this power, should the receipts 

from the sale (these funds are called “Feed-in Tariff”) be brought 
to account for the purposes of the pension income test. 
 
The Minister for Families, Housing, Community Services and 
Indigenous Affairs, Jenny Macklin has issued a statement which 
clarifies the situation. 
 
If the receipts from sale are paid to the householder as a credit 
on their electricity bill, then they will not be assessed. 
 

However, if the receipts are paid to the householder as a direct payment, (cheque or EFT), then 
they are assessed as income when calculating the pension.  
 
Further information can be obtained from Centrelink on 13 2300 or at www.cengtrelink.gov.au 
 
 
 
 
Dog For Sale, free to good home. Excellent guard dog.  
 
Owner cannot afford to feed him anymore, as there are no more drug pushers, thieves, 
murderers, or molesters left in the neighborhood for him to eat. Most of them knew Jethro only 
by his Oriental street name, Ho Lee Schitt.  
 
See a photo of Jethro HERE 
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Ho hum ........... normal flying conditions for the dear, old Caribou...!!!!!!!!!! See HERE 
 
 
 
 
A Scotsman walking down the street sees a woman with absolutely perfect breasts. He 
approaches her and says, "Miss, would ye let me bite ye breasts for $100? " 
"Are you nuts?!!!" she replies, and keeps walking. 
He turns around, runs around the block and gets to the corner before she does. "Would ye let 
me bite ye breasts for $1,000 dollars?" he asks. 
"Listen; I'm not that kind of woman! Got it?, get lost!!" 
So the Scotsman runs around the next block and faces her again; "Would ye let me bite ye 
breasts just once for $10,000 dollars?" 
She thinks about it for a moment and says, "Hmmm, $10,000 dollars; O.K., just once, but not 
here. Let's go to that dark alley over there. " 
So they go into the alley, where she takes off her blouse to reveal the most perfect breasts in 
the world. 
As soon as he sees them, he grabs them and starts caressing them, fondling them slowly, 
kissing them, licking them, burying his face in them, but not biting them.. 
The woman finally gets annoyed and asks, "Well? Are you gonna bite them or not?" 
"Nah", says the Scotsman.... "Costs too much..." 
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My Story 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Kimberley
1
 

 
 
Gary Kimberley was born in Fremantle, Western Australia, in 1936.  
 
As a teenager his interest in aircraft led him to join the Air Training 
Corps as a cadet and in 1955, at the age of 19, he began flying lessons 
on Tiger Moths at Maylands in Perth. In 1956 he gained his private 
pilot‟s license as a result of being selected for aircrew training during 
National Service in the RAAF.  
 
He joined the RAAF as a pilot in 1960, on No 40 Pilot‟s Course, training 
on Winjeels at Point Cook and finally gaining his wings on Vampires at 
Pearce. He then went on to serve in a number of different RAAF units including the Air Trials 
Unit on the Woomera Rocket Range followed by a two year posting to No 10 Squadron at 
Townsville flying Neptune long range maritime patrol aircraft.  
 
In 1965 he transferred to No 38 Squadron at Richmond to fly the Caribou and completed a nine 
month tour of active service in Vietnam in 1965 - 66. During his time in the war zone he flew 
1,109 operational sorties totalling 742 flying hours with his aircraft often fired at and actually hit 
by enemy ground fire on several occasions. Fortunately the aircraft was not seriously damaged. 
He also flew extensively throughout Papua-New Guinea and the islands to the north and later 
served in a non-flying role as an Air Force Fighter Controller with No I CRU at Brookvale in 
northern Sydney.  
 
He joined Qantas International in 1970 to fly 
Boeing 707s and 747s and subsequently enjoyed 
numerous overseas short term postings with that 
airline. In 1978 he designed and built his own ultra 
light aircraft, the Kimberley Sky-Rider (a single seat, 
wire braced high-wing monoplane with aluminum tubing 
fuselage and single surface Dacron sailcloth wing. 12 hp 
McCulloch engine. Cruise at 40 mph and stalls at 23 mph. 
Wing span 32’4”. Wing area 144 sq/ft. Length 18’, height 7’ 
10”. Empty weight 210 lbs.) for which he received an 
outstanding individual achievement award from 
the Experimental Aircraft Association of the United 
States. The Sky-Rider was featured in the 1981 – 82 edition of the “Aviation ible  Jane‟s All 
The World‟s Aircraft (Jane’s, p. 606).  

                                                 
1 Gary is writing his memoirs and this information is taken from that data. 
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The original Sky-Rider has been donated to the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney as an historic 
aircraft and is now on public display in the Museum‟s Discovery 
Centre at Castle Hill.  
 
In 1996, completing a flying career spanning more than forty 
years, Gareth finally retired from flying as a Qantas Boeing 747 
First Officer. He had logged a total of 17,600 flying hours on more 
than 30 different aircraft types ranging from Air Force jets 
(Vampires, Meteors and Macchis) to four engine Qantas Jumbos.  
 
He has contributed short stories and anecdotes to several books on the Vietnam War and had 
a book published in the United States on how to build and fly ultra light aircraft. He also served 
briefly as the ultra light aircraft correspondent for the Australian Flying magazine and had 
numerous articles published in Australian and overseas aviation magazines.  
 
In 1998 he ran unsuccessfully as a candidate for the Australian House of Representatives. For 
several years, spanning 2001-2002, he published the political newsletter Fact File and still 
writes a non-partisan political column for several national monthly publications. 
 
He now lives in Sydney with his wife Patricia and has two married daughters.  
 
Following are some stories of his more memorable moments while flying with the RAAF. 
 
 

Vietnam 
 
I was posted down to 38 Squadron at Richmond because I was assured of obtaining a 
captaincy on Caribous quickly. I knew I would have to go to Vietnam but the thought of 
spending another two years as a copilot on Neptunes at 10 Sqn. did not appeal to me. My girl 
friend, Patricia, followed me down to Richmond and we decided to get married. Fortunately, we 
were able to the RAAF chapel on the base for our wedding ceremony – that was 23rd October, 
1965.  
 
My crew captain from 10 Sqn, Flying Officer Bob Maggs, had 
insisted on being Best Man and he and my buddy Flg Off Paul Smith 
had come down from Townsville for the big occasion.  
 
As we came out of the chapel we were surprised and delighted to 
find that four of my friends Daryl SuIlivan, Kevin Henderson, John 
Stahl and Don Pollock, in full dress uniform, had formed an archway 
complete with ceremonial swords held high. 
 
With my departure date for Vietnam now set for mid November, we 
didn‟t have much time. My Caribou conversion concluded with a trip 
to Hobart on the 1st November. The trip down was via Melbourne 
with an overnight stay at Wrest Point hotel in Hobart (The RAAF always do it tough) and return 
the next day was via Laverton. I had finally made the grade. I was now a fully fledged Caribou 
Captain, and incredibly, it had all been achieved in less than 4 months. 
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The few weeks prior to my departure were quite depressing with anti-war demonstrations 
starting and songs on the hit parade such as The Eve of Destruction, Blowing in the Wind, The 
Times they are a-changing and I ain’t marching anymore, all promoting an atmosphere of doom 
and gloom and rebellion. Initially, tours of duty in the war zone were eight months but I ended 
up extending for a month to facilitate meeting up with Pat in Singapore for the start of our much 
delayed honeymoon. In 1966, the tours were increased to 12 months, but nine months was 
plenty long enough for me.  
 
Unlike the American :and Canadian Caribous, which had autopilots filled as standard, the 
Australian Government decided that as the aircraft would only be flying very short sectors, it 
could save money by buying the aircraft without the automatic pilots. As anyone who spent any 
time at 38 Sqn knows, we subsequently flew Richmond to Perth, Richmond to Darwin, 
Richmond to Townsville, Hobart and to Port 
Moresby, transcontinental distances and having to fly 
the aircraft by hand all the way. Smart thinking Mr 
Dept Air. 
 
A lot of the US Caribous also had weather radar 
while we were limited to the Mark I eyeball. I 
suppose there were several advantages however, 
without the weight of the autopilots and radar we could carry a (tiny) bit more payload and, of 
course, there was a commensurate reduction in spares carried (and it made the Radtech’s job that 
little bit easier - tb) 
 
On the 13th November 1965, I met up with my travelling companion, FIt Lt Noel Bellamy, at 
Mascot airport, and boarded the Qantas Boeing 707 for Vung Tau. There I kissed my bride of 
three weeks goodbye and boarded the Qantas Boeing 707 on the first stage of my journey to 
the war zone. 
 

antas didn‟t fly to ietnam so we could only go as far as Singapore with our national carrier. 
At Singapore we would have to stay overnight and catch the daily Pan American Airways flight 
to Saigon the next day. 
 
For me the flight to Singapore in the Qantas Boeing 707 was quite exciting for although it was 
1965 and I was relatively old at 29, it was the first time I had flown in a large 4-engined jet 
airliner. After the roaring, rattling Caribou the quietness, smoothness and air conditioned 
comfort of the 707 was quite a contrast. This was clearly a most civilised way to fly. 
 
Singapore was a busy, exciting place. It had just seceded from Malaysia under its new Prime 
Minister, Lee Kuan Yew and was still celebrating its independence. British rule had previously 
kept the various racial groups under control but with post war independence, the predominantly 
Chinese Singapore had objected to being governed by Malays in Kuala Lumpur and had opted 
for secession.  
 
On November 14, 1965, Flt Lt Noel Bellamy and I boarded our Pan Am Boeing 707 and were 
flown the relatively short distance from Singapore to Saigon. We landed at Saigon‟s Tan Son 
Nhut airport to the news that two Australian Army advisers had been killed in action at Tra Bong 
the previous day. Warrant Officers Wheatley and Swanton had gone out with a company of 
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Vietnamese troops on a search and destroy patrol when they were engaged by a company of 
Viet Cong and Swanton was badly wounded. Wheatley courageously stayed behind in a 
desperate attempt to carry his wounded comrade to safety but they were quickly overrun by the 
Viet Cong and both men were shot and killed. evin “Dasher” Wheatley was subse uently 
awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross, but hearing of the deaths of Wheatley and Swanton did 
nothing to boost my morale. 

 
Tan Son Nhut airport was more than a hive of activity, it was absolute bedlam with aircraft, men 
and machines flying everywhere. It was like nothing I had ever seen before. We were dumped 
on the tarmac and simply told to report to the United States Air Force movement control centre, 
which we did. There we were told that a “Wallaby” Caribou would pick us up and take us to 
Vung Tau, the US Army 
airfield where the Australian 
Caribous were based. 
 
After waiting several hours in 
sweltering heat our RAAF 
Wallaby eventually arrived 
and parked out on the vast 
apron in amongst Boeing 

‟s, C-130 Hercules, C-
141 Starlifters, giant 
Globemasters and a plethora 
of other aircraft which made 
our little Caribou really look 
quite insignificant. I had 
never seen so many aircraft in one place in my whole life. Indeed, at that time Tan Son Nhut 
was reputedly the busiest airport in the world. We were met by the Wallaby crew and welcomed 
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to South Vietnam. We threw our gear – which in my case consisted of my Air Force issue large 
steel trunk, a standard suitcase and an 
overnight bag, into the Caribou and were 
flown quite unceremoniously across to 
Vung Tau on the coast – an action-packed 
20 minute flight. We were welcomed at 
RTFV Headquarters on the base by our 
CO, Sqn Ldr Doug Harvey and then taken 
by Jeep into town to the „ illa Anna‟, a 
lovely old French villa by the sea where 
the RTFV officers were billeted.  
 
Ironically, despite the dangers of operating 
in the war zone in South Vietnam, we 
actually lost more aircraft and suffered 
more casualties operating in Papua New 
Guinea than we did in Vietnam. The 
reasons for this were Inaccurate PNG maps, shocking weather, a lack of radio navigational 
aids, poor communications, mountainous terrain, and some of the most difficult airstrips I have 
ever had to get into and out of. I had more frightening experiences flying in PNG than I did in 
Vietnam. (From experience, I would say a contributing factor would also be “Pilots who knew everything and 
wouldn’t or couldn’t be told” – tb). 
 
There were some airstrips the American Caribous would not go into, Plei Me being a notable 
example. As a result the RAAF Wallaby was the only decent sized aircraft that operated into 
these isolated camps. In 1966 the United States Air Force took over the US Army Caribous 
which for a while even further restricted American Caribou operations. 
 
Apart from the weather and the topography, the two main hazards to flying in South Vietnam 
were the risk of a mid-air collision because of the sheer volume of air traffic over the country at 
the time and the ever present danger of being hit by enemy ground fire. The Caribou tactical 
transport aircraft operated by the RAAF Transport Flight, Vietnam (which quickly grew to 
become No 35 Squadron) were large and slow moving targets. 
 
Our answer to the ground fire problem was to avoid flying below 2,500 feet wherever 
reasonably possible. We figured that the chances of being hit by small arms fire above this 
height were minimal and experience seemed to bear this out. Heavier, 50 calibre weapons of 
course were another matter.  
 
We would fly to our destination at a safe height, then when directly over the top, descend in a 
steep spiral, attempting to remain within the range of the camp‟s defensive fire. We would leave 
the same way, climbing up to a safe height directly above the camp before setting course for 
the next strip. This technique was usually successful, but not always, and every now and again 
we‟d pick up the odd round or two. At that time, we had not had a single passenger or crew 
member killed or even seriously injured. In fact, the RAAF Wallabies had an excellent 
reputation for safety and reliability, and none of us wanted to spoil it. 
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Tours of duty in Vietnam were eight months and RTFV, as it was when I arrived, although 
operating in support of the USAF‟s 1 th Air Commando Group, was based with an American 
Army Caribou squadron at Vung Tau, 38 nautical miles south-east of Saigon. 
  
The CO of the Flight when I arrived was Sqn Ldr Doug Harvey. He was replaced in November 
by Sqn Ldr Vic Guthrie who in turn was replaced by Wg Cdr Charles Melchert in June 1966 
when the Flight became No. 35 Squadron. In addition to our two semi-permanent detachments 
at Nha Trang and Da Nang and the many and varied ad hoc missions we flew, we also 
operated a number of “bus runs,” the two main ones being the  mission to the north as far 
as Nha Trang and the 406 mission around the south of the country which was basically around 
the Mekong Delta. Both these scheduled services started and terminated at Tan Son Nhut.  

 
Our radio call-sign was “Wallaby” followed by the last two digits of the Mission Number and on 
these daily bus runs we gained such a good reputation for punctuality and dependability that 
the Americans christened us “Wallaby Airlines”. So good was our reputation that I know for a 
fact some US Army personnel preferred to fly with us rather than in their own Caribous.  
 
One of my first big missions proved to be quite exciting and turned out to be a pretty good 
introduction to the type of flying I could look forward to. It was December 16 and I was 
programmed for a 41 Mission in A4-191 with my old course mate Graeme Nicholson who, like 
me, held the rank of Flying Officer. Our day‟s work was to fly various cargoes to the numerous 
airstrips in the area to the north of Saigon and Vung Tau. 
 
The first call was to a Special Forces camp which was listed as An Loc and having found what 
we thought was the correct strip we duly landed and taxied towards the clearing at the end of 
the strip which looked like the loading and unloading area. As we approached the clearing we 
noticed a small group of Vietnamese men in black pyjamas but there was no sign of any 
Americans or any US Army equipment. The Vietnamese men were glaring at us and showing  
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no signs of welcome whilst in the background I noticed a sudden flurry of activity. 
 
Graeme said, “I don‟t like the look of this. Let‟s get out of here”. 
I replied without hesitation, “Let‟s go !” and immediately ran through the take off checks. 
Graeme turned the aircraft around and we took off without stopping.  
 
When we asked about this at our next port of call, the American army Lieutenant exclaimed, 
“Jesus, man ! That‟s in C territory. ou were lucky to get out of there”. 
 
In hindsight, I believe the reason we got away with it was because the Viet Cong was just as 
surprised as we were, and by taking off again without stopping we were gone before they had 
time to get organised. We didn‟t make that mistake again. 
 
We ended up flying 12 sorties that day and arrived back at Vung Tau field well after dark. The 
last sector was mine and as there had been a power failure on the base I had to land in the 
dark on the short PSP (perforated steel planking) strip. It had been a long but very interesting 
day. 
 
You knew when you were hit – it sounded just like an empty beer can hitting the floor. 
Fortunately, the rounds would usually pass harmlessly through the tail or rear fuselage. On 
landing, the Loadmaster would carry out an inspection and if no serious damage had been 
done, he‟d simply whack some green tape over the bullet holes and we‟d press on heroically. 
For some reason the iet Cong didn‟t seem to have thought about aiming ahead of a moving 
target and we were sure hoping no one would tell them. In one instance we were hit in the tail 
on take off out of a remote strip and my copilot, Flg Off Bill Pike, did a rough calculation based 
on the aircraft‟s speed and height, and the speed and time of flight of the bullet, and told me I 
was very lucky. His calculation suggested the VC soldier had aimed at my head. 
 
There was one occasion, however, when my luck almost ran out. It was probably the closest I 
ever came to being actually shot down.  
 
Of course the dangers were not 
always just from enemy action as 
there was also the occasional risk of 
being hit by friendly fire. On this 
occasion, however, we had been 
despatched to Da Nang in the far 
north of the country with Caribou A4-
173 on a six day detachment. We 
were a standard crew consisting of 
Captain, Copilot, Loadmaster and 
Assistant Loadmaster. Operations 
near the border into places like Dong Ha were particularly tricky, but the first four days went 
well, with all sorties flown exactly as planned, which is just the way I liked it. Then the weather 
turned bad. 
 
The 25th of February 1966 at Da Nang was not a nice day. Monsoonal weather had really set 
in. There was low cloud, areas of heavy rain and reduced visibility. We managed to complete 
our first mission to Quang Ngai but the weather was steadily deteriorating. Our second mission 
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to Ba To had to be aborted due to the low cloud base and poor visibility and we had to return to 
Da Nang with the load. The third mission was to deliver a load of ammunition up north to Khe 
Sanh, a beleaguered Special Forces camp in hostile territory just south of the border with North 
Vietnam. The chances of getting into Khe Sanh were slim but the mission was urgent and the 
lives of American soldiers were at stake. 
 
My copilot Plt Off Dick Cooper and I had flown together quite a bit and had a pretty good idea of 
what we could and could not do. We felt that, in spite of the low cloud base and the unfriendly 
territory, we could get into Khe Sanh by flying at tree top level and maximum speed; the theory 
being that by the time an enemy soldier on the ground hears you coming, grabs his weapon, 
cocks it and tries to take aim, you have already disappeared behind the trees. It was risky, but 
as the troops desperately needed the ammunition we felt the risk was justified. However, this 
technique does not work over flat open country, as Peter Yates and Bill Pike later found out. 
 
They were flying low and fast over rice paddies and unfortunately had the bad luck to fly right 
over a platoon of enemy soldiers. The soldiers heard the Caribou coming and had plenty of 
time to aim their weapons and spray the aircraft with small arms fire. The aeroplane took 11 
hits with one round severing a rudder cable causing the relevant rudder pedal to drop uselessly 
to the floor. They were lucky and got away with it, but a valuable lesson was learnt by all.  
 
On another occasion, the Loadmaster, Bob St John, happened to be sitting on an esky behind 
the two pilots when a round came up through the belly of the aircraft, penetrated the cockpit 
floor, passed through the bottom of the esky, continued on through the ice inside and stopped 
when it lodged in the esky lid – a hair‟s breadth from the Loadmaster‟s backside. Bob extricated 
the bullet and kept it as a particularly personal souvenir. 
 
Anyway, the flight into Khe Sanh, 
although fairly hairy, worked out 
according to plan and we were 
able to deliver a much needed 
cargo to a very grateful customer. 
But having got in, we now had to 
get out and I had this nagging 
feeling that everything had been 
going just a little too easily.  
  
Khe Sanh is surrounded by 
jungle-covered hills. We had to fly 
low because of the cloud base 
and the need to remain visual for 
accurate navigation but the 
rugged terrain meant it was 
impossible to get really low and hug the ground. There were areas where we knew we would 
be vulnerable to ground fire but there wasn‟t much we could do about it. I decided not to go out 
along the same route we had flown in as any VC or North Vietnamese soldiers would have 
been alerted by our earlier flight and would be waiting for us on our return.  
 
This may or may not have been a good decision, depending, I guess, on one‟s point of view. Be 
that as it may, I had made my decision and having unloaded the aircraft and picked up a couple 
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of Medevac patients, we took off. I pulled the landing gear and flaps in as quickly as possible 
and headed out over the hills and valleys keeping as low as I could. 
 
I had full throttle and a speed of around 140 knots when it happened. There was a loud 
whoomph ! right outside my window. It was so close I not only heard it but felt it as well, and so 
did the other members of the crew. Initially we weren‟t sure whether we‟d been hit or not, but 
the aeroplane continued to handle normally and after checking to make sure no obvious 
damage had been done, we flew on back to base without further incident. 
 
Although the shock wave shook the aircraft and startled me momentarily, surprisingly, I felt no 
fear. Of course the adrenalin would have been flowing anyway, but I had always thought that in 
such a situation the sensation of fear would be uncontrollable. I guess at the time I was too 
busy to be frightened, but on later reflection it began to sink in ust how close we‟d come to 
being blown out of the sky. I don‟t know what it was that was fired at us, but whatever it was, it 
certainly would have been big enough and powerful enough to bring down a Caribou – and at 
that speed and altitude there would have been no survivors. Whoever fired at us missed. He 
didn‟t miss by much, but thank God he missed. I guess that one ust didn‟t have my name on it. 
 
The Cow that lost its Parachute. 
 
This story is funny, sad and yet not so sad. As for whether it‟s funny or not, I guess it depends 
on your sense of humour, but it sure was funny the way the Loadmaster described it. 
 
I‟m not sure now whether it was Luong Son or an Tri, but we had to air drop a live cow in a 
crate to this particular camp which for one reason or another did not have a useable airstrip. 
 
Anyway, we duly arrived over the drop zone and I made my run in. At the appropriate moment I 
ordered “ ecute ! ecute !” and the Loadmaster let go the load. Out went the crate 
containing the cow, and according to the Loadmaster, the parachute worked perfectly. The only 
trouble was, this particular crate must have 
been badly put together for although the 
crate came down beautifully by parachute, 
the floor separated and kept on going with 
the cow still standing on it. 
 
 According to the Loadmaster, it was one of 
funniest sights he‟d ever seen. There was 
the cow, standing on a small wooden floor 
like a surf board, hurtling through the air with 
its nostrils flared, ears flapping in the wind 
and its tail streaming out behind it. He claims 
the cow actually enjoyed it, and swears he 
could see it grinning. 
 
The sad part of course, is that the cow would have eventually hit the ground and been killed 
instantly. ut then it‟s perhaps not so sad because the cow was probably going to be 
slaughtered for beef anyway. At least it died happy and the South Vietnamese soldiers would 
still have got their steaks. Nevertheless, after that I took care to make sure that this type of 
incident did not happen again. 
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The mighty Mirage. 
 
The search for a Sabre replacement began in the 1950s, and when a joint evaluation team from 
the Departments of Air and Supply visited Europe and North America in1960, the Dassault 
Mirage III emerged as their selection over the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter.  
 
Built by the French 
firm Generale 
Aeronautique Marcel 
Dassault (GAMD), the 
Mirage I flew on 
25 June 1955, 
followed the following 
year by the prototype 
Mirage III. Having 
selected the Mirage, 
the RAAF then had to 
decide on the power 
plant, and with the 
Rolls Royce Avon 
already in service 
powering both the Sabre and the Canberra, this option was pursued for the Mirage. A French 
Mirage IIIA, known as 'City of Hobart', was fitted with an RB146 Avon 67 turbojet and flew on 
13 February 1961. This was known as a Mirage IIIO, but did not receive a RAAF serial number 
as, although this modification delivered superior performance, its cost was prohibitive and this 
project was discontinued.  
 
Due to cost restraints, the RAAF selected the French 
SNECMA Atar 9C engine and the first RAAF aircraft, 
numbered A3-1, flew at Bordeaux on 14 March 1963 and 
was handed over to the RAAF at Villaroche, near Paris, on 
9 April, 1963. While A3-1 was flown to Australia inside a 
Hercules, the second French-built aircraft, A3-2, remained in 
France until August 1965 to test the various RAAF 
modifications. Two further aircraft were shipped to Australia 
as fully-equipped major assemblies and completed at Avalon 
by the Government Aircraft Factories (GAF), the Australian 
prime contractor. The first of these, A3-3, was flown by 
Squadron Leader (later Air Vice Marshal) Bill Collings at Avalon on 16 November 1963.  
 
Gradually the French content was reduced and by aircraft A3-16 the first Australian-built 
primary parts were incorporated. The RAAF initially order 30 aircraft, A3-1 to A3-30 and in 1962 
a further 30, A3-31 to A3-60 were ordered. In 1963 the order was increased by another 40, A3-
61 to A3-100, followed by 10 two-seat trainers, similar to the French Mirage IIIB, and 
designated IIID, A3-101 to A3-110.  
 
Following the two French aircraft, the first 48 Australian-assembled aircraft (A3-3 to A3-50) 
were built as Mirage IIIO(F) interceptors and No 2 Operational Conversion Unit (2OCU) at 
Williamtown began receiving deliveries in 1964. No 75 Squadron became the first operational 
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unit to equip in 1965 followed by No 76 Squadron in 1966. The next 50 aircraft (A3-51 to A3-
100) were built as IIIO(A) ground attack variants with slightly different radar and the addition of 
doppler navigation and radar altimeters for low-level operation.  
 
In 1967 No 75 Squadron deployed to Malaysia to replace No 3 Squadron. No 3 Squadron then 
became the first unit to equip with the ground-attack 
Mirage under Wing Commander Jake Newham (right), 
who was later to be Chief of Air Staff. When No 3 
Squadron returned to Butterworth in 1969, No 77 
Squadron re-equipped and became the fourth RAAF 
Mirage squadron.  
 
The first two-seater Mirage IIID, A3-101, flew on 
6 October 1966 and was accepted by the RAAF at Avalon 
on 10 November, followed by a further nine over the next 
year. The trainer version did not have the Cyrano II nose 
radar; a second cockpit was added behind the first and 
the avionics equipment previously stored there was 
relocated in the nose. The Mirage trainers were 
assembled by GAF from imported French-built fuselages 
and CAC-built wings and vertical tail surfaces.  
 
In December 1970 the government approved the 
procurement of six additional Mirage IIID trainers at a cost of $11 million. These aircraft, A3-111 
to A3-116, delivered from August 1973 to January 1974, enabled the retirement of the Sabre 
from operational fighter training.  
 

 
77 Sqn Framies, 1986 
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77 Squadron the largest fighter squadron ever in the RAAF. No 77 Squadron finally 
relinquished their Mirages for Hornets in November 1987. In March 1986 No 79 Squadron 
reformed at Butterworth from No 3 Squadron, as the latter began conversion to the Hornet. 
No 79 Squadron operated the Mirage until disbanding in April 1988, leaving No 75 Squadron at 
Darwin and Aircraft Research and Development Unit (ARDU) at Edinburgh as the remaining 
operators. In early September 1988, No 75 Squadron flew a formation of Mirages over the east 
coast state capitals as a farewell gesture before the aircraft ceased squadron operations on 
30 September 1988. In October the remaining No 75 Squadron Mirages were ferried to 
Woomera and so, appropriately, this squadron, which was the first to equip with the Mirage in 
1966, was the last to operate it.  
 
The last RAAF Mirage flight was on 8 February 1989 when A3-101 was flown from ARDU at 
Edinburgh to Woomera to join 47 of the type in storage pending their disposal. In 1990 Pakistan 
purchased fifty RAAF Mirages, including two which had been stored at Point Cook, and these 
have now been delivered to the Pakistan Air Force, where some will undoubtedly fly for many 
years to come.  
 
The Mirage saw longer service in our front line than any other fighter. Despite the original 
estimated design fatigue life of only 1500 hours, some Australian Mirages flew over 4000 
hours. Over forty aircraft were lost in flying accidents, but those who flew it held the type in high 
regard. Although the 'Miracle' has left our skies, many examples remain on display at museums 
around Australia.  
 
Peter Roberts has put together a website with a bunch of photos of Mirages – you can see it 
HERE 
 
 
 
Radschool Pics. 
 
Ralph Dix was recently transferring some of his old photos onto his PC and he found a few 
from his time at Radschool in the middle 80s. He was good enough to send a few to us. 
 
The photo below is of the blokes who were on 71 CSAE which was held at Laverton in July and 
August cack in 1981. For those of you who (like me) don’t have a clue what a CSAE is, it 
stands for Communications Systems Advanced Electronics, and is basically an introduction to 
Digital Technology. The blokes were taught things like Binary Maths, “And and Or” gates and 
other magic stuff. 
 
Blokes in the picture below are: 
 
 
Standing L-R:  John Robertson, Ken Bryant, Arnie Vereschildt, Norm McMillan (AWA), Ken 
Raynor, John Verscuis, Ralph Horjus, Dave Constable (Navy), Stan Magro, Mick Truman, 
Doug Meyer, Keith Green 
Seated L-R:   Bill Langton, Ralph Dix, Charlie D’Amato (Navy), Tony Kelly, Bill Nolan, Don 
McFarlane 
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Back L-R:  Craig Brook, Nigel Brown, Steve Hill, Paul Trimble, ?? Cassebaum, Mick Stockey, 
Glen Schroeder, Dave Morris, Ken Franklin. 
Front L-R:  Harry Roach, Brett James, Ron Gibbins, Dick Paton, Ralph Dix, Steve Harris, Zonk 
Zivkovic. 
  

 
Back L-R:  Robert Millington, Wayne McClaggen, Paul Morris, Tony Shanahan, Ken Martin, 
Larry McCloud, Bryan Lane, John Marangon, Morris Guido. 
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Front L-R:  Brian Russell, Geoff Rivers, Tom Henniker, Ralph Dix, Robert Tranter, paul Evans, 
Simon Jull, Tony Hill 
   
 
Toyota’s Hybrid “not so huge” seller!!! 

 
 
Some time ago, the Federal 
Government gave Toyota 
$35 million from its Green 
Car Innovation Fund in order 
for them to produce a ‘green’ 
car.  
 
The Victorian Government 
also made a financial 
contribution to the project. 
  
In February, 2010, Toyota 
released the Camry Hybrid. 

The aim was to produce up to 10,000 of the “non-polluting” petrol-electric cars each year. 
 
The Victorian Premier, the Honourable John Brumby declared the Camry Hybrid as the start of 
an “exciting new era for the automotive industry in Victoria,” while adding that the Australian 
Government has committed to purchasing 2000 Camry Hybrids for its fleet.  
 
While the consumption and carbon emission figures of the Hybrid Camry are less than the fuel 
consumption and carbon emissions of the standard 4 cylinder petrol engined Camry, several 
cars of similar size, but with diesel engines, emit around the same, or even less, carbon 
emissions as the Camry and some even have better fuel consumption figures. 
 
When you deduct the number of cars sold to Government and to fleet buyers who receive a 
hefty discount, it has been revealed that Toyota has sold only 657 cars to private buyers by mid 
July. Is this model being supported by tax payer’s funds???? 
 
It’s interesting to see which car uses the least fuel, and what you have to pay to use less fuel. 
Check the list below, this was prepared by Carsguide 
 

 
 

CAR MODEL Fuel Type Economy Price 
    
Ford Fiesta Econetic Diesel 3.7l/100km $24,990 
Volvo C30 DRIVe  Diesel 3.8l/100km $36,150 
Toyota Prius Hybrid  Electric/petrol 3.9l/100km $39,990 
Mini Cooper D  Diesel 3.9l/100km $38,990 
Fiat 500 1.3 JTD  Diesel 4.2l/100km $36,100 
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Smart Fortwo  Petrol 4.4l/100km $19.990 
Citroen C3 1.6   Diesel 4.4l/100km $29,990 
BMW 118d   Diesel 4.5l/100km $42,170 
Audi A3 1.9  Diesel 4.5l/100km $38,990 
Citroen C4 1.6  Diesel 4.5l/100km $30.990 
Honda Civic Hybrid   Electric/petrol 4.6l/100km $34,490 
VW Polo 66TDI   Diesel 4.6l/100km $24,850 
Suzuki Alto   Petrol 4.7l/100km $11,790 
VW Golf 77   Diesel 4.7l/100km $29,490 
BMW 320d  Diesel 4.7l/100km $65,600 
 
 
Buying a Hybrid makes it obvious to all and sundry that you care about the environment – 
doesn’t it?? 
 
 
 
The Beauty of Maths. 
 

1 x 8 + 1 = 9 
12 x 8 + 2 = 98 

123 x 8 + 3 = 987 
1234 x 8 + 4 = 9876 

12345 x 8 + 5 = 98765 
123456 x 8 + 6 = 987654 

1234567 x 8 + 7 = 9876543 
12345678 x 8 + 8 = 98765432 

123456789 x 8 + 9 = 987654321 
 

0 x 9 +1 = 1 
1 x 9 + 2 = 11 

12 x 9 + 3 = 111 
123 x 9 + 4 = 1111 

1234 x 9 + 5 = 11111 
12345 x 9 + 6 = 111111 

123456 x 9 + 7 = 1111111 
1234567 x 9 + 8 = 11111111 

12345678 x 9 + 9 = 111111111 
123456789 x 9 +10= 1111111111 

 
9 x 9 + 7 = 88 

98 x 9 + 6 = 888 
987 x 9 + 5 = 8888 

9876 x 9 + 4 = 88888 
98765 x 9 + 3 = 888888 

987654 x 9 + 2 = 8888888 
9876543 x 9 + 1 = 88888888 

98765432 x 9 + 0 = 888888888 
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Brilliant, isn't it? 

 
And look at this symmetry: 

 
1 x 1 = 1 

11 x 11 = 121 
111 x 111 = 12321 

1111 x 1111 = 1234321 
11111 x 11111 = 123454321 

111111 x 111111 = 12345654321 
1111111 x 1111111 = 1234567654321 

11111111 x 11111111 = 123456787654321 
111111111 x 111111111=12345678987654321 

 
 
 
Ballarat Nashos. 

Ken Hunt. 
 
  
The photo at right was of No2 WOM’s Course and was taken 
outside hut 138(?) in 1955.  The boys were part of the 13th 
intake of the Nashos.  
  
The names were, L-R, Miles McInness, Len Cusack, D 
Campian from SA (his mates wrecked his motor bike) and 
Ken MacDonald.   
  
The photo below was taken one Saturday, the bloke in the 
middle in civvies was the cook.  Ours was the last hut so for 
cleanups (panics) everything went out onto the grass beside 
the runway that crossed the road near the 'pines'.   
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Military Superannuation 
 
HERE is a link to a petition being put forward by Senator Steve Fielding on the issue of the 
gross unfairness of the current indexation arrangements for Military Superannuation Pensions. 
 
It would be great if we could get as many people to sign up as possible. Unfortunately, it seems 
the only way the government will listen is if we actually prove to them how many people are 
angry by their shameful inaction on this issue. 
 
 
 

It is said that if you line up all the cars in the world end-to-end, 
someone would be stupid enough to try to pass them 

 
Thanks for nothing 

Richard Orr 
Attached for your information and consideration is the transcript of the House debate on Military 
Superannuation on 24 May 2010. Put succinctly the Labor party will do absolutely nothing to 
improve or rectify the many deficiencies that exist in our military superannuation arrangements. 
 
Will the Coalition do anything different? 
 
First you have to note that whilst in government for 11 years they did nothing. Now they would 
have us believe that once they have extinguished the debt piled up by Labor they may do 
something. 
 
The only thing that I am sure about is that you can NEVER trust a politician. 
 
See the transcript HERE 
 

 
It has now been proven beyond doubt that smoking is one of the leading causes of statistics. 

 
 
 
Keith Fletcher has sent us a bunch of photos of some very weird aeroplanes, you’ll need 
Powerpoint, have a look HERE 
 
 
The Wedgetail. 
 
Below, Brett Hooper, Alf Smith and Trev Benneworth – at the 2010 Brisbane Anzac Day March. 
Brett works at Amberley on Project Wedgetail, the RAAF’s early warning radar aircraft system 
that at present is running a little bit late. Alf, until the end of April, also worked on the project, 
but as a Mister not an Erk or a Sir, and Trev is retired and doesn’t do a damn thing……  
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support customer demonstrations and to enable completion of a configuration upgrade prior to 
delivery. 
 
There is a degree of uncertainly as to when the aircraft will be operational, it was expected that 
they would be on the line late in 2006, but that obviously wasn’t to be. 
 
The mods being carried out at Amberley include: 
  

• Major structural mods to 
the interior and exterior of 
the aircraft, including the 
removal of a large section 
of the fuselage, known as 
section 46, and its 
replacement with a 
reinforced section to 
enable the installation of 
the 3 tonne Multi-role Electronically Scanned Array (MESA) radar.  

• Installation of the MESA radar (the surfboard) on the top of the rear 
fuselage.  

• Installation, test and integration of the complex mission systems and 
consoles, which are used by the RAAF to monitor the images.  

• Modification of the fuel system including the addition of Aerial Refuelling and 
Fuel Jettison capabilities.  

• Component design and manufacture.  
• Logistics support.  
• Engineering support.  

 
It’s a big job!!! 
  
The Wedgetail AEW&C Modification Program is a highly advanced and complex 
development program and Boeing is using a number of new and advanced 
technologies in its execution. While some have been used elsewhere on other 
Australian projects, the way the technologies are used on Project Wedgetail are 
unique to Boeing and bring new capabilities to the Australian manufacturing and 
aerospace industries.  
These include state-of-the-art: 
  

• digital design tools  
• laser tracking systems to develop specialist ground support equipment  
• cutting-edge IT systems for engineering and computer aided manufacturing  
• 3D visualisation tools and paperless planning systems  
• Boeing Lean manufacturing processes.  
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Chinese Bullet Train. 
 
A brilliant new Chinese train innovation - get on and off the bullet train without the train 
stopping. No time is wasted. The bullet train is moving all the time. 
 
If there are 30 stations between (say) Beijing and Guangzhou, just stopping and accelerating 
again at each station will waste both energy and time. A mere 3 min stop per station (elderly 
passengers cannot be hurried) will result in a total loss of 3 min x 30 stations or 1.5 hours of 
train journey time!  
 
The passenger at a station embarks onto to a 
connector cabin-way before the train even arrives at 
the station. When the train arrives, it will not stop at all. 
It just slows down to pick up the connector cabin which 
will move with the train on the roof of the train. While 
the train is still moving away from the station, those 
passengers will board the train from the connector 
cabin mounted on the train's roof. After fully unloading 
all its passengers, the cabin connector cabin will be moved to the back of the train so that the 
next batch of outgoing passengers who want to alight at the next station will board the 
connector cabin at the rear of the train roof. When the train arrives at the next station, it will 
simply drop the whole connector cabin at the station itself and leave it behind at the station.  
 
The outgoing passengers can take their own time to disembark at the station while the train 
had already left. At the same time, the train will pick up the incoming embarking passengers 
on another connector cabin in the front part of the train's roof. So the train will always drop one 
connector cabin at the rear of its roof and pick up a new connector cabin in the front part of the 
train's roof at each station.  
 
You probably won’t understand the words, but the video is self explanatory and you can see it 
HERE – devilishly clever people these Chinese.. 
 
A blonde was driving home and got caught in a really bad hailstorm. Her car was covered with 
dents, so the next day she took it to a panel beater. The bloke saw that she was a blonde, so 
he decided to have some fun. He told her to go home and blow into the tailpipe really hard, 
and all the dents would pop out. So the blonde went home, got down on her hands and knees, 
and started blowing into the tailpipe. Nothing happened. So she blew a little harder, and still 
nothing happened. Her roommate, also a blond, saw her, and asked, 'What are you doing?' 
The first blonde told her how the repairman had instructed her to blow into the tail pipe in order 

 

    Allan George’s Gems 
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to get all the dents to pop out. The roommate rolled her eyes and said, 'Duh, like hello! You 
need to put the windows up first.' 
 
 
German Computer. 
 
You think computers are pretty good today – have a look at what the Germans are thinking 
about. Click HERE. 
 
 
 
Seatbelts. 
 
This is the new "wear your seatbelt" ad the UK is showing on TV, it was started by some bloke 
not hired to do it, but because the cause was important to him, he came up with this idea, and 
now it's being hailed across the world as a ‘beautiful' commercial. The video has become so 
popular that people are forwarding it to friends/family on their own so quickly that it has spread 
all over the world in a very short time.  
 
You can see it HERE. 
 
 
Submarines. 
 
The largest submarines in the U.S. Navy are the 
Ohio class subs. They are 170 metres long and 13 
metres wide. Today there are 18 active Ohio class 
submarines which were built over the period 1976 to 
1997. Underwater they are capable of 20-25 knots 
and can operate down to 245 metres (800 feet) deep 
(or more). Pretty impressive machines. 
 
The largest submarines in the world are the Russian 
Typhoon submarines, they are 175 metres long and 23 metres wide. Of the six Typhoon subs 
built, only one is active today.  
 
HERE are some good photos of a decommissioned Typhoon class submarine. Not for me 
Gungadin……. 
 
 
Tanks?? 
 
And! – Who’d want to be a tanky – have a look at THIS. 
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A blonde was shopping at Target, and came across a shiny silver thermos. She was quite 
fascinated by it, so she picked it up and took it to the sales desk to ask what it was. The sales 
girl said, 'Why, that's a thermos ... it keeps hot things hot, and cold things cold.' 'Wow, said the 
blonde, 'that's amazing ... I'm going to buy it!' So she bought the thermos and took it to work 
the next day. Her boss saw it on her desk. 'What's that?' he asked. Why, that's a thermos ... it 
keeps hot things hot and cold things cold,' she replied. Her boss inquired, 'What do you have 
in it?' The blond replied.. 'Two icy-poles and some coffee.  
 
 
Politics?? 
 
These are possibly the 5 best sentences on politics you'll ever read ... They should be in every 
book in every school room in every city in every state in our great Country. Our educators 
should make a lesson plan on these statements and instil these words in the minds of all 
students. 
 
1. You cannot legislate the poor into prosperity by legislating the wealthy out of 

prosperity. 
2.  What one person receives without working for, another person must work for without 

receiving. 
3.  The government cannot give to anybody anything that the government does not first 

take from somebody else. 
4.  When half of the people get the idea that they do not have to work because the other 

half is going to take care of them, and when the other half gets the idea that it does no 
good to work because somebody else is going to get what they work for, that, my 
friend, is the beginning of the end of any nation. 

5.  You cannot multiply wealth by dividing it ...   
 
 
Reaction time!! 
 
You should be able to waste all of 3 minutes on this one, but be careful, it's habit forming  
Most car associations say the average drivers’ reaction time is: 0.75 seconds....... or 1 car 
length for every 15kph......  
 
You can test your average reaction time. Click on the link HERE and good luck. 
 
 
 
The Difference between Grandfathers and Grandmothers! 

 
Have you ever wondered what the difference 
between Grandmothers and Grandfathers is? Well 
wonder no more, here is the answer: 
 
A friend, who worked away from home all week, 
always made a special effort to be with his family 
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on the weekends? Every Sunday morning he would take his 7-year old granddaughter out for 
a drive in the car for some bonding time -- just him and his granddaughter. One particular 
Sunday however, he had a bad cold and really didn't feel like being up at all. Luckily, his wife 
came to the rescue and said that she would take their granddaughter out.  
 
When they returned, the little girl anxiously ran upstairs to see her Grandfather. 'Well, did you 
enjoy your ride with grandma?'' “Oh yes, Bopa” the girl replied, 'and do you know what? We 
didn't see a single ass-hole, dumb bastard, dip shit or horse's ass anywhere we went today!' 
 
Almost brings a tear to your eye, doesn't it? 
 
 
 
How old are you?? 
 
Ever wondered how old you are – in days???  Well, if you want to know, click HERE. 
 
 
The Word UP!! 
 
Lovers of the English language will enjoy this...It is an example of why people learning English 
have so much trouble.  
 
Learning the nuances of English makes it a difficult language. .....This two-letter word in 
English has more meanings than any other two-letter word, and that word is ‘UP.' It is listed in 
the dictionary as an [adv], [prep], [adj], [n] or [v]. 
 
It's easy to understand UP, meaning toward the sky or at the 
top of the list, but when we awaken in the morning, why do 
we wake UP? At a meeting, why does a topic come UP? 
Why do we speak UP, and why are the officials UP for 
election? Why is it UP to the secretary to write UP a report?  
We call UP our friends, brighten UP a room, polish UP the 
silver, warm UP the leftovers and clean UP the kitchen.  
 
We lock UP the house and fix UP the old car.  
 
At other times this little word has real special meaning. 
People stir UP trouble, line UP for tickets, work UP an 
appetite, and think UP excuses...To be dressed is one thing, 
but to be dressed UP is special!  
 
And this UP is confusing: A drain must be opened UP because it is blocked UP. We open UP 
a shop in the morning but we close it UP at night. We seem to be pretty mixed UP about the 
word UP! 
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When it threatens to rain, we say it is clouding UP, yet when the sun comes out we say it is 
clearing UP. When it rains, the earth soaks it UP, yet when it does not rain for awhile, things 
dry UP.  
 
To be knowledgeable about the proper uses of UP, look UP the word UP in the dictionary. In a 
desk-sized dictionary, it takes UP almost 1/4 of the page and can add UP to about thirty 
definitions If you are UP to it, you might try building UP a list of the many ways UP is used. It 
will take UP a lot of your time, but if you don't give UP, you may wind UP with a hundred or 
more. 
 
One could go on and on, but I'll wrap this UP for now because my time is UP and now I think 
I'll shut UP.  
 
Whew!!! 
 
 
A blonde goes into work one morning crying her eyes out. Her boss asked sympathetically, 
'What's the matter?' The blonde replies, 'Early this morning I got a phone call saying that my 
mother had passed away.' The boss, feeling sorry for her, says, 'Oh, that’s terrible, why don't 
you go home for the day? Take the day off to relax and rest.'  'Thanks, but I'd be better off 
here” she said. “I need to keep my mind off it, and I have the best chance of doing that here.' 
The boss agrees and allows the blonde to work as usual. A couple of hours pass, and the 
boss decides to check on the blonde. He looks out from his office, and sees the blonde crying 
hysterically. 'What's so bad now? Are you going to be okay?' he asks. 'No,' exclaims the 
blonde, 'I just received a horrible call from my sister. Her mother died, too!'  
 
 
 
Smart. 
 
This is very interesting, and the argument is very well made. It certainly makes you think. See 
HERE. 
 
 
TAPS. 
 
Taps was composed in 1862, during the US Civil 
War, at Harrison’s Landing in Virginia, USA. 
 
There is a lot of rumour about its origin, the most 
popular being it began when Union Army 
Captain Robert Ellicombe was with his men near 
Harrison’s Landing and the Confederate Army 
was on the other side of the narrow strip of land. 
During the night, Captain Ellicombe heard the 
moan of a soldier who lay mortally wounded on 
the field. Not knowing if the stricken man was a 
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Union or Confederate soldier, the captain decided to risk his life and bring the man back for 
medical attention. Crawling on his stomach through the gunfire, the captain reached the 
soldier and began pulling him toward his encampment. When the he reached his own lines, he 
discovered it was a Confederate soldier, but the soldier was dead. The captain lit a lantern and 
went numb with shock. In the dim light, he saw that the dead soldier was his own son.  
 
The son had been studying music in the South when the war broke out and without telling his 
father, had enlisted in the Confederate Army. The following morning, heartbroken, the father 
asked permission of his superiors to give his son a full military burial despite his enemy status. 
His request was partially granted. The captain had asked if he could have a group of Army 
band members play a funeral dirge for the son at the burial. That request was turned down 
since the soldier was a Confederate but out of respect for the father they did say they would 
give him only one musician. The captain chose a bugler. He asked the bugler to play a series 
of musical notes he had found on a piece of paper in the pocket of his dead son’s uniform. 
This wish was granted. This music was the haunting melody we now know as “Taps” that in 
used at all military funerals.  
 
It’s a very nice story – but it’s false…… 
 
How Taps came into being was never anything more than one influential soldier deciding his 
unit could use a bugle call for particular occasions and set about to come up with one. If 
anyone can be said to have composed laps, it was Daniel Butterfield, commander of the 3rd 
Brigade, 1st Division, V Army corps, Army of the Putomac, during the American Civil War. 
Dissatisfied with the customary firing of three rifle volleys at the conclusion of burials during 
battle and also wanting a less harsh bugle call for ceremonially signalling the end of a soldiers’ 
day, it is thought he altered an older piece of music known as “Tattoo,” a French bugle call 
used to signal “lights out,” into the piece we now know as Taps.  
 
Summoning his brigade’s bugler, Private Oliver Norton, to his tent one evening in 1862, 
Butterfield worked with the bugler to transform the melody into its present form. As Private 
Norton later wrote of that occasion: “General Butterfield showed me some notes on the back 
of an envelope and asked to sound them on my bugle. I did this several times, playing the 
music as written. He changed it somewhat, lengthening some notes and shortening others, but 
retaining the melody as he first gave it to me. The music was beautiful on that still summer 
night, and was heard far beyond the limits of our brigade. The next day I was visited by 
several buglers from neighbouring brigades, asking for copies of the music, which I gladly 
provided. I think no general order was issued from army headquarters authorising the 
substitution of this for the regulation call, but as each brigade commander 
exercised his own discretion in such minor matters, the call was gradually 
taken up by both sides of the conflict and within months was being 
sounded by buglers in both Union and Confederate forces”.  
 
Then as now, ‘Taps’ serves as a vital component in ceremonies 
honouring military dead. When “Taps” is played at a military funeral, it is 
customary to salute if in uniform, or place your hand over your heart if 
not.  
 
Although similar, Taps is a different tune to The Last Post which 
originated in the 17th Century and is played by Commonwealth Countries 
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for much the same purpose. 
 
You can hear TAPS being played HERE. The conductor of the orchestra is Andre Rieu 
from Holland. The young lady, her trumpet and her rendition of TAPS makes your hair stand 
on end.    
 
 
Skeet Shooting. 
 
Want to see how real men go skeet shooting, click HERE. 
 
 
 
Hollywood and the US Army. 
 
The US Army has enlisted the help of Hollywood to train its soldiers. See HERE 
 
 
 

Brains 
 
At last, an answer to the age old question, who’s the smarter, man or woman. See HERE 
 
 
 
Airbus 
 
This is what happens when you are in an Airbus that is about to land with a nose wheel problem. U
the nose wheel automatically centres on take off before it is retracted; this is done for two reasons
so it will fit in its nacelle in the aeroplane and secondly to ensure it is facing straight ahead on landi
 
Something went horribly wrong in this situation, but the pilots were up to the task and did a wonde
of landing the aircraft safely. See HERE 
 
 
 
Princess flying boat. 
 
The Saunders-Roe Princess was a British flying boat aircraft built by Saunders-Roe. At the 
time, it was one of the largest aircraft in existence. 
 
In 1945, Saunders-Roe was asked by the 
British Ministry of Supply to bid for a long 
range civil flying boat for British Overseas 
Airways Corporation (BOAC), who planned to 
use them on transatlantic passenger services. 
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The Saunders-Roe's bid was successful, and it received an order for three aircraft in May 
1946 
 
The Princess was powered by ten Bristol Proteus turboprop engines, powering six propellers. 
The four inner propellers were double, contra-rotating propellers driven by a twin version of the 
Proteus, the Bristol Coupled Proteus; each engine drove one of the propellers. The two outer 
propellers were single and powered by single engines. The rounded, bulbous, 'double-bubble' 
pressurized fuselage contained two passenger decks, with room for 105 passengers in great 
comfort. 
 
The ailerons and rudder were split into multiple sections such that if a part of the servo-
powered control system failed the faulty section could be "trailed" so that it did not act against 
the working sections. The planing bottom of the hull had only a slight step in the keel to 
minimize drag in the air. 
 
In 1951 BOAC changed its mind about its needs and decided it had no requirement for the 

Princess. It was announced that 
construction of the three aircraft 
would continue as transport aircraft 
for the RAF. However, in March 
1952, it was announced that while 
the first prototype would be 
completed, the second and third 
would be suspended to await more 
powerful engines. The prototype, 
G-ALUN, first flew on 22 August 
1952 and was flown by test pilot 
Geoffrey Tyson off the Solent. A 

planned two to three hour flight was curtailed because of erroneous readings on airscrew 
bearing temperature. Three more flights followed in that week and then it appeared at 
Farmborough in September, 1953.  
 
You can see it in action HERE 
 
 
 
Model aeroplanes. 
 
The model aeroplane bug can really drain your pocket if it truly bites you. Long gone are the 
days of balsa and fabric aircraft with glo plug Frog engines and 100 foot of string to tether the 
aircraft and make it fly in large circles. These days aircraft are made to scale, are radio 
controlled, have all the normal flying controls, retractable undercarriage and now jet engines. 
 
Way back, if you mucked up a landing, you just got out the glue pot and glued the bits back 
on, flicked the prop and went flying again. Not any more!!!  Now, a bad landing can cost the 
owner of the aircraft hundreds if not thousands of dollars. Their aircraft are made exactly to 
scale, are painted to resemble actual aircraft and with a little bit of camera trickery, can easily 
be mistaken for the real thing. 
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Some blokes in the UK have built a 1/19 scale a C-17 Globemaster – it’s amazing and you can 
see it HERE 
 
 
Amazing. 
 

 
 
Click on the picture at left, click on play,   
then leave the mouse alone , sit back and  
enjoy a piece of creative brilliance. 
   
I wonder who had 'time' to do this. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
NZ Invention. 
 
The YikeBike is a compact electric bike named by Time Magazine as 
one of the top inventions of 2009. It was thought up in Christchurch, 
NZ and will be ready for sale to the public in the later part of 2010. 
 
The specification for the YikeBike are: 
 
 
  
Weight:      10kg (22 lbs)  Range:      10 km (6.2 miles)  
Frame:      Carbon fibre composite  Fold size:      Compact 43 litres  
Drive:      Electric brushless DC motor  Fold time:      Under 20 seconds  
Brakes:      Electric anti-skid, regenerative  User height:      163 cm - 193 cm  
Battery:      Lithium Iron Phosphate - 40 min 
re-charge  

Weight limit:      100 kg  

Top speed:      25 km/hr  Wheels:      20” front and 8” back  
Power:      1 kW  Lights:      Hi-visibility built in LEDs 
 
 
The YikeBike mini-farthing is the smallest, and at 10kg, the lightest electric folding bicycle 
available in the world, enabling people to take it on buses, trains, cars and store it easily under 
a desk or in a cupboard. 
  
It gives people freedom to commute easily and quickly in crowded urban environments with a 
minimal carbon footprint," says Grant Ryan, the inventor and entrepreneur behind the product. 
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After years of experimenting the inventor has come up with a bike where the rider sits over the 
front wheel and although it looks ungainly, it is as stable as the current 120 year old bicycle 
configuration. 
"The YikeBike mini-farthing does away with chains, gears, pedals, brake pads, cables and 
levers and replaces all these with a powerful light, 1.2 kW electric motor and smart electronics. 
  
Have a look at it  HERE! 
 
 
 
Las Vegas churches accept gambling chips. 
 
This may come as a surprise to those of you not 
living in Las Vegas, but there are more catholic 
churches than casinos. 
 
Not surprisingly, some worshippers at Sunday 
services will give casino chips rather than cash when 
the basket is passed. 
 
Since they get chips from many different casinos, the 
churches have devised a method to collect the 
offerings. 
 
The churches send all of their collected chips to a 
nearby Franciscan Monastery for sorting and then the chips are taken to the casinos of origin 
and cashed in. 
 
This is done by the chip monks – sorry Rupe!!. 
 
 
 
Photo copier security!! 
 
When digital photo copies replaced the old analogue machines, the manufacturers added a 
hard drive to store the image that had to be copied. The old analogue machines would scan 
the image to be copied each time they printed a copy, 1 scan, 1 copy, and 
if you wanted multiple copies of several documents, you were destined to 
spend a lot of time at the copier. Digital machines, and this includes digital 
photo copiers and those multifunction printers, attack the job completely 
differently. If you have one or more documents to be copied, the machine 
first scans all the documents into memory (the hard drive) and then prints 
out as many copies of each document as is required – drawing the ‘copy’ 
from the hard drive. Heaps faster. 
 
Only trouble is, unless you have a machine that will overwrite the data in memory, and 
surprisingly not a lot do, all those images stay on the hard drive. 
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It is possible to purchase a second hand digital machine and without too much effort, extract 
all the data that is stored in the machine’s memory. And that’s scary!!! 
 
CBS news in the USA recently bought a few machines and showed just how easy it is to 
extract, in some cases, very valuable and/or sensitive information from a used machine. You 
can see it HERE 
 
 
 
Q. What's the first question asked at a trivia night in a Collingwood Pub? 
A. What’re you looking at? 
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Program partner Boeing Defense, Space and Security provides the wings, aft fuselage, 
avionics integration, and all of the pilot and maintenance training systems. 
 
Despite a protracted and costly development period, the United States Air Force considers the 
F-22 a critical component for the future of US tactical air power, and claims that the aircraft is 
unmatched by any known or projected fighter, while Lockheed Martin claims that the Raptor's 
combination of stealth, speed, agility, precision and situational awareness, combined with air-
to-air and air-to-ground combat capabilities, makes it the best overall fighter in the world today. 
In April 2006, the cost of the F-22 was assessed by the US Government Accountability Office to 
be $361 million per aircraft. 
 
 Air Chief Marshal Angus Houston, Chief of the Australian Defence Force, said in 2004 that the 

"F-22 will be the most outstanding 
fighter plane ever built." 
 
The high cost of the aircraft, a lack 
of clear air-to-air combat missions 
because of the lengthy delays in the 
Russian and Chinese fifth 
generation fighter programs, a US 
ban on Raptor exports, and the 
development of the cheaper and 
more versatile F-35 Lightning 
resulted in calls to end F-22 

production. In April 2009 the US Department of Defense proposed to cease placing new orders, 
subject to Congressional approval, for a final procurement tally of 187 Raptors.  
 
Click HERE to see the aircraft in action 
 
 
 
AUSSIE WORKSAFE... and about time!  
 
Introducing the steel cap thong!!   
 
At last someone is thinking, a major breakthrough, here is new 
safety footwear for the workplace. Designed in Australia for 
Australians.  
 
Also available in New Zealand – and known over there as Jandols 
Bro. 
 
 

I was very depressed last night and so I rang Lifeline. I got a call centre in Afghanistan.   
I told them I was suicidal.  They got all excited and asked if I could drive a truck. 
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Colours 
 
If you asked a bunch of girls and blokes to name a heap of colours, how different would be
the result??   Well, someone did just that recently in the US, by way of an online survey, and
the results are very interesting. 
 
You can see the results HERE. 
 
 

I am going to watch my wedding video in reverse later. I love the part where she takes her 
ring off and walks down the isle backwards, gets in the car and nicks off. 

 
 
 
The Andromeda galaxy. 
 
The Andromeda galaxy is about 23,931,438,284,180,247,883 Klms northeast of Cloncurry,
Queensland. As Galaxies go, Andromeda is pretty large -- about 1,350,868,294,629,582,765 
Klms in diameter. 
  
When you view Andromeda through a good telescope, it appears about six times wider than
the moon. When you look at it without a telescope, you only see the bright centre portion of 
Andromeda, so it doesn't look so big (or close). 
 
The Andromeda galaxy is flying toward earth at around 
a quarter of a million miles per hour. There is a good 
chance the Milky Way galaxy (where we live) and 
Andromeda will collide in about 2,500,000,001 years. 
That should be exciting. Unfortunately, I'll miss it. 
 
2.5 billion years is a long time. If we look back 
2,500,000,000 years, the most complex life on earth 
consisted of single celled organisms. 
 
HERE is a good photo of Andromeda from the NASA WISE spacecraft, taken in infrared
bandwidths. HERE is some more info on it. 
 
 
RAAF Apprenticeship scheme. 

W.L. (Bill) Arden
7th intake

 
I was approached in 1985 at Headquarters Support Command RAAF Melbourne by SGT 
Warren Sowter, an ex-apprentice MT Fitter from the 22nd Intake. I was in Aeronautical 
Equipment Engineering Section 5 (AEENG5) and he was researching the history of Technical
Training in the RAAF for his Degree of Bachelor of Education (Technical) at the Sydney
College of Advanced Education. In later years I remembered his enterprise and began
searching for him and his Thesis, titled ’A History of The Royal Australian Air Force School of
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Technical Training’. 
 
In 2008 I made contact with Warren and asked his permission to convert his Thesis to a
computer record and to 
make it accessible to all 
those who have worn the 
RAAF Apprentice sky-blue 
triangle patch. He kindly 
gave permission and 
provided me with all the 
research material he had 
kept for all those years. 
For this, we owe Warren 
many thanks because his excellent Thesis has preserved a part of Air Force history. This,
and other records he has retained, could well be all that remains of the documents of the
period as many of the historic records of the Apprenticeship Training Scheme have been lost,
misplaced or destroyed! 
 
I have faithfully transcribed the following pages from the original policy documents (Agendum
No. 6768) which were part of those records. The documents have been transcribed (as pen
amended) maintaining the original format, layout, and errors (including a calculation error for
Drill hours in Annexure II). The aim was to present the documents as close to their original 
appearance as possible. I also intend to convert Warren’s Thesis, and other records, given
time! 
 
You can read the full story HERE. 
 
 
 

Two guys were discussing popular family trends on sex, marriage, and family values. 
Bill said, 'I didn't sleep with my wife before we got married, did you?' 

Larry replied, 'I'm not sure, what was her maiden name? 
 
 
 
This is a copy of a letter written to the RSL by Bob Carlyon. We include it here as we agree
whole-heartedly with the concept - tb  
 
Adopt an ANZAC  

Bob Carlyon
 
There was a story on the ABC's "Australian Story" a couple of years ago where a High
School history class from Mackay here in Qld decided to made Gallipoli their project for the
year. Apparently, it blew their teacher away as in previous years, the kids in his class had
chosen projects involving pioneering families and events in the local district.  
 
Cutting a long story short, they managed to gather the funds to make the trip through local
fund raising efforts and I guess the ABC helped as well. Their project was for each kid (age =
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around 16) to look up a name on the local war memorial - someone who has died overseas 
during WW1. They then had to research this character. That meant finding out where he was
born, where he went to school, did he have any family still living, where he served, how he
was killed........the lot. 
 
I was quite taken by one young girl whose subject had a sister still living. The sister still had
some letters that this fellow had written. The young girl and some of her friends used to go to
this old folks home where the 
sister was staying and bring them 
cakes and make then afternoon 
tea. Over a cuppa, the sister would 
talk about her brother - 
brother/sister stuff as well as how 
the young man lived before the 
war. Anyway, the girl learned a lot 
about the person she was 
researching.  
 
The class actually had funds to go 
to France as well as Gallipoli. 
They were issued with a video 
camera (I guess by the ABC who 
accompanied them) and they 
showed some shots the kids took 
on the way out to the peninsula. 
The teacher did a voice-over and 
said that the kids behaved exactly 
as one would expect high school kids to behave out on an excursion. Then, he said, when
they hit the beach, no one spoke or made a noise for over half an hour.  
 
The occasion was just too much. I guess what was the final part of the kids' projects was that 
they had to give a presentation of what they had researched. This young girl I mentioned,
had found the grave of the fellow she was researching and did her presentation there. I
bloody near cried myself I can tell you. She was very emotional. She told about his life before
the war and his role at Gallipoli - he was a water carrier. She said he was killed helping out a
friend who was ill (apparently he had done his run for the day and his mate said he was crook
so this bloke said he would do the run for him. It seems he just stepped out and got bowled
over by a Turkish shell.)  
 
At this point, she just broke down and it was plain to see that she had become very attached
to this person that she had never met. There were others in the class that did the same 
during their presentations. They went on then to France and did the same thing there in those
battlefields. It was really a great show and it stirred me greatly. 
 
 
A doctor examining a woman who had been rushed to the Emergency Room, took the 
husband aside, and said, 'I don't like the looks of your wife at all. ''Me neither doc,' said the
husband. 'But she's a great cook and really good with the kids.' 
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On a recent train trip 
from up north, I had 
the pleasure of 
meeting up with an ex-
member of 460 
Squadron who flew 
Lancasters during 
WWII. Apart from both 
being ex-RAAFies, we 
shared the view that 
we were not too fond 
of this current society 
in which we lived. This 
seems to be a view 
held by many of the 
older generation 
particularly many 
veterans. I detected a considerable amount of bitterness in this man I met on the train. He
indicated that he was 18 when he joined up and a year or so later he was flying a four
engined bomber over Germany with people shooting at him. In fact, he, like so many others, 
sacrificed a very important part of their lives for all - the years 18-22 in this man's case. 
 
Unfortunately, when looking at today's society, he can only regard those years as being 
wasted. As I have mentioned, there are many who share his view. Now we are not able to 
change today's society back to what it was, and there would be many who would not want
that to happen.  
 
My "Adopt An ANZAC" idea is based on the idea used at the Mackay High School but with 
the option of researching living veterans. The ANZACs are but all gone but there are still 
many WWII and other veterans who might be willing to participate. I suspect that those who 
are left from WWII are those who were the youngest at the time - those probably 18+. That 
would put them at 80+ now. Many are 
probably feeling their sacrifice was 
wasted. I'm the first to suggest that this 
world is crap but I think there are still a 
few good people around. I have some 
doubts about the younger generations 
as a whole but there are still some good 
kids in that mob. Maybe, the idea would 
help the oldies get to know the young 
folk a bit better and vice versa. 
 
What I think is possible however, is the 
closing of the gap between the older 
generation and the younger generation. 
My grand-daughter marches with me 
every ANZAC day and I'm hoping that 
when I'm gone, she will continue to do 
so in my place. If some of these old guys can establish some kind of relationship with some 
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of the younger folk, then maybe they too will march with the veterans on ANZAC Day, and in 
their place when the veterans pass on. In this way, the kids of today may be able to see more 
than "just some old people" marching on Anzac Day. 
 
They may come to realise that the day is about remembering the sacrifices of people just like
themselves, people who were only just a year  or two older than them. Perhaps, the RSL 
might be able to sponsor/promote such an idea. I had thought that it might be an on-going 
project for Year 11/12 History (as in Mackay) but a friend has also suggested the Boy Scouts 
or the Guides. My preference is for the High Schools as more would be involved however, I 
really have no idea on how it might get started. I really think it is a project which would be 
worth the effort though. 
 
 
A blonde calls Virgin Airlines and asks, 'Can you tell me how long it'll take to fly from Sydney
to Perth’? The agent replies, 'Just a minute.' 'Thank you,' the blonde says, and hangs up 
 
 
 
New Bra!! 
 
This is only for the girls, blokes won’t be interested in this….. 
 
The search for a bra to be worn with a low cut and backless dress has kept women busy for 
many years, however, until recently there has been little imagination to bra design, despite an 
early patent brought by an aeronautical engineer. In fact, the basic design has not changed 
dramatically since its appearance in 1885. But now a brand new design of bra has been 
released.  See it HERE 
 
 
 
The Jackaroos. 
 
In 1968-69, a group of blokes who called thernselves the “Jackaroos’ entertained Australian 
and American servicemen in South Vietnam. 
 
What started off as an impromptu session on a stage at Vung Tau around Christmas 1968, has 
resulted in a polished 4 man group, eagerly sought after by Clubs and Messes in the area. 
Facing one big difficulty, the fact that 3 of the blokes were airman and on duty most of the time, 
the 4th being a Flying Officer (Radio) with 9 Sqn, the group managed to play twice a week and 
in between shifts, found time to practice. 
 
The group is pictured below getting in a bit of practice in 9Sqn’s hanger where noise wasn’t 
really a problem. This was taken in July 1969. 
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L-R:  Ron Clayton, (Cpl radio, 35 Sqn), Vic Cowdroy, (LAC framie, 35 Sqn), Alex Robertson, 
(LAC electo, 9Sqn) Graeme Shiels, (Flg Off, radio, 9Sqn) 
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79 Sqn at Ubon, May, 1962. 

 
 

            Health and Life style. 
  
 
 
 
Federal Budget 
 
The 2010-11 Federal Budget, handed down by the Treasurer, Wayne Swan, on Tuesday 11th  
May, provided more support for Veterans. This budget allocated the enormous sum of $12.1 
billion to DVA for compensation and better health services, which, when it is considered that 
the number of dependant veterans decreased over the past year from 415,000 to 
approximately 380,000, means an increase in funds in real terms.  
 
If you’re really interested, you can read the whole 130 pages of the Budget which relate to the 
Department of Veterans Affairs HERE. 
 
Here’s a breakdown: 
 

 
If Tarzan lives in the jungle – why doesn’t he have a beard? 

 
 
UBON. 
 
For ages, a number of blokes who were posted to Ubon during the early 60’s (see HERE), have 
been chasing DVA to have their service classified as “War-like”.  Finally, the Defence Nature of 
Service Review (NOSR) has re-classified the 
period between 31 May, 1962 to 27 July 1962 from 
Non-Warlike to “Qualifying Service”. Qualifying 
service generally means that a veteran must have 
incurred danger from hostile enemy forces. It 
covers service in various conflicts in which 
Australia has been involved, however, special 
requirements apply for specified areas during 
particular periods.  
 
Unfortunately, this will come as too late for a good 
mate, Bill Bastion, but hopefully others will benefit. 
 
This re-classification will allow the small number of 
affected blokes access to further benefits such as the Service Pension at age 60 and the Gold 
Card at age 70. 
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hosted by the departments of Defence and Veterans’ Affairs. You can access that 
HERE. 

 
The ex-gratia payment scheme continues unchanged, with the exception that the Estates of 
deceased personnel who died prior to 8 September 2001 are now eligible to apply for ex gratia 
payments.  
 
The Department of Defence is continuing to research the underlying cause of health conditions 
associated with F-111 fuel tank maintenance through its study of mitochondria in personnel 
exposed to fuel and solvents. A pilot study has been completed and the next stage of the 
research is being scoped under the management of Defence Centre for Occupational Health. 
 
 
Reduced Hospital Stays. 
 
Veterans who suffer chronic conditions and who require complex care which is normally only 
available at Hospitals will now have access to the Preventable Admissions and Improved 
Community Care Program.  
 
This program will provide funding for Local Medical 
Officers who will coordinate and oversee community 
based care and support for the 17,000 veterans and 
war widows who are expected to benefit from this 
scheme. 
 
Being admitted to hospital can be very stressful, 
especially for older people, and this program will focus 
on reducing un-necessary hospital stays by providing 
community nursing which will provide support in: 
 

• Co-ordinating appointments with other health professions involved in their care, 
• Provide an appointment reminder, 
• Making home visits, 
• Assisting with medication management and treatment, 
• Assisting the patient to self-monitor his or her condition. 

 
The program will target veterans and war widows who suffer congestive heart failure, coronary 
artery disease, pneumonia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and diabetes. 
 
 
British Nuclear Tests  
 
The Government has accepted the Clarke Review findings with regard to the British Nuclear 
Tests (BNT) (You can read a copy of it HERE). This means that service by Australians in the 
BNT in Australia be declared 'non-warlike hazardous' service under the Veterans' Entitlements 
Act 1986. This means people who served at Maralinga, Emu Field and Monte Bello Islands will 
now be eligible for benefits they have been chasing for many years, which subject to legislative 
changes, will be available from July 2010. 
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These benefits will include potential access to disability pensions, health care benefits and war 
widow/ers pension for their partners and a Gold Card to the widow/er. 
 
 

Iceland goes bankrupt, then it manages to set itself on fire.  
This has insurance scam written all over it. 

 
You and your prostate. 
  
The DVA has produced an excellent little 86 page book titled “You and your Prostate”. It has 
been produced to assist members of the veteran community 
to gain a better understanding of the complex issues and 
management options relating to prostate disease 
 
Too often men ignore urinary systems and delay seeing a 
doctor, even if their systems are having a major impact on 
their life. Many men find it difficult to see their doctor about 
problems connected with their reproductive organs. DVA 
hopes this book will encourage men to seek early medical 
intervention for any health issue troubling them. 
 
Prostate health is an important issue for men and this book 
will assist the veteran community to better understand the 
early signs and symptoms, along with the management 
options of prostate disorders. 
 
You will find clear diagrams detailing the anatomy of the 
male reproductive organs, and urinary and prostatic 
symptoms. This book also presents details for available 
support and assistance. 
 
The book is available on the DVA web site and you can download a PDF copy from HERE. You 
would be well advised to download a copy and read it carefully. 
 
 
 

How is it that we put man on the moon before we figured out it would be a good idea  
to put wheels on luggage? 

 

 
Veterans’ Home Maintenance Line (VHML) 
 
What is the Veterans’ Home Maintenance Line? 
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The Veterans’ Home Maintenance Line (VHML) is a toll-free telephone service that provides 
advice on general property maintenance matters and will provide a referral to local reliable and 
efficient trades-people. The trades-people have appropriate qualifications, and both 
professional indemnity and public liability insurance cover. VHML can also arrange home 
inspections to identify current or possible future maintenance problems. 
 
Note: This is a home maintenance and emergency service only. It 
cannot give financial or legal advice, or answer questions about 
pensions or other Veterans' Affairs matters.  
 
Who is eligible? 
Any member of the veteran community is eligible to use the 
VHML. 
 
How many services can be received? 
You can receive an unlimited number of services from the VHML. 
 
Do you need to pay? 
The VHML advice is free but you will need to pay for work done by trades-people, including 
callout fees. 
 
How do you access the Veterans’ Home Maintenance Line? 
You can access this service by telephoning 1800 80 1945. 
 
What time is the service available? 
The property maintenance and home inspection advice is available Monday to Friday between 
9am and 5pm. Emergency property advice is available 7 days a week 24 hours a day. 
 
 

 
Why do people pay to go up tall buildings and then put money in telescopes  

to look at things on the ground? 
 

 
 
Defence Service Homes Loans. 
 
The Defence Service Home Loan is available to eligible veterans, war widows and widowers. 
Persons whose first service in the Defence force began on or after 15 May 1985 are not eligible 
for a DSH loan unless they were allocated for service in Namibia. Housing loan assistance for 
persons whose first service began on or after 15 May 1985 is provided through the Defence 
Housing Authority (DHA). DHA can be contacted on 1800 802 763 or visit their web site at 
www.dha.gov.au. 
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Loans are available to buy, build, enlarge, complete, modify or repair a house or unit, and to 
refinance a mortgage over a house or unit. Loans 
are also available in certain circumstances for 
retirement village accommodation and granny flats.  
 
The maximum amount you can borrow for your first 
loan is $25,000 but the actual amount you can 
obtain depends on various factors, including the 
ability to meet instalments and other commitments. 
 
Interest is capped at 6.85% pa, but is variable each 
month at a rate 1.5% below the average market 
rate while the average market rate is below 8.35% 
pa. WESTPAC Banking Corporation (Bank of 
Melbourne in Victoria and Challenge Bank in Western Australia) is contracted to provide the 
subsidised housing loans. 
 
For further information on the Defence Service Home Loan, including eligibility, contact your 
nearest DVA office or visit their web site at www.dva.gov.au and look up fact sheet HAC 01. 
The Vietnam Veterans Association of Australia can assist any veteran of any conflict, their 
widow/er's and children by providing advice and assistance in regard to all pensions matters. 
Simply contact your nearest sub-branch. 
 
 
 
Don’t ‘waist’ your food. 

Dr Warren Harrex, Senior Medical Advisor  
 
There has been extensive media coverage of the obesity epidemic over the past few years and 
this is now regarded as one of the major factors affecting health that lead to a range of chronic 
conditions including type 2 diabetes mellitus. The onset of the obesity epidemic has occurred 
relatively recently, and advertisements for foods, including those promoting fast foods outlets, 
have often been pinpointed as the cause. Not surprisingly, the food companies have indicated 
that the modern sedentary lifestyle, lack of exercise and individual behaviours and attitudes 
towards food are primarily responsible.  
 
I was reminded of the significant influence of personal attitudes towards 
foods recently when I had eaten about three quarters of a meal prepared 
by my wife. I had reached the stage so eloquently described by my 
grandmother as ‘elegant sufficiency’ and placed my knife and fork in the 
traditional position to indicate that I had finished my meal. Almost 
immediately, my good spouse chided me to continue eating and not to 
waste good food. I replied that I thought I had reached an appropriate 
age at which I could determine how much I needed to eat.  
 
Most of us are aware (or can relearn) when we have satisfied our 
immediate hunger. I noticed that our dog will eat whatever is immediately 
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in front of him when he is hungry. I note that when he starts pushing some food aside to get to 
the more pleasurable morsels that he has probably eaten enough. I have also noted similar 
behaviour with my children. When they were actively engaged in sport, they would eat anything 
in front of them (including Brussels spouts). When they turned down vegetables and fruit in 
favour of ice-cream or cake, this was a good indication that their real hunger had been 
satisfied.  
 
Identifying this point between satisfying hunger and over-indulging is a key point to 
maintaining a healthy waistline and preventing becoming overweight or obese. We now know 
that the truncal fat (truncal fat are fat deposits that settle in the torso and abdomen and cause 
abdominal obesity. It puts you at risk for type 2 diabetes.) is a major risk factor for chronic 
diseases. Abdominal circumference, or waist measurement, is the current preferred measure 
of obesity.  
 
Health risks begin to increase if your waist measurements are more than 94 centimetres for 
men and more than 80 centimetres for women.  
 
So the message should now be: ‘Don’t waist your food’  
 
More information on waist measurement is available HERE. 
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Anzac Day – Thailand style. 
 
Rod Faux was out drinking with a few mates on the night of the 24th April 2010, as you do, and 
at around 1am it seemed to them a good 
idea to go to Kanchanburi for the ANZAC 
Day service. So they booked a taxi, packed 
an esky and a change of clothes and left at 
2am, arriving at 6:30am. They had a quick 
nap and made the morning service at the 
War Cemetery.  
 
As Rod said, “They only served VB after the 
ceremony but we decided it would be un-
Australian not to have one, so we did, or 
was that 2 or 3. It was bloody hot, but it was 
good to see a really good crowd in 
attendance.” 
 
“Then it was ‘load-up’ the esky again, back into the taxi and head for home, arriving back at 
Hua Hin at 5.00pm that night. A bloody good day!  Hope yours went well”.  
 
Lest We Forget.!!   
 
 
 
Brisbane. 
 
Rod “Rocky” McGregor, 
who flew the Caribou in 
Vietnam from Dec 68 to 
Dec 69, and then went 
back three more times 
in 70, 71 and 1972 with 
37Sqn, flying the E 
Model Herc, leads the 
RTFV/35Sqn contingent 
at the 2010 Brisbane 
March. 
 
You’ll notice Rob Meyer 
is the only one out of 
step – but that’s about 
what you’d expect from a clock winder!! 
 

Why is it that people say they 'slept like a baby' when babies wake up every two hours? 
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We moved in, all with separate rooms, and stayed there for a month – and what a time it was. 
The walls of the old pub could tell a lot of stories that, unfortunately, must remain untold – but 
I’m sure the photo will bring back a lot of great memories to a lot of blokes. (Hello Peter T) 
 
 
 

Who was the first person to say, 'See that chicken there... 
I'm gonna eat the next thing that comes outta it's bum.' 

 
 
 
1969 Bones. 
 

 
Gerry Walsh sent us these. This was the RAAF verses the Navy at (we think) HMAS Cerberus, 
on Western Port Bay, Victoria. Can anyone provide any names?? 
 
 

 
Why does Goofy stand erect while Pluto remains on all fours? They're both dogs ! 
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All we know about this photo (above) is it was taken at Butterworth, we think about 1975 and it 
was a “pre-posting” to Hong Kong bar-b-q, but we don’t know who was being posted and we 
don’t know anyone in the photo. HELP!!! 
 
 

 
All we know about this photo is it was taken at the breakup of WRRS in 1975. Now the obvious 
questions are, what is WRRS, why was it broken up, where was it, and what did it do??? 
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We get a lot of correspondence on this topic too – tb 
 
More on carbon!!! 

Peter Holmes 
 
For all of you out there in Oz and any where else across the globe, who have fought so hard to 
tackle the hideous enemy of our planet, namely carbon emissions and that bogus god you 
worship named "Climate Change" or "Global Warming", there is some really bad news that will 
really upset your day and be very painful for you to process. But it is my duty to pass it on to 
you anyway. 
 
The recent volcanic eruption in Iceland, since it first 
started spewing volcanic ash, has, to this point, negated 
every single effort you have made in the past five years 
to control CO2 emissions on our planet.  Not only that, 
this single act of God has added emissions to the earth 
estimated to be 42 times more than can be corrected by 
the extreme human regulations proposed for annual 
reductions in the year 2050. 
 
I know, I know.... (have a group hug)...it's very disheartening to realise that all of the carbon 
emission savings you have accomplished while suffering the inconvenience and expense 
of driving Prius hybrids, buying fabric grocery bags, sitting up till midnight to finish your kid's 
"The Green Revolution" science project, throwing out all of your non-green cleaning supplies, 
using only two squares of toilet paper, putting a brick in your toilet flush reservoir, selling your 
4X4 and speedboat, going on holidays to a city park instead of New Zealand, nearly getting hit 
every day and freezing your butt off on your bicycle, replacing all of your 60¢ light bulbs with 
$10 light bulbs ...well, all of those things you have done have all gone down the tube in just two 
weeks. 
 
The volcanic ash emitted into the Earth's atmosphere during that eruption has totally erased 
every single effort you have made to reduce the evil beast, carbon.  And, those hundreds of 
jobs you helped move to Asia with expensive emission’s demands on businesses... you know, 
those businesses that are creating even more emissions now than when they were creating 
jobs in Oz, well that must seem really worthwhile now. 
 
I'm so sorry. And I do wish that there was some kind of a silver lining to this volcanic ash cloud 
but the fact of the matter is that the brush fire season across the western U.S.A. when it starts, 
will negate your efforts to reduce carbon emissions in our world for the next two years. 
 
So, grab a Coke, give the world a hug, and have a nice day! 
 
 

 
Do illiterate people get the full effect of Alphabet Soup 
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And!! 
 
In 2006 the UN Food and Agriculture Organization came out with a report saying that livestock 
is responsible for 18% of all greenhouse gas emissions on earth. Sensible people thought that 
seemed more than a little too high, and the tree huggers crabbed it and shouted it from, well, 
the tree tops. But, I don’t think anyone ever bothered to check into it. 
 
Now the UN says they were just joking.  
 
In the 2006 report, they included greenhouse gas emissions from the livestock, but also for 
transportation, fertilizer production, land clearance (assuming all pasture land would otherwise 
be and was previously covered with trees), and vehicles used on farms. I suspect that they did 
not consider that if you were not growing livestock that you would have to replace it with crops,  
that or kill off some people. 
 
But the authors of the UN report did not use all the associated "costs" when comparing other 
sources of greenhouse gas emissions, such as transportation. This should have been obvious 
to anybody who read the report, but most people, including me, never bothered to look past the 
headlines. (See HERE) 
 
It seems like worldwide problems with global warming, pollution, oil consumption, water 
shortages, and the baggage retrieval system at Heathrow airport are more or less directly 
related to the global population. If the human population stops growing, these concerns will be 
much easier to handle. 
 
Two ways to stop population growth are (a) kill off a bunch of people, or (b) stop making so 
many new ones. (If it comes to the crunch, I think I prefer (b) - tb). Most countries baulk at going around 
and killing off bunches of people, and in most poor countries it is socially advantageous to have 
a mess of kids.  
 
SO!!!  Realistically, if you’re really worried about the state of the globe, the only sensible thing 
to do is to go and kill yourself. 
 
 
 
Oil changes. 
 
Most of us have changed the oil and filter in our cars, it’s a blokey thing, something we just do. 
The girls don’t do that, they take their cars to the man who does the job for them - are we the 
smart ones?? – have a look HERE 
 
 
 
BP’s disaster 
 
That oil rig that caught fire and exploded on the 20th April, 2010, where 
11 men are still missing, and are not expected to be found, belonged 
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to Transocean, the world’s biggest offshore drilling contractor. The rig was originally contracted 
to BP through to the year 2013 and was working on BP’s Macondo exploration well in the Gulf 
of Mexico when the fire broke out. The rig costs about $500,000 per day to contract.  
 
The full drilling spread, with helicopters and support vessels and other services, costs closer to 
$1,000,000 per day to operate. The rig itself cost about $350,000,000 to build in 2001 and 
would cost at least double that to replace today.  
 
It is a floating rig and is capable of working in water up to 10,000 ft deep and represents the 
cutting edge of drilling technology. It is not moored because anchoring it to the ocean floor 
would be too costly and the anchors and chain would be too heavy to suspend from the floating 
structure. Rather, a triply-redundant computer system uses satellite positioning to control 
powerful thrusters that keep the rig on station within a few feet of its intended location, at all 
times. This is called Dynamic Positioning. The whole thing is now on the ocean floor. 
 
The rig had apparently just finished cementing steel casing in place at depths exceeding 
18,000 ft. The next operation was to suspend the well so that the rig could move to its next 
drilling location, the idea being that a rig would return to this well later in order to complete the 
work necessary to bring the well into production. It is thought that somehow formation fluids,  oil 
and gas, got into the 
wellbore and were 
undetected until it was too 
late to take action. With a 
floating drilling rig setup, 
because it moves with the 
waves, currents, and winds, 
all of the main pressure 
control equipment sits on 
the seabed – the uppermost 
unmoving point in the well. 
This pressure control 
equipment – the Blowout 
Preventers, or ‘BOP’s” as 
they’re called, are controlled 
with redundant systems 
from the rig. In the event of 
a serious emergency, there 
are multiple Panic Buttons to hit, and even fail-safe Deadman systems that should be 
automatically engaged when something of this proportion breaks out. None of them were 
apparently activated, suggesting that the blowout was especially swift to escalate at the 
surface.  
 
The flames from the fire were visible up to about 35 miles away. Not the glow – the flames. 
They were 200 – 300 ft high. All of this will be investigated and it will be some months before all 
of the particulars are known. For now, it is enough to say that this marvel of modern 
technology, which had been operating with an excellent safety record, has burned up and sunk, 
taking souls with it. 
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It’s a sad day when something like this happens, when men die, when huge environmental 
damage is done and when it happens to something on the cutting edge of our capabilities. We 
can do better. 
 
The photos show the progression of events over the 36 hours from catching fire to sinking. 
 
You can see them HERE 
 
 
Hello Hello!!! 

 
We don’t know where this pic was taken and we don’t know who these healthy lads are, but 
we’d love to know and we’d definitely love to know who’s who, can anyone help??? 
 

 
Scientists have discovered a food that diminishes a woman's sex drive by 90%..  

It's called a Wedding Cake.  
 

 
 
Ray Thompson has sent us a nice little poem – you can read it HERE 
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The Avro Lincoln was originally designated as the Lancaster Mk.1V. It was larger in size, had a 
greater bombload and carried more fuel than the early Lancasters. Later the name was 
changed to Lincoln and many were built under licence at 
Fisherman's Bend in Melbourne. The Australian version was 
called the Lincoln Mk.30 and No.1 Squadron used these 
aircraft in bombing raids against the Communist terrorists in 
the jungles of Malaya. 
  
My squadron was equipped with the standard Mk.30 bomber, 
which had 4 Rolls Royce Merlin liquid cooled engines of the 
same type fitted to the Spitfire. During the early 'Fifties, there 
was much concern about the advanced capabilities of 
Russian submarines and the RAAF decided to modify some 
Lincolns as submarine hunters. The 2,850 gallons fuel 
capacity gave over 13 hours endurance and the bomb bays 
were modified to take acoustic homing torpedoes as well as 
normal bombs. In order to carry submarine detecting gear, 
the nose section of these aircraft was lengthened an 
additional 6 feet. Additional crew were carried to monitor sonobuoy underwater listening 
equipment. This variant was designated the Lincoln Mk.31 and was commonly referred to as 
the Long Nose Lincoln. Most of the 3,000 hours I flew in Lincolns, was on the Long Nose. 
 
The aircraft had a maximum weight of 82,000 lbs. and was a tail wheel design. This meant that 
it had all the built in problems of swinging on take off and landing. It was particularly difficult to 
control in crosswinds. Because of the long nose which severely reduced forward vision, night 
landings were fraught with potential for 
ground loops once the tail was lowered and 
a desperate pilot would sometimes be forced 
to pull down his goggles, yank open the left 
pilot’s sliding window and shove his face into 
the slipstream to locate the left side of the 
flare path.  
 
Besides bombs and torpedoes, the Lincoln 
was initially equipped with a pair of 0.5 inch 
calibre machine guns in the nose and rear 
turrets, plus two 20 millimetre Hispano 
cannons in the mid upper turret. A crew of 
10 was carried on anti submarine work. Both 
the Lancaster and Lincoln were designed to be flown by one pilot and I often flew the Lincoln 
on local flights with just a mechanic or another crew member to help start the engines and keep 
an eye outside. No specific qualification needed, just another set of hands and eyes. 
 
The second pilot's seat was a small fold down stool and anyone wanting to gain access to the 
nose compartment was forced to crawl under the dickey seat in the manner of a lizard flat out 
drinking. It was customary for the occupant of the seat to stand in the aisle-way so as to be 
able to push all the various buttons needed to start the engines. For take-off the seat would be 
unclipped from the flight deck sidewall and locked down. There was no shoulder harness for 
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VERY BRAVE MAN JOKES. 
 

Q:  What’s worse than a male Chauvinist Pig? 
A:  A woman who won’t do what she’s told. 

 
 
 
Parachutes, Mae Wests (lifejackets), in-flight rations and RAAF issue navigation bags were 
slung into the aircraft via the rear door. The rear gunner settled himself into the rear turret and 
closed the small door behind him. The mid upper gunner levered his bulk up into his cramped 
turret and sat between the breeches of the twin Hispano cannons. The signaller busied himself 
with code books, HF frequencies and signal pistol cartridges, whilst Sergeant Bill Woods, the 
navigator, took his seat behind the plotting table, laid out his charts and carefully stowed his 
astro compass and sextant. We carried a full crew on most of these short range trips, in case 
there came a sudden requirement for a search for an overdue yacht or fishing vessel. 
 
Syd Gooding did his left to right cockpit checks and after getting the all clear to start, he asked 
me to fire up the starboard inner or No.3 engine. It was an unfortunate choice of words, 
because in the hot and humid 30 degree centigrade day, I held the primer button in for too long 
and as the propeller turned over, there was a whoomph of igniting 100 octane fuel and long 
yellow flames licked lazily over the top of the engine from the 12 open exhausts. As the 
conflagration was only 10 feet from my position standing in the cockpit, it frightened me 
considerably. However the calm voice of Syd telling me to stop priming, but keep the propeller 
turning, soon slowed me down and eventually No.3 came to life with a roar of Merlin power and 

the flames died away. 
 
Exhaust fires during start up were a daily 
fact of life with the Rolls Royce Merlins, 
although they were more spectacular than 
dangerous. Nevertheless, I always felt 
uneasy when they occurred, particularly at 
night when the glare of the fire reflected into 
the cockpit. 
 
With all four engines turning, which gave us 
charging capability to the pneumatic brakes 
and hydraulically operated flaps and bomb 
bay doors, Syd tested all systems as part of 

the after start drills, then taxied for the run-up bay associated with runway 02 at Townsville. It 
was vital to face into wind for the engine run up, as the glycol coolant in line Merlins would 
quickly overheat on the ground. This would cause the coolant to boil and a spectacular jet of 
scalding glycol would spurt from the blow off safety valve at the top of the engine. The engine 
would have to be closed down immediately, otherwise severe damage could occur.  
 
That morning, the temperatures remained within limits and the RAAF air traffic controller 
cleared us for takeoff. Syd lined up, straightened the tail-wheel and asked the rear turret gunner 
to confirm that his gun turret was centred and not traversed to one side. An offset turret could 
cause a fair amount of drag to one side, which was not helpful to the pilot. All was well and as 
the brakes were released with a hiss of compressed air, Syd opened the four throttles to zero 
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boost (30 inches manifold pressure). A pause to ensure that all Merlins responded evenly, then 
leading with the port outer and with initial full right rudder to counteract the increasing engine 
torque effect, Syd increased power on all four to +12 pounds of boost pressure (54 inches 
manifold pressure). 
 

What are the three fastest means of communication?  
1) Television 
2) Telephone 
3) Telawoman  

 
As speed increased Syd obtained good rudder control and forward pressure on the control 
wheel gradually caused the tail to rise off the ground into a flying position. The swing due to the 
gyroscopic effect of the propellers which were now showing 3,000 rpm, was easily held by 
rudder. At 100 knots, Sid eased the Lincoln airborne and called for undercarriage up. The noise 
of the Merlins at full horsepower was painful to the ears and I was glad when after the flaps 
were retracted at 200 feet, that I could bring back the throttles and pitch levers to climb boost 
and revs of +7 and 2,650. A check of the top of each engine revealed no sign of coolant blow 
off, which was reassuring. 
 
I had just loosened the throttle friction nut to do this, when there was a loud bang from the left 
wing area and the number one throttle jerked sharply under my hand. Syd quietly commented 
that the port outer had failed and that I should feather it without delay. I dithered a little, never 
having feathered a propeller before and he kept a wary eye on me as I nervously depressed 
the correct button from a choice of four.  
 
Several years later, I was to be astonished to see all four engines go to feather from the press 
of a single feathering button. Fortunately we were not airborne at the time – but that’s another 
story.  
 
The propeller slowly came to a stop and for the first time in my career, I gazed in wonder at the 
sight of a feathered propeller. I was to see many of these during the two tours of duty that I did 
on Lincolns...  
 
Meanwhile, Sid must have checked the yaw 
immediately, because I didn't detect any skid, 
although I was aware of his right hand adjusting the 
rudder trim. The Lincoln was climbing at 500 fpm as 
the airspeed settled on 140 knots and we turned left 
to track comfortably left of Magnetic Island which was 
two miles ahead on runway heading.  
 
Sid explained that the No.1 engine had failed after a 
blow back through the induction system. Apparently 
this was a relatively common occurrence on the Rolls 
Royce Merlin in the tropics and it always happened 
without any warning usually at high power. Having flown Mustangs in the cooler climate of 
NSW and equipped with similar engines, I began to have second thoughts about the wisdom of 
flogging around Townsville in the squadron Mustang at 30 degrees or warmer temperatures!  
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The weather forecast was fine and to Sid an engine failure was no great drama. We had 
allowed some fat in the flight plan for some casual coast crawling along the beautiful 
Hinchinbrook Channel. Anzac Day was a good excuse to show the flag with authorized beat 
ups over the small towns of Ingham, Cardwell, Tully and Innisfail. The locals never complained, 
or if some wowser did, we certainly were not aware of it. The skipper (all Lincoln captains were 
referred to as Skipper during flight) had a brief discussion with the navigator Bill Woods 
regarding time on target at Cairns. Even on three engines we had time in reserve, so Sid 
announced that we would press on with the sortie. It was too late to get another Lincoln 
airborne and Anzac Day at Cairns without a visible RAAF presence was unthinkable. 
 

What should you give a woman who has everything? 
A man to show her how to work it. 

 
We flew low past the lovely resort islands of Orpheus and Dunk, getting cheery waves from 
honeymoon couples sun tanning on the white sands. A few minutes later, the skipper eased the 
Lincoln into the channel between the mainland and the jungle covered slopes of Hinchinbrook 
Island. Close to the summit of Hinchinbrook, the morning sun reflected off the sad remains of a 
wartime Liberator that only a few years ago had flown blindly at night into rock filled cloud. 
 
The front gunner reported that he could see crocodiles ahead lazing in the mangrove swamps. 
A few seconds later the rear gunner told us that he could see splashes in the shallows as these 
prehistoric monsters, alarmed by the sight and sound of a pterodactyl creature with four 
Merlins, scrambled for deeper water. 
 
Approaching Cairns, we received clearance from ATC for a low run over the airport. A minute 
later our Lincoln with its port outer engine feathered flew down the main street of Cairns right 
on time as the marching veterans of two world wars made a smart eyes right towards the 
Saluting Dais. Our task completed, the navigator gave the skipper a course for home. Sid was 
getting a bit tired by now, as the Lincoln on three engines was quite a handful, especially as 
foot-load on the rudders was high. I was given control in the right hand seat, whilst the skipper 
relaxed with a flask of hot tea and some sandwiches. 
 
The aircraft was quite heavy on the controls and I had initial difficulty holding an accurate 
heading under asymmetric power. This was exacerbated by having to look across the width of 
the cockpit to read the compass which was situated directly in front of the captain's position. As 
the Lincoln was designed to be operated by one pilot, with the assistance of an engineer who 
would sit on a dickey seat at a lower level than the pilot, all flight instruments were directly in 
front of the pilot. All I had in front of me were four feathering buttons and their associated fire 
warning lights, a swag of starter, priming and booster coil buttons, various armament selectors, 
a supercharger control switch and a mixture control assembly with four switches.  
 
Sid encouraged me to try a few steep turns, which brought a chorus of protests over the 
intercom. The navigator was bitching because I was ruining his neat plotting chart by causing to 
spill his coffee. The rear gunner, who had vacated his turret, was literally pissed off because he 
was crouching over the Elsen (toilet pan) and my flying was affecting his aim. The rest of the 
crew were annoyed because they were either trying to have lunch, or have a snooze. As the 
newest and youngest member of the crew and indeed of the whole squadron, I was the butt of 
a lot of good natured ribbing in the Snake Pit for the next few days.  
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Sid resumed control for the last leg into Townsville, whilst I sulked quietly on my dickey seat. 
We deviated a mile or so to fly at 100 ft 
along the beaches of the aboriginal 
settlement of Palm Island. The locals 
waved merrily and Sid returned the 
compliment with wing waggling and a 
steep wingover. Bill gave the skipper the 
final course for Townsville. The early 
Lincolns were not equipped with a radio 
compass and instrument let downs were 
done by talk down, using Ground Control 
Approach (GCA) radar, or ATC operated 
VHF radio direction finding. As the 
aircraft was equipped with only one VHF set, the situation could become serious if the radio 
failed in bad weather. En route navigation was carried out by the specialist navigator using 
various combinations of astro sextant sun or star fixes, Loran, HF/DF and basic Deduced 
Reckoning.  At some RAAF fields, we could home to the station using a primitive wartime pulse 
radar beacon called Lucero. Like most newly graduated pilots of that era, I had complete faith 
in all navigators, yet as I grew more experienced, I realised that they could be just as uncertain 
of the true position of the aircraft and equally apprehensive of bad weather as I was. Two years 
later, the crew and passengers of one of our Long Nose Lincolns were killed when the aircraft 
crashed into Mount Superbus at night whilst letting down in cloud. The bomber was over sixty 
miles off track whilst heading for Brisbane on a medical evacuation flight from Townsville. The 
let down was done on DR as the aircraft had been flying in cloud for several hours, which made 
astro navigation impossible. 
 

Why is a Laundromat a really bad place to pick up a woman? 
Because a woman who can't even afford a washing machine  

will probably never be able to support you. 
 
 
The unfortunate but very experienced crew of that aircraft consisted of a new Commanding 
Officer who had flown Sunderlands against the German U Boats in the Atlantic during the war, 
the Nav was a wartime Pathfinder navigator, the Signaller and the Engo were the Squadron’s 
two senior men. After that accident, I realized that navigators were not Supermen and I began 
to take an active interest in knowing roughly the position of my aircraft at all times. Especially at 
night or in cloud.  
 
Meanwhile, in the Townsville circuit area we joined downwind for an asymmetric landing for 
runway 02. A hill called Mount Louisa was inconveniently situated one mile from the threshold 
and on mid base leg. It was 700 ft high, but with a nice touch, Sid brought the Lincoln in a curve 
inside the hill, straightening up at 500 ft on final. Crossing the fence at 105 knots, Sid closed 
the throttles, the Merlins gave their characteristic snap, crackle and pop and the aircraft 
greased on. There was a gentle hissing of pneumatic brakes as Sid squeezed the brake lever 
and I watched the brake pressure needle drop a few psi from 450 lbs. Anything less than 150 
psi total accumulator pressure was considered not a good thing, especially as the charging rate 
of the engine driven pneumatic system was notoriously slow at taxii engine rpm. 
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attempt to cushion the landing. Unfortunately the bounce was high and the aircraft yawed left 
from the asymmetric power. The instructor, who was an experienced wartime pilot lost control 
and the aircraft crashed just short of the civil terminal. The crew escaped with only slight 
injuries, but the Lincoln caught fire and was destroyed. Following that accident, the RAAF 
banned all practice asymmetric landings with feathered propellers, a policy that has remained 
in force 36 years later. In contrast, civilian operators in Australia continue to carry out practice 
feathered landings, with the result that over the years there have been many accidents in 
training. 

  
Sadly, an ex Lincoln 
pilot who served with 
No.10 Squadron 
during my time, was 
killed when a civilian 
Lockheed Hudson 
that he was flying at 
Lae in New Guinea 
crashed into the sea 

on short final. The pilot was carrying out a practice feathered landing, when he got low and 
slow. The aircraft got out of control and that was the end of him. 
 
I flew many hours in the next nine months and with a variety of captains. Some were airman 
aircrew, the rest were commissioned officers. I was usually crewed with a chap named Flight 
Lieutenant Jack B. Thomas, universally known as JBT. To his face we called him "Sir", of 
course. JBT was very formal to his crew which consisted mainly of sergeants like myself. He 
had over 5000 hours and had been awarded the Air Force Cross (AFC) for flying under 
dangerous conditions during rescue operations in New Guinea. A volcano called Mount 
Lamington had erupted without warning, killing several hundred natives. The RAAF mounted a 
big evacuation service in which JBT flew Dakotas. 
 
 

How do you know when a woman is about to say something smart? 
When she starts a sentence with 'A man once told me...' 

 
 
Jack Thomas was one of the smoothest pilots I have flown with. He made text book landings in 
all weathers and I learnt so much just by watching his technique. His technique at three point 
landings on the Lincoln was sheer magic. I have tried to emulate his skills over many years and 
perhaps some have sunk in. JBT was given the task of training me to command standard on 
the Lincoln, a task for which he deserved a Bar to his AFC! However after several hours dual 
instruction, I was given a final check with the CO Handlebars Handbury who sent me off on my 
first command trip. The second pilot on board was Sergeant Geoff Banfield, who was a 
member of my pilot’s course at Point Cook. I did a few touch and goes and afterwards was 
delighted to be invited by the CO for a drink at the hallowed Officers Mess. It was a nice touch 
by old Handlebars and I have never forgotten it.  
 
The squadron had a Mustang. Its number was A68-113. It was used for target towing. Shortly 
after I arrived at Townsville, I was shirt fronted by a bad tempered Warrant Officer pilot called 
Motterham. His nickname was "Blowtop" and he certainly had a short fuse. Blowtop was a 
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Lincoln captain who had several hundred hours on Mustangs. Most of these were obtained at 
Tocumwal in NSW, which was a vast storage depot for war surplus aircraft. His job was to carry 
out short test flights on the hundred or so Mustangs which were lined up on the tarmac and 
which needed to be kept in flying condition. 
 
On arrival at No.10 
Squadron, Blowtop 
flew the Mustang on 
target towing duties 
and in fact was the 
only Mustang qualified 
pilot on the squadron 
until I arrived on the 
scene.  

 
He told me to lay off 
HIS Mustang or risk 
getting thumped. I 
took this seriously as 
he was known to be a 
fighting drunk. 
Fortunately, the 
Officer Commanding 
North East Area 
Headquarters was 
also qualified on the Mustang. He was Group Captain Paddy Heffernan and Paddy was one of 
the finest officers I have ever met. He was a stocky man who walked with a marked limp, a 
legacy of a mid air collision in a Wellington bomber, of which he was the only survivor. He had 
no objections if I flew the Mustang, but if I pranged it he said he would break my neck. Clearly 
this Mustang was a health hazard. 
 
Notwithstanding the threats by Blowtop, I flew the 
Mustang many times and never scratched the paint 
once. In the Fifties, Battle for Britain week was 
celebrated each September by “Show the Flag”  
displays at most RAAF bases. At Townsville, the 
squadron would despatch Lincolns to beat up country 
towns and generally make lots of noise. It was 
decided to have a formation fly-past over our own 
base at Townsville, where several thousand 
spectators were expected.  
 
The Lincoln leader realised that the rest of the 
formation was lagging and throttled back. Paddy was 
a bit slow to pick this and nearly clobbered the tail of 
the nearest Lincoln. His wild manoeuvring upset Jim 
who had only a few seconds earlier caught up with 
Paddy from behind. His comment on the intercom to 

Lincolns being scrapped in 1962, Mount Louisa in the background 
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Curly in the back seat of the Wirraway was words to the effect of what is the stupid old bastard 
doing now? Unfortunately Jim pressed the wrong radio switch, which meant that his remarks to 
Curly went over the airwaves, instead of the intercom. Paddy Heffernan heard every word, but 
ever the gentleman, he made no comment. 
 
My part in the display was to fly the Mustang in mock combat against a Lincoln. Warrant Officer 
Frank Slater was the Lincoln pilot. Frank had flown as a flight engineer on Catalina amphibians, 
but had remustered as a pilot. He was a popular chap, who had won the George Medal for 
bravery. The Catalina in which he was flying crashed during a single engine landing at 
Georgetown in North Queensland. The aircraft caught fire and Frank was responsible for 
saving the life of the pilot who was trapped in the burning wreckage. 
 
 

Women will never be equal to men.. 
until they can walk down the street with a bald head and a beer gut,  

and still think they are sexy. 
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DJINNANG Association Reunion. 
29 May, 2002. 
 
You’ve got to hand it to these blokes and blokettes, the Djinnang Association are a loyal and 
close knit bunch of people and they know how to hold a reunion. They’ve been getting together 
now every year for yonks to meet up, swap a bunch of old lies, expand on deeds done and 
times past and to share a cold one or two with old mates. 
 
Some of them travel miles each year for the annual get together, they come across from Perth 
WA, others down from Townsville, and some up from Tassie.  
 
On the 29th May, they held their annual General Meeting at the Queensland Public Service 
Club in Brisbane, and once again, they filled the place.  
 
Of course, these things don’t just happen, you need a good dedicated committee to organize all 
this, and the current committee has to be congratulated.  
 

 
 

Treasurer, Ron Faulkner, President Mick Lawson and Secretary, Alison Cridland. 
 

 
The members demonstrated their support in their committee by re-electing the old committee in 
total, for another 12 months. 
 
They are, Mick Lawson (President), Ron Faulkner (Treasurer), Alison Cridland (Secretary), and 
John Cridland, Alyn Hawkes, Brian Webb, Ernie Gimm and John Carruthers were all re-elected 
as committee members. 
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The Queensland Public Service Club, in George St Brisbane, where the re-union was held. 
 

 
 

Part of the excellent roll up of Djinnang members who attended the get together. 
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L-R:  The three L’s,  Lorraine Neave, Lorrene Carruthers and Lillian Coxhedge. 
 

 

 
 

Jean and Dave Peters. 
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Alison Lutgenau – who was Alison 
Chandler, was a COMMSOP with 
the RAAF from 1970 until 1987. 
 
She served at Frognall, Willytown 
and Amberley. 
 

Jill Playford, who was Jill Sinclair, 
was also a COMMSOP with the 
RAAF from 1974 until 1985.  
 
Jill served at Willytown, Glenbrook, 
Pearce, Wagga and Richmond. 
 
These days she lives on the range 
behind Brisbane, north of 
Toowoomba. 
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Glen Walton, who was a Teleg, and George Pollard, who was a scope iron wielder. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Joan and Glen “Buck” 
Buchanan 
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Trev Benneworth and Alison Cridland. 
  

 

 
 

John McAllister and Jeanette Kiergaard. 
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Lalee Jagiello and Shirley Watson 
 

 

 
Marg and Ian Greenacre. Every year, for many years past, both Marg and Ian hook up the 
caravan and set off from home, which is Perth, WA, and head east for the Djinnang reunion. 
After meeting up with old mates at the reunion, they head off for some serious “Grey 
Nomadding” where they always meet up with some new ones. Good luck to them we say…. 
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L-R:  Ron Amos, Graham and Maree Solomons, Kev Taylor. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Roslyn Smith and Vanessa Holt 
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And, of course, what RAAF turnout would be complete without a bar.  

The inn keeper-ess was kept busy most of the afternoon. 
 

Steward Linton and Diane Webb 
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The TSR-2:  
A BRITISH STORY WITH AN AUSTRALIAN CHAPTER 
 
With the era of the F-111 coming to a close, it is timely to reflect on the development of this 
aircraft and the rivals that existed at the time of its selection. The principal competitor was the 
British Aircraft Corporation’s Tactical Strike and Reconnaissance (TSR-2) aircraft. However, as 
indicated by Sir Sydney Camm’s comment, the 
development and subsequent abrupt cancellation of 
the project in 1965 was politically charged. While it 
was suggested at the time that Australia played a key 
role in the demise of the TSR-2, there appears to 
have been many other contributors to its downfall. 
 
From the mid 1950s, the RAF and subsequently the 
RAAF identified the need to replace the Canberra 
bomber, focusing on a nuclear-capable aircraft. Given the rapid advances in anti-aircraft 
weaponry capability, having supersonic strike aircraft that could slip under radar surveillance 
was seen as a priority. The development of the TSR-2 was also the result of the British 
Government’s focus in the late 1950s on rationalising the eight main British aircraft 
manufacturers that then existed. On New Year’s Day 1959, Vickers-Armstrong and English 
Electric, amalgamated as the new British Aircraft Corporation (BAC), were awarded the 
contract to combine their earlier individual designs into the TSR-2. Later that year Bristol-
Siddeley were awarded the contract for development of the Olympus engines which were to 
power the aircraft. 
 
Like the development of any aircraft, the TSR-2 had its technical problems. In late 1964, three 
completed prototypes had made it off the production line and the maiden flight was undertaken 
from Boscombe Down. A three-month delay between the first and second test flights occurred, 

due to the engines on the aircraft 
not being up to speciations, trouble 
with the undercarriage, and fuel 
pump oscillation that led to cockpit 
vibration at the same frequency as 
the human eyeball which affected 
the vision of the pilot.  
 
While these were not minor 
problems, two other factors of 
greater import arose that sounded 
the death-knell for the TSR-2: a 
change of government, and 
projected costs. The newly elected 
Labour Government, which 
promised defence expenditure 
cutting measures in its election 

campaign announced in the 1965 Budget that the TSR-2 was cancelled ‘forthwith’ and the 
remaining aircraft on the production line were sent to scrap merchants. It is said that the melted 
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TSR-2 parts went on to serve the nation as washing machines. 
 
It was also claimed that the Labour Party and Treasury officials believed that America would 
provide the UK with F-111 aircraft at an fixed price, something that BAC could not offer, and 
this would amount to a saving of 300 million pounds over the TSR-2. The UK took out an option 
on 24 F-111s to be in service by 1967 but once this order got caught up in the same delivery 
delays that Australia experienced the commitment was cancelled. These decisions made the 
British aircraft industry feel abandoned by their own government, which failed to appreciate the 
advanced sales methods of the Americans and also that in many cases the US adopted aircraft 
production techniques that were developed in the UK. 
 
Australia had expressed a high degree of interest in the TSR-2 when the TFX (later to become 
the F-111) was still on the drawing board. While the majority of Australia’s air force budget from 
1959 to 1965 was devoted to the purchase of the Mirage III, Australia was actively canvassing 
for a bomber replacement.  
 

“All modern aircraft have four dimensions: span, length, height and politics. 
The TSR-2 got the first three right.” 

 
Sir Sydney Camm (1893-1966), 

Chief Designer, Hawker Aircraft Ltd 
 
In August 1960, the Commonwealth Chiefs of Staff were briefed on the TSR-2 which had a 
marked effect on the Australian delegation. In March 1962, the Chairman of BAC came to 
Australia to brief Prime Minister Menzies, Minister of 
Defence Townley and the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff 
Committee, Air Marshal Frederick Scherger (right) to 
discuss the TSR-2. Subsequent to this meeting, Scherger 
was kept ‘fully and frankly’ informed of the progress of the 
TSR-2 but a few fateful events swayed Scherger and the 
Australian Government against the aircraft. 
 
First, the UK Ministry of Defence turned down a 
suggestion by BAC that the later stages of the flight 
program involving terrain following and weapon delivery 
should be carried out at Woomera. Second, in April 1963 
Scherger went to Paris for a SEATO conference and paid 
a short visit to London during which he met with Lord 
Mountbatten, the UK Chief of Defence Staff. Mountbatten 
expressed doubt that anything would come of the TSR-2 
project on the grounds of cost and complexity, and made 
it clear that he was arguing in favour of the Buccaneer 
aircraft over the TSR-2. Australia eventually purchased 24 F-111A's, which had even greater 
development problems than the TSR-2 and eventually ended up costing far more than the 
TSR-2 would have done.  
 
 behind the scenes, lead in particular by the Chief of the 
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On the final hole, the golfer needs another eagle to win. Without waiting for him to say anything, 
the stranger quickly moves to his side and says, "Would winning this match be worth giving up 
the rest of your sex life?" "Definitely," the golfer replies, and he makes the eagle. As the golfer 
is walking to the club house, the stranger walks alongside him and says, "I haven't really been 
fair with you because you don't know who I am. I'm the Devil, and from this day forward you will 
have no sex life." 
 
"Nice to meet you," the golfer replies, "I'm Father O'Malley." 
 
 
 
In Denmark they have a novel way of getting motorists to slow down – I think it would work 
here, it’s definitely worth a try – what do you think?? 
 
Have a look HERE 
 
 
 

Napier Nomad Engine. 
 

From the “Whatever happened to?” file. 
 
In 1945 the UK  Air Ministry asked for proposals for a new 6,000 horsepower (4,500 kW) class 
engine with good economy. Curtiss-Wright was designing an engine of this sort of power known 
as the Turbo-compound engine, but Sir Harry Ricardo, one of Britain's great engine designers, 
suggested that the most economical combination would be a similar design using a diesel two-
stroke in place of Curtiss's petrol 
engine. 
 
The advantages of such a design are 
obvious, no ignition problems and a 
fuel that is much less volatile than 
high octane petrol. 
 
Before World War II, the UK engine 
manufacturer, Napier, had obtained a 
license to build the Junkers Jumo 204 
diesel engine in the UK as the Napier 
Culverin engine, but the onset of the 
war made the Sabre engine more important and work on the Culverin was stopped. In 
response to the Air Ministry's 1945 requirements, Napier dusted off this work, combining two 
enlarged Culverins into an H-block similar to the Sabre, resulting in a massive 75-litre design. 
Markets for an engine of this size seemed limited, however, so instead they reverted to the 
original Sabre-like horizontally opposed 12 cylinder design, and the result was the Nomad. 
 
Two versions of the engine were flight tested: 
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• The Nomad I diesel engine drove one of a pair of contra-rotating propellers with the 
Napier Naiad based turbine driving the other propeller as a turboprop and also 
supercharging the diesel unit. 

• The later Nomad II used the turbine to boost the manifold pressure of the diesel unit and 
was also coupled to the crankshaft, this version drove one propeller only. The resulting 
unit set the lowest specific fuel consumption figures seen up to that time, despite this the 
project was cancelled in 1955 after interest in the project had passed and £5.1 million 
had been spent on development.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napier_Nomad ‐ cite_note‐
Flight.2C_17_August_1967.2C_Cancelled_projects_list‐1 

 
Nomad I 
 
The initial Nomad design was incredibly complex, essentially two engines in one. One was a 
turbo-supercharged Diesel similar to the upper half of a Napier Sabre. Mounted below this was 
a complete turboprop engine, based on their Naiad design, the output of which was geared to a 
shaft driving the front propeller of a contra-rotating pair, the axial compressor also drove the 
supercharger impeller. As if that were not enough complexity, during takeoff additional fuel was 
injected into the rear turbine stage for more power, and turned off once the aircraft was 
cruising. 
  
The compressor and turbine assemblies of the Nomad were tested during 1948, and the 
complete unit was run in October 1949. The prototype was installed in the nose of an Avro 
Lincoln heavy bomber for testing. It first flew in 1950 and appeared at the Farnborough Air 
Display on 10 September 1951. In total the Nomad I ran for just over 1,000 hours, and proved 
to be rather temperamental, but when running properly it could produce 3,000 horsepower 
(2,200 kW) and 320 lbf (1.4 kN) thrust. It had a specific fuel consumption (sfc) of 0.36 lb/(hp·h) 
(0.22 kg/(kW·h)). 
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The engine was an attempt to provide the 1950s with a highly-economical, efficient aircraft 
engine for long-range operations. It was the only engine that used turbo-charging, 
supercharging and the turbo-compound principle.  
 
1:  The engine was a 12-cylinder, 41-litre, opposed-piston two-stroke diesel. 
2:  This propeller is driven by the crankshaft. 
3:  There is an afterburner in the exhaust.  
4.  The exhaust gases drive an axial multistage turbine. With the valve half the turbine 

can be closed off.  
5.  The turbine drives an axial multistage compressor.  
6.  The turbine also drives the second propeller. 
7.  The hot air from the supercharger is led through an intercooler. 
8.  And then through a radial supercharger that is powered by the crankshaft.  
9.  The thrust from the exhaust gases is also made useful. 
 
The afterburner and intercooler have shunt ducting, so the engine can be run in a number of 
modes depending on power requirements. It resulted in a very fuel-efficient engine (163 
g/bhp/hr) that produced 3,000 bhp plus 1.4 kN of thrust. It was rather hard to get it to run well, 
so it never progressed beyond the prototype stage. 
  
 
Nomad II 
 
Even before the Nomad I was running, its successor, the Nomad II had already been designed. 
In this version an extra compressor stage was added, replacing the original supercharger. This 
stage was driven by an additional stage in the turbine, so the system was now more like a 
turbocharger and the compressed air for the Diesel was no longer "robbing" power for the 
turboprop. In addition the propeller shaft from the turbine was eliminated, and geared using a 
hydraulic clutch into the main shaft. The wet liners of the cylinders of the Nomad I were 
changed for dry liners.  
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The result was lighter, smaller and considerably simpler, a single engine driving a single 
propeller. Overall about 1,000lb was taken off the weight.  
 
While the Nomad II was undergoing testing, a prototype Avro Shackleton was lent to Napier as 
a test-bed. The engine proved bulky, like the Nomad I before it, and in the meantime several 
dummy engines were used on the Shackleton for various tests. 
 
By 1954 interest in the Nomad was waning, and after the only other project, and work on the 
engine was ended in April 1955, after an expenditure of £5.1 million. 
 
Turbo-compounding was used on on several airplane engines after World War II, the Napier 
Nomad  and the Wright R-3350 being examples. Turbo-compound versions of the Napier 
Deltic, Rolls-Royce Crecy, and Allison V-1710 were constructed but none was developed 
beyond the prototype stage. It was realized that in many cases the power produced by the 
simple turbine was approaching that of the enormously complex and maintenance-intensive 
piston engine to which it was attached. As a result, turbo-compound aero engines were soon 
supplanted by turboprop and turbojet engines. 
 
Some modern heavy truck diesel manufacturers have incorporated turbo-compounding into 
their modern designs. Examples include: the Detroit Diesel DD15 engine that claims 5 percent 
better fuel economy with an additional 50 hp "free" compared to their previous engines, and 
Scania in production from 2001.  
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RAAF Engineer Officers Association 
 
The REOA recently had their mid-year lunch at Batman’s Hill on Collins Hotel in Melbourne on 
the 16 June 2010. . Noel Hadfield went along and he’s kindly sent us some photos. 
 

 
 

From L-R:   Jack Pluck, Brian Watkins, and Noel Hadfield. 
Noel spent a lot of his time at RAAF Williamtown and RAAF Richmond and was mainly involved 
in airborne electronics and later in guided weapons. He was also involved in ground tele-
communications engineering. 
 
 

 
 
From L-R:   Noel Hadfield, Bob Fretwell, Unknown, Laurie Baldwin, Kerry jay (DVA guest) 
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From L-R:   Richard Orr, Jack Pluck, Brian Livingston 
 
 

 
 

From L-R:   Ian Sutherland, Ron Gretton, Laurie Hulse 
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From L-R:   Ian Sutherland, Ron Gretton, Laurie Hulse, Brian Graf, Bob Bartram, Kerry Jay 
 
 
 

 
 

From L-R:   Chris Hau, Noel Hadfield, Bob Fretwell 
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From L-R:   Noel Hadfield, Bob Fretwell, Col Giles, Bob Bennett, Colin MacDonald, Unknown, 

Chris Hau 
 
 

 
 

From L-R:   Kerry Jay, Ron Ledingham 
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From L-R:   Kerry Jay, Warren Coops 
 
 

 
 

From L-R:   Laurie Hulse, Brian Graf, Chris Hau, Bob Bartram 
 

The REOA website is http://www.reoa.org.au
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5 Meg Hard drive. 
 
In September 1956, IBM launched the 305 
RAMAC, the first 'SUPER' computer with a hard 
disk drive (HDD). RAMAC stood for "Random 
Access Method of Accounting and Control". It 
was one of the last vacuum tube computers that 
IBM built. 
 
It was also the first commercial computer that 
used a moving head hard disk drive (magnetic 
disk storage) for secondary storage. The HDD 
(left) weighed over a ton and stored a 'whopping' 
5 MB of data. Its design was motivated by the 
need for real time accounting in business. 
 
The first RAMAC to be used in the US auto 
industry was installed at Chrysler's MOPAR 
Division in 1957. It replaced a huge tub file 
which was part of MOPAR's parts inventory 
control and order processing system. 
 
And today you can have an 8GB memory stick 
on your key chain. 
 

 
 
 
Perth Storm. 
 
Jenny Abbott sent us these amazing photos of the big storm that hit Perth and surroundings 
earlier this year.  
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into their prize cows before the Ekka last year! All ya gotta do is make yourself comfortable and 
hit the target - it's a piece of piss!!  
 
You don't even load your own cartridges, they comes in little boxes, and ya don't have to 
steady yourself against the rollbar of the roo shooting truck when you reload! Sometimes ya 
gotta wrestle with the city boys and I gotta be real careful coz they break easy - it's not like 
fighting with Doug and Phil and Jack and Boori and Steve and Muzza all at once like we do at 
home after the muster. Turns out I'm not a bad boxer either and it looks like I'm the best the 
platoon's got, and I've only been beaten by this one bloke from the Engineers - he's 6 foot 5 
and 15 stone and three pick handles across the shoulders and as ya know I'm only 5 foot 7 and 
eight stone wringin' wet, but I fought him till the other blokes carried me off to the boozer. 
 
I can't complain about the Army - tell the boys to get in quick before word gets around how 
bloody good it is. 
 
Your loving daughter…..Sheila 
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 Sick Parade. 
 
 If you know someone who is a bit crook,  

 let us know so we can give them a shout out.. 
 

 
 
Herb Currie got in touch, he says, “Just to correct some of the info about me in the previous 
Magazine. The rupture of the vein occurred behind my Pelvic Bone, not the bet place when you 
are lying on your back with your 
stomach open. 
 
The surgeon had to chip away part of 
the Pelvic Bone to repair the rupture 
and in the mean time I lost four and a 
half litres of blood (the body holds from 4-6 
litres in total - tb), hence the operation was 
abandoned. I did not have Chemo-
therapy (This does not work on 
Prostate cancer).  
 
I had eight weeks of Radiation Therapy 
plus Hormone implants. In June I 
should have the results of all these 
procedures and then will be monitored 
for the next year.  
 
Liked the Magazine, it was quite 
interesting. Herb Currie”. 
 
Thanks Herb, and good luck mate, we all wish you the best - tb. 
 
 
 
John ‘Sambo’ Sambrooks tells us that Syd Farmer, who lives in Bundaberg, and was a Sumpie 
with 35 Sqn from Feb 1965 to October 1965, is not travelling too well. Syd was diagnosed with 
Leukaemia some time ago and has been on chemo and lumbar punctures. There was a 
problem with the risk of bleeding and he was given blood products and transfusions in support. 
 
The Doctors explained it this way, “Syd was already very sick, and they had to run over him 
with a Steam Roller in an attempt to treat this dreadful disease which will cause Syd to bounce 
along the bottom for awhile”. 
 
“So far, he is doing well, his blood counts have come up, and if they continue in the next few 
days they will do another Bone Marrow Biopsy, this will tell the doctors how he has responded 
to the treatment and how the white cells have reacted. If this is positive, the doctors are hoping 
he may be released from hospital soon and will continue his treatment as an outpatient.” 

Herb (left) with Ron Clayton, amazingly disguised and 
playing Santa to the troops in Vung Tau, Christmas 
1968. 
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His wife Judy says, “We don’t know whether we are walking into the woods, or whether we are 
walking out of the woods, all we know is that we are still walking!” 
 
We all wish you well Syd!!! 
 
 
 
Peter Bradford got in touch, he says Roy “Nugget: Hibben, the CO of  9 Squadron (May 1969 
to May 1970) is in good spirits and doing well physically. Roy has suffered two strokes and is 
currently living in the John and Helen Robinson Nursing Home – Gerringong, on the southern 
coast of NSW. Peter says he had not seen the “Boss” since the Tamworth reunion and it was 
great to catch up again. “I brought him up to date on the whereabouts of some of his brood. We 
had lots of laughs and a few tears. "Nugget" is the same as 
we would all remember him. We are all 40 years older since 
Vietnam and the Boss is now 83 years young.  
 

Wing Cdr John Alan Paule (right) the outgoing CO of No 9 
Squadron, briefs his replacement, Wing Cdr Roy Hibben, of 

Mundijong, WA, before taking him on a familiarisation flight of 
the Vung Tau area. (23 May 1969) 

 
“Nugget tells me he will be around for a ‘Bloody’ lot longer. He 
seems in good shape, looks well but gets a little frustrated when he has trouble with his 
memory. He has a wonderful wife and family who help him through the tough times and he 
insists he will be leading the next ANZAC Day parade in Gerringong. His best regards to all of 
you.  
 
 
A very pretty young speech therapist was getting nowhere with her stammerers Action group. 
She had tried every technique in the book without the slightest success. Finally, thoroughly 
exasperated, she said "If any of you can tell me the name of the town where you were born, 
without stuttering, I will have wild and passionate sex with you until your muscles ache and your 
eyes water. So, who wants to go first ?" The Englishman piped up."B-b-b-b-b-b-b-irmingham", 
he said."That's no use, Trevor" said the speech therapist, "Who's next ?" The Scotsman raised 
his hand and blurted out "P-p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p-aisley"..That's no better. There'll be no sex for you, 
I'm afraid, Hamish. How about you, Paddy ?The Irishman took a deep breath and eventually 
blurted out" London". Brilliant, Paddy! said the speech therapist and immediately set about 
living up to her promise. After 15 minutes of exceptionally steamy sex, the couple paused for 
breath and Paddy said "-d-d-d-d-d-d-d-d-erry". 
 
 
Bob Hambling got in touch, he says: “Some of you will remember that Bob White had 
treatment and surgery a while back for bowel cancer. Early this year his condition deteriorated 
somewhat and a few weeks ago he had further major surgery. I was passing through Coffs 
Harbour recently and called in to see him, and found him bright and recovering well but 
naturally he is still very weak.  His prognosis is good and already he is planning future travels to 
the Sunshine State.  
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For those that don’t know, Bob trained as a RADMECH at Ballarat in the mid 50s then worked 
on ground gear at Woomera. He did his Tech conversion at Ballarat and graduated as a 
RADTECHA in the early 60s. He worked on air gear at Woomera for some years then went to 
11 SQN.  He was an NCO instructor at Radschool in the mid 70s then obtained a commission. 
He was RADO at Pt Cook then did a stint in TELENG HQSC, then to DEFEAR involved in the 
Tactical Air Defence System (for 114MCRU), radar projects, Caribou replacement etc.  He 
eventually retired as a GPCAPT then became a consultant to the mob that lurk in the corridors 
of Canberra.  He is now retired and lives down near Coffs Harbour.” 
 
We wish him well!! 
 
 
 
Brian Dirou got in touch, he says, “Hello Everybody, Regrettably, I convey some sad news re 
an Air Force luminary with whom many of us shared great friendship and memorable 
experiences. Rex Budd is terminally ill with cancer 
and has a short horizon of just a few months left on the 
planet. Rex was with 9 Sqn from May 1968 to May 
1969 and again from October 1969 to June 1970 
 
The cancer has pervaded his liver and there are no 
surgical options. Although losing weight and 
deteriorating in other respects physically, he is 
resigned to the inevitable outcome and still in pretty 
good spirits He has authorised me to say he is happy 
to receive correspondence and/or phone calls; but he 
might not be back at Mareeba, QLD much before the 
end of August.  
 
(We haven’t published his address and/or phone number here (to 
stop spam) but if you wish to get in touch, email us and we’ll pass 
on the details to you – tb)  
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Stuart and George were on the 
same apprentice intake back in 
1962.  
 
If anyone can help, please 
email Stuart direct HERE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Yvonne Brungs got in touch, she said, “Not sure if you are able to help us, we are doing a 
family search and are looking for a Geoffrey Bell from Ipswich in Queensland who was in the 
RAAF about 1965 (we believe in Radio school area then going to Melbourne). I know that being 
a common name it may be more difficult to trace this person. He had a brother named Barry. 
We think he only stayed in the RAAF for six years. Not a lot to go on. Please if you are able to 
help we would appreciate that.  
 
If you’ve got any info, please email Yvonne HERE 
 
 
 
 
Grant Hicks wrote, “ Hi there, I am trying to find some information about a mate of mine. His 
name is Ray McCann, he was Army, but ended up as a door gunner on Bushrangers, he was 
up there most of 1970 and as far as I know he was on A2-383 the one that was shot down and 
ended up on the beach mid 1970. Ray and I grew up together in Sydney, I joined the RAAF in 
65 he joined the Army. I didn’t go to Vietnam, I was at Butterworth working on the Canberra 
Bombers from mid 69 to the end of 71. We still keep in touch every so often but I have lost 
touch with him recently.  
 
If you’ve got any info, please email Grant HERE 
 
 
 
 
Peter OBrien is looking for Ken Graham. Ken was a Radschool graduate, and very good rugby 
league player. He was at Radschool in the early 1970s. If you heard his deep unique laugh, you 
could recognise him any where. He’s also looking for an old Radschool EDO Flt Lt Henry 
RATNIK. 
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If anyone can help, please email Obie HERE 
 
 
A lady goes to the bar on a cruise ship and orders a Scotch with two drops of water. As the 
bartender gives her the drink she says, 'I'm on this cruise to celebrate my 80th birthday and it's 
today...The bartender says, 'Well, since it's your birthday, I'll buy you a drink. In fact, this one is 
on me.' As the woman finishes her drink, the woman to her right says, 'I would like to buy you a 
drink, too. 'The old woman says, 'Thank you. Bartender, I want a Scotch with two drops of 
water please. 'Coming up,' says the bartender. 
 
As she finishes that drink, the man to her left says, 'I would like to buy you one, too. 'The old 
woman says, 'Thank you. Bartender, I want another Scotch with two drops of water please.  
Coming right up,' the bartender says. As he gives her the drink, he says, 'Ma'am, I'm dying of 
curiosity. Why the Scotch with only two drops of water?' The old woman replies, 'Sonny, when 
you're my age, you've learned how to hold your liquor. Holding your water, however, is a whole 
other issue.' 
 
 
 
Len “Lofty/Jed” Clampett, who was with the Army’s Royal Australian Engineers in Vietnam, is 
wishing to contact the crew and passengers who travelled from Vung Tau and Butterworth to 
Richmond on the C130E Hercules A97-189 over the period 29th May- 1st June 1968. He would 
like to also contact LAC W J Stone, dispatcher at Vung Tau and LAC AH Wolf dispatcher at 
Butterworth. This is in relation to a claim to Vet Affairs.  
 
Len departed Vung Tau on Wednesday the 29th of May 1968 and flew to Butterworth where 
they stayed until Friday Morning. They then flew to Darwin on the Friday and stayed overnight 
departing for Richmond on Saturday morning 1st June 1968 and arrived at Richmond Air Base 
at around 9 pm on that night. This is in accordance with the manifests. Len said he did have 
contact with one of the passengers who was then in Perth but has since lost the address.  
 
If you can help, please contact Len direct by Email HERE 
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Your say! 

 
 
 

 
Adelaide, Australia Day. 
 
(Apologies, Chris English sent us this and it should have been in our last issue, but it got “lost” when the trusty 
Toshiba dropped dead. tb) 

 
 
Seen in the photo debating the finer points of the 6AQ5 output valve in two genuine Radschool 
superhet receivers are from L to R: 
 

Alan Keam, Chris Kennedy, Alistair (Butch) Craill, Trev Byrne, Kev Simonsen (Vic), 
Dave Bowden, Carl Benson and Chris English. 
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For over 20 years a group of SA based ex Radschool trainees have gathered on the Australia 
day weekend to renew acquaintances and talk about old times. While always a casual event it 
has nevertheless seen old mates come from as far away as Darwin, Sydney and Melbourne to 
enjoy a relaxing family day with a barbie, beers and a fair dose of nostalgia.  
 
The 2010 event was 
hosted by Carl and 
Wendy Benson of 
Adelaide at their shack 
on the banks of the 
Murray River. 
 
When and how these 
two Radschool super-
hets were honourably 
"discharged" from 
Radschool and how 
they ended up on 
display on the banks of 
the Murray some 35 
years after their 
creation are possibly questions best left un-asked! 
 
 
 
 
Reg Wood wrote, he says:  In the pictures of the hut 29 
boys on page 14 the one 11th from top of page, the 
person in the middle of the back row, has to be Russ 
Osborne, I would know that far away look he got when 
he was 3 sheets to the wind from when we were on 
Radmechs together in 1965, God rest his soul. 
 
He ended up on Ground and I on Air. 
 
 
 
 
The photos of the old TX/RX TR5043 radio we had in our last issue brought back a bunch of 
memories for a lot of people – we received the following: 
 
Kev Carroll had the crystal ball out when he wrote, With reference to the 'VHF' set on page 12, 
I am sure that you will get many responses (did we what?? – tb), it appears to be a '5043' US 
manufactured 4 channel VHF with ratchet motor tuning. The 5043 was installed in a number of 
RAAF aircraft, including the Mustang - immediately behind the pilot’s head and in the Wirraway, 

I've just come out of the take-away with a meat and potato pie with mushy peas, large chips 
and a jumbo pork sausage.  A poor homeless man sat there and said, 'I've not eaten for two 
days.'  I said to him, 'Geez - I wish I had your  will power.'
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located behind the rear seat and accessed via a panel in the side of the fuselage. The tuning 
was based upon large crystals - approx 45 x 45 x 10mm, one per channel. The unit was 
powered by a 'dynamotor', which in the case of the Mustang, was located under the pilot's seat, 
necessitating a 'headstand' by the Tech, just to change the fuse!!  
 
The 5043 was the first operational radio I worked 
on at East Sale, and, as I recall, I was ably tutored 
by Ken Bristostag!!  
 
The specs are: 
 
TR 5043 VHF Radio, commonly known as the 
SCR-522.  
 
The SCR-522 was a voice only, VHF 
transmitter/receiver operating in the 100 to 156 Mc 
bands with a power input of 8 to 9 watts. It was a 
re-design of the British TR 1133 VHF set in order 
that it could be manufactured with American 
tooling. Operation was provided on any one of four 
crystal controlled channels. Integrally mounted in a 
common case, was the BC624A VHF receiver and 
the BC 625A VHF transmitter. The rest of the 
system consisted of 28 VDC input dynamotor (PE-
94-A) and various jack and junction boxes. Input 
power consumption was 311 watts. Transmitter 
channel 'D' had the ability to be used in 'pipsqueak' mode. Pipsqueak was a homing or DF tone 
sent from the aircraft to a ground station so the ground station could take bearings on the 
aircraft. It was useful either for normal DF work or when the aircraft was in trouble and the pilot 
did not want to stay around to transmit. 
 
Regards Kev 
 
 
 
Kevin Leslie wrote, he says:  “I have been asked by a friend to seek out the availability of a 
genuine item of WW2 Communications equipment which could be mounted in an old jeep. If 
any of our members are able to assist I would be pleased to hear from them. (If you can help, let us 
know and we’ll pass on the info to Kevin – tb) 
 
 
Mike Ramsey wrote, The full name of that transceiver was TR5043 and the air types amongst 
your readers will also tell you they were actually used in Spitfires and Lancasters as well as the 
Dak (probably other British aircraft of that late 50's through to 70's as well) but my contact with 
them was in the Edinburgh and Woomera control towers where they were the emergency VHF 
comms. My Defence work still has me in Woomera regularly and a couple of years ago I took a 
trip over the old control tower - there were several TR5043 boxes left derelict in the old Radio 
Control Room and I remember also seeing them at Edinburgh, the Evetts Field tower and at 
Giles - many moons ago. 
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Paul Ereaut wrote, Howdy, you have made me feel a very old man by asking for the 
identification of the TR5043 Transmitter Receiver. This was the standard VHF set in almost 
every Dakota up to at least the sixties and was also used in the Lincoln, Mustang, Wirraway 
and almost certainly other WW2 aircraft which I never got to work on. I was on 3 Apprentice 
course at Frognall (one of the greybeards), but I am amazed that knowledge of this set has 
been forgotten so quickly by you 'young' guys. There will almost certainly be a flood of replies 
to your request (You’re damn right about that mate – tb) because I am sure that those of my vintage 
will be just as amazed at this request. Cheers Paul.   
 
Mick Ryan wrote:  Ah Yes!!  looks like a close facsimile of a TR5043Q VHF Transceiver and as 

a young Groundie in 72 was told they were used in Kittyhawks. The Groundie 
world used them in Control Towers right up until mid 70's as the VHF 
Emergency Transceiver. I remember tuning the 
Transmitter consisted of unlocking the wing nut 
slides and tune for max brightness on the globe 
and resistors making up a dummy load in the 
Antenna connector. They had a push button 
channel selector (A-D) and used to rattle a lot 
when changing channels but were best left on the 
one channel.  
 
They were replaced circa 1975 with Collins/Rockwell VHF-20's (above). 
 

Gees the things you remember - Mick Ryan ex 24 Appies. 
 
 

 
 
Barry Morris wrote:  Reference the unknown VHF set, I was a RadTech G at 1CARU from 
1961 and for several postings. If I recall correctly we had one of these transceivers hidden in a 
back corner of the Ops room. It was a back-up for a back-up. In the event of a power failure 
and we lost our comms with aircraft under our control. One of the Operators would find the 
microphone and continue talking to the aircraft. This assumed that the battery pack had been 
charged. I had been told by my WO that the transceiver was the type installed in Spitfire aircraft 
during WW11. WO's knew everything. Tuning was not easy; a Swiss trained watchmaker may 
have enjoyed the task. This involved aligning a series of gears and then clamping them 
together. Hope this helps. 
 
 
Terry Walters wrote Re: VHF radio? This VHF Transceiver (100 to 156 MHz) is known in 
Australia as the TR5043 (SCR-522 by the Americans) and was used in RAAF fighter aircraft in 
the Darwin area during WWII. After WWII it was used in various Ground configurations by the 
RAAF. eg, Emergency Comms in Air Traffic Control Towers, Comms in some Mobile Air Traffic 

A fat young bloke served me in McDonalds at lunch time.  He said 'Sorry about the wait'.   
I replied 'Don't worry porky, you'll lose it eventually ' 
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Control Vehicles (MATCVs), etc. The RAAF also developed a mains powered VHF Receiver, 
called a Rack 15, which used just the Rx part of the 5043. 
 
 
Mike Ramsey wrote:  The pic is (I think) of a 5043 transceiver of the kind used in the 60's and 
70's as emergency VHF transceivers in control towers - as a RadTechG I saw plenty of these 
and the Rack 15 receiver (only the receiver part) but my memory dims as to the exact name. I 
believe they were also used in the old DC3's too but you will need confirmation from someone 
from "the other side  (RadTechA) to answer that. 
 
 
Ian Johnston wrote:  The question on where this radio was used, it’s the SCR-522,4 channel 
VHF set used extensively by all allied air forces during WW11 and in Korea on a wide variety of 
aircraft, the Brits had an equivalent model TR1143 (TR 5043), even the Russians made a 
version of this and when I was at ARDU Laverton in 1960 it was used in the DC3, also the 
Wirraway and I think the Lincoln also had it. It was also used in RAAF control towers as a 
standby set. It was a dog of a thing to align. A lot of these units were modified for Amateur 
Radio use when they went to disposal.  
 
 
John Griffiths, who must be as old as the hills because he was on 4 Course, says:  The VHF 
is an SCR 522 or the RAF designation TR5043 I think it was a 4 channel crystal controlled VHF 
transmitter receiver and was used in almost anything that flew before 1953 – but not in 
Canberras, Sabres or C130s. It was also used extensively with a 240 volt power supply in 
Control Towers and mobile control posts. I know where there are several examples including 
one alleged to have been in an aircraft. I worked extensively on it in 1954, in various aircraft 
and in the Dakota with the PINK toilet seat for HRH QEII. Of course it was before the time of 
you new boys from Laverton. (Smile). Regards. 
 
 
Ian Champion says: The radio on Page 12 looks like it could be a 5043. I came across them in 
the '70s while working in the Tower Richmond. I also saw them at East Sale when I was on 
attachment and they were probably at most, if not all, ATC Towers at the time. They were used 
as Emergency VHF transceivers for if/when 
the GRR803s failed. The story I was told is 
that they were originally used in Spitfires in 
WW2. Maybe one of the older Aireys will be 
able to confirm that. They were a 4 channel 
transceiver with a mechanical tuning 
mechanism that ground and clunked its way 
between channels. It used to scare the crap 
out of us when we were working in the RER if 
an Air Trafficky decided to change channels. I 
always found it amazing that they were an 
Airborne piece of kit because we used to take 
them back to radio workshops for 
maintenance and by the time we'd made the 
short Combi trip back to the tower they 
bounced out of alignment and needed 
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tweaking again once they were installed. 
 
 
Jim Lander says:  Hi. I remember this piece of antiquity. When I was at Sale in 1962/63 as a 
Radmech, this equipment was fitted to the Dakotas used by trainee navs and signallers 
(AEO’s). I cannot remember its correct title, but remember it fitted right down the rear of the 
Dak. It was easy to work on and was fairly reliable. Some old groundies will remember it too, as 
it was used by them also, but it looked different as it was split into two RX and TX units. 
 
Sorry to hear about Herb Curry, we joined the same day in Townsville and I had lost track of 
him. Keep up the good work with the magazine. Regards. 
 
 
Keith Dudman wrote, “With reference to your article on the mystery VHF Set, which you 
referred to in Vol 31, Page 12. I know it well. It was a SCR 522 which was primarily used in 
P51D aircraft. We used to have one as a static test bed when I 
was attached to the radio section prior to discharge at 
Amberley in the early 60's. 
 
It was in a big black box which consisted of two sections at the 
bottom of the box. One was the Receiver and the other was 
the Transmitter. On top of that lay a tray which housed 
mechanical slides actuated by a solenoid that changed the four 
VHF channels in unison with both the receiver and transmitter. All were connected to a remote 
control unit with four red push buttons. 
 
I have found a better description of the unit on the internet which follows. 
 
Older ex-service radiomen and collectors of military radio equipment will know of the English 
TR-1143 VHF aircraft transceiver, which was adapted by the US military as the SCR-522 and 
then became the TR-5043, used extensively by the allies in the latter stages of WW2 and up to 
the 1950's, in Spitfires, Mustangs and other aircraft of that vintage. After the war many 
amateurs modified the sets for 2 meters 
and it provided a cheap entry to that 
amateur radio band.  
 
The TR-5043/SCR-522 was a 4 channel 
crystal controlled, amplitude modulated 
transmitter and receiver, covering the 
100-156 KHz range and operated 
remotely via a 4 button switch (BC-602). 
The power output was less than 10 watts 
(from 320 watts input!). The transmitter 
(BC-624) and receiver (BC-625) were 
separate units which fitted side-by-side 
into a metal case (CS-80), whilst the 
channel change and tuning actuator 
mechanism was in the form of a small 
rack mount (FT-144) and fitted into the 
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case on top of the two units. The channel change mechanism was electromechanical with a 
uni-selector relay that selected the required crystals and moved four pre-set metal slides to 
retune the receiver input and transmitter output circuits. The transmitter has four tuned circuits 
whilst the receiver has two. Before each mission the correct crystals were fitted and the set was 
pre-tuned for each channel. The separate power supply (PE-94A) was a very heavy (19 Kg) 
genemotor in a metal case with filters etc. Most sets had a 28 volt input, although 14 volt 
versions were made. 
 
I hope this will answer your query  
Kind regards  
Keith Dudman 
 
 
 
Kevin Cragg writes, re the radio in Volume: 31, Page: 12, I'm pretty sure the VHF radio set is a 
TR5043 out of a spitfire or Hurricane. I'm pretty sure we used a similar set as a battery powered 
transceiver in Richmond Tower in 1975. I remember the label on it said "refurbished by 1AD 
1959!" I found a pic of it on the net HERE. 
 
 

******** 
 
 
Dianne Hoopert, (Seidman) wrote, “I have read through past issues of the RAM and I do 
applaud you for your timeless effort. If it wasn't for you and people like you, so many things 
would be diminished.  
 
My story is nowhere near as exciting or full of pranks and adventure 
like others have donated. 
 
I started my Air Force life in May 1968 - Feb 1973. I came in as 
TRINOP, (Teleprinter Operator WRAAF - tb) later to become a 
COMMSOP (Communications Officer - tb) , and now in the Reserve as a 
CISCON (Amalgamated COMMSOPS and EDT Operator – tb).  
 
My, how the Communications world has changed. 
 
I went from Radschool to 27COMMCEN, Vic Barracks, Melbourne - my only posting. I loved my 
job even though it was put to the test on more than one occasion. That great shift system we 
had, just terrible with quick changeovers from Doggo to Evening Shift. You know, finishing 
second doggo at 0800 and starting evening shift at 1500. Whoever came up with that one - 
well, enough said on that matter. 
 
I met and worked with some great people. Nothing like your shift partner 
turning up for evening shift rather intoxicated, packing him into a spare 
room to sleep it off and getting rid of him before the day shift started. As 
an LACW I was torn between what I should do, but didn't do. As it turned 
out, I woke up very ill that very day. Went to medical (doctor was going 
to hospitalise me). I said it was too late for someone to takeover my shift. 
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He gave me medication - I went to work and then I was the one locked away for the night. Just 
goes to show, sometimes 2 wrongs do make a right. 
 
Sometimes, the only entertainment was to chase a mouse or two around the Commcen. 
Classic watching Mick Paget chasing this little thing, it doubling back and ending up under 
Mick's shoe - CRUNCH!!!! I do believe the mouse became a gift to our 'leaders'. It was taped 
under the desk but wasn't discovered until it began to smell. SURPRISE!! 
 
Eventually, I got married and was able to stay in the Air Force. After a couple of years, my 
husband was posted to Townsville, but not me. Co-location was just not heard of in those days 
but I have to give credit where credit is due. The 'leaders' did what they could to get me to 
Townsville but as Townsville Comcenwas an all male Commcen, they just would not accept 
me. After another couple of attempts to relocate me, and failure prevailed - I decided to 
discharge.  
 
Several years later I joined the Reserves and haven't looked back. As much as I enjoyed being 
in the PAF, I learnt other things and did more as a Reservist. 21SQN was my first Reserve Unit 
but I was also fortunate enough to go into 27SQN. There I did some really terrific stuff there 
under the guidance of the good WOFF and FSGT. We set up Rebro's for COMSURV (Combat 
Survival – tb), did Radio training for the cadets and, members of the SQN. Went to Mareeba and 
Macrossan for more training adventures. Even went out with the Army on a couple of their 
training weekends. It was all good. I then came back to 21SQN where my training at 27SQN 
came in quite handy, plus, I was fortunate enough to wear a few other 'hats'.  
 
Life in the Reserves took a change and we all received our WE postings. I now come under of 
the wing of 321ECSS (Expeditionary Combat Support Squadron), Darwin where I am now on CFTS 
(Continuous full time service – tb) until mid September 10. I have been here since mid Jan 10. It has 
its challenges but at the same time, is most rewarding.  
 
Yes, life in the Air Force is good. 
 
Cheers, Di 
 
 
Maree Fitzgerald wrote, “Hello, I don’t have a RAAF background but was “going steady” for 
two years with an airman and having grown up just down the road from Laverton and Point 
Cook, I do have a few friends 
and family members who have 
“married into the Air Force”.  
 
Have not long “discovered” your 
Association and extremely 
interesting magazine, better late 
than never and hey, we are all 
aging here, I noticed in Volume 
2, dated 31st August, 1999 there 
is a photo which had been sent 
to you by Bill Langton of 9RMT. 
I am able to fill you in on the first names of two of the Radschool boys. Up the back row, almost 
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centre stage, is John Leonard Brereton. Front row, extreme right is Ron Oddy. Ron was 
married to Anne who gave birth to a baby boy while they were based and living in the 
backblocks of Laverton. Poor baby is probably an “old man” of over forty years of age by now. 
John remustered not too long after April 1967 as he wished to study electronics. Sadly, I have 
since discovered on the internet that he passed away in July, 2007 but have not been able to 
elicit any further details of his demise. 
 
John visited my family in Kingsville for approximately two years after this, 1967 to 1969, and 
used to “car pool” from interstate to visit. There may be somebody from either Wagga Wagga, 
Edinburgh or Richmond who may remember him. 
 
I would like to hear any news of the Oddy family as I am unable to find any references to any of 
the above mentioned in your magazines. 
 
Another story which I found very amusing was about the man who parked his Datsun SSS in 
the CO’s pond. (We do too Maree, and we know who it was……..tb) 
 
 
 
Joy Hutchinson wrote:  Howdy, My name is Joy Hutchinson (used to be Joy McCauley, Switch 
Operator in the WRAAF 1952-56, Laverton, Point Cook, Mallala-Lapstone). I really enjoy 
reading all these articles, the girls in your pictures are after my time as I joined at  the time of 
Korea. In those times there were not that many and the Telegraphers and Radio Operators and 
Switch did get to know one another. I belong to the RAAF Association Coffs Harbour and live at 
Valla Beach. Also have a couple of WAAF and WRAAF ladies in our Ex Service Women's 
group in Nambucca Heads so will pass some of your info onto them. Enclosed are a couple of 
our photos but not sure is there are too many still around, one never knows though does one.  
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Bill Eccles wrote:   Only "enlisted" to the magazine recently, but am enjoying browsing thru the 
archives. I was on 18 Course RadTech apprentices (joining 1964) and have found 7 of my 
course mates on the membership list. I hope I get time to contact them (via the magazine I 
presume). Keep up the good work. Regards, 
 
That’s what we’re here for Bill – tb 
 
 
 
Greg McMahon writes:  Can anyone tell me whether it was RadTech A’s or RadTech G’ that 
were attached to KL from Butterworth during the 1970's? 
 
 
 
Mark Fielding writes:  “I seek to jolt a few fading memories in regard to the call-signs used 
during our time in Vietnam. In particular I wish to know the call-sign and frequency used for the 
general arty and air strike warnings, the 9 Squadron controlling call-sign which I suspect was 
'Dingo' and a call-sign for us to get in touch with fellas back at ops at Vung Tau. Any help would 
be gratefully appreciated cos my memory and diaries are fading!” If you know, please email 
Mark HERE  
 
 
 
David Stewart writes:  Please, I need assistance with a lot of dates, times and names. I am 
making a claim on the DVA but need some help with events. Is there a Squadron Log of events 
that I can refer to? I was an LAC Instrument Fitter cross trained in Electrical and Radio and 
spent several weeks staying at Nui Dat RAAF Hut. Would this be recorded any where? Would 
my Vung Tau duty crew rosters be recorded? My memory of events is very hazy. I used to go 
for a lot of "joy flights" and was involved in test flights and helicopter recovery.  
 
1.  In particular I was on a test flight that went 

from Vung Tau, Nui Dat, a Fire support base 
North of Long Bin (delivery of written 
instructions) back to Vung Tau. The engine 
failed in the helicopter on return to Vung Tau 
and we landed very heavily, the skids were 
severely damaged. The heavy landing was 
beside the hanger. I can't remember who the 
pilot was. He deemed that there was 
something strange about the engine (On the 
Test Flight the engine was functioning too 
well at altitude. No power drop off)  

 
2.  A night forced landing at Luscombe airstrip when an ash tray became entangled with 

the rudder pedals. I am pretty sure the pilots were Rags Redman and Crowdy.  
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3.  An auto rotation caused by the fuel being turned of by Crowdy (with his umbrella) 
when Redman was flying and his response was a bit slow and a reasonably heavy 
landing occurred.  

 
4.  I was also involved in the recovery of Betts helicopter. I did not take my camera on 

this day but on this occasion I took my SLR.  
 
5.  Record of events when Peter Sherif accidentally killed himself. I was involved in 

another bushranger recovery from where and when I have no clue. I also was 
involved in several other helicopter recoveries. Also there was a picture taken by me 
from the back of the chopper with us approaching to land (smoke was visible) to pick 
up army personal. I cannot remember what occurred but I have a bad re-occurring 
dream of holding an injured soldier in the back of the chopper. That is all I 
remember.  

 
This occurred after my R&C in November 70 as I had purchased my camera in Penang. The 
date when the hand grenades were thrown over the fence at Vung Tau. I remember that we 
were watching the movie Funny Girl with Barbara Streisand and Omar Sherif when the screen 
lit up. The date of the morning rocket attack at the end of the Vung Tau airfield, the time was 
after the helicopters had departed for Nui Dat. This occurred early in my tour as I was accused 
of sleeping through the attack in the instrument section and nicknamed Sandbag from there on. 
I was on duty Crew at the time. I assumed that the bangs I heard was the Caribou starting up 
outside and was just backfiring.  
 
Any information would be gratefully accepted or access to a squadron log. I retired early from 
work as an Electrical Engineer from Bluescope Steel as I found it more difficult in coping with 
the stress of the job. I was on call 24 hours a day for Automation Problems / Breakdowns on 
the Hot Strip Mill at Western Port Vic. I am lodging my claim through the Southern Peninsula 
Veterans centre at Rosebud. Robin Date is my welfare officer.  
 
My air force number is A317153. Thanks-- Regards David Stewart Mobile 0438870194 Home 
(03) 5986 3882 If you can assist please correspond directly with David at the following email 
address: dlpastewart@optusnet.com.au 
 If you can assist please correspond directly with David please email him directly HERE 
 
 
 
We heard from John Laming, he writes, Re Volume 31, Page11. Thank you very much indeed 
for mentioning my book, Tall Tails of The South Pacific. (Pleasure John, it was a very good read – tb) 
 
I saw the photo of the long nose Lincoln sitting on 
the ground at Amberley. When Lincolns were 
grounded for good due main spar corrosion they 
were mostly cut up or used for fire practice. The 
Lincolns that flew through or near the atomic bomb 
tests in South Australia were the bomber (short 
nose) Mk 30 version, not the Long Nose. So the 
picture you published was more like a Mk 31 that 
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was dumped and was awaiting the wrecker and it would not have suffered radio active 
contamination. 
 
So there you go Kev – you can rest easy……tb. 
 
 
 
 
Karen McDonnell is looking for anyone who knew her father, Glen Trevor who was at Tele Op 
in Darwin around 1970 to 1974. If you can help, please email Karen HERE 
 
 
 
 
Barry Flowers wrote:  “Just wanted to say what a great story Ernie 
Gimm's was. I did a search on the name Des Gimm as I saw his funeral 
notice in the paper last week and thought Ernie would be related for sure 
after seeing the info on Amiens and Stanthorpe. I remember Des 
originally when I was only 3 or 4 when my Dad (Fred) had an orchard 
over the road from John and Ivy Gimm's place at Amiens, back in 1954 -
1957 roughly. I then caught up with John in 1975 when I was transferred 
to Stanthorpe SS for a couple of years and clearly remember him as a 
man who loved to laugh. Thanks again for your story Ernie”.  
 
(You’re right Barry, we have received a lot of correspondence re Ernie’s story – a lot of 
people loved it – tb) 
  
 
 
 
Jim Cooney writes,   “As a member of 3Telu and at Radschool Ballarat in 1953, serving at 
Pearce 1953 and Labuan 1955,  am I still tied into the secrecy act? I have been out of touch 
with Djinnang assn for a while now and have lost the connection. Can you advise?? many 
thanks.” 
 
Done! - tb 
 
 
 
 
Grant “Robbo” Robertson writes:  Hey guys, keep up the good work. Just like to say that a 
heap of Commsops, Techs, Edpops, Ciscons etc are hitting Facebook. There are two pages 
set up at the moment for contacts, one is called "EX COMMSOPS RAAF", and has 78 
members, the other is "I Served (Am Serving) as an EDPOP/CISCON in the RAAF" and has 
127 members. If anyone who uses the internet, registers with Facebook, they can go to these 
pages and become 'Fans'. Then they can access all the info and members etc. to see if there is 
anyone there they know, kinda like the Djinnang Association and RAAF Radschool Association. 
The ability to stick photos, info, events on the page makes contacting a heap of people really 
easy. Maybe the RAAF Radschool Association should put up a page, and then we can become 
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'Fans' of all pages with the added benefit that when something is put up on a particular page, 
you can get an update on your own page. one entry, many points reached/updated. Just a 
thought.  
 
 
 
 
 
Jan Herivel wrote, he says in reference to Vol 31. Page: 19, the first female RADTECH was 
Nerida Benson who started her training sometime in 1975. She was certainly in residence in 
August 1975 when Peter started his Telsop Course at RADS. Cheers. 
 
 
 
John Morley had sent us a few photos which we had in our last issue Volume: 31, Page: 14 
and which John thought were taken around 1967/68. Unfortunately, John couldn’t put a name 
to any faces but Kevin Cragg saw the pics and he says: Hi, I recognise a young Reg Taylor, 
on the right in the 4th and 5th pictures from the top (hands behind his head and RAAF tattoo on 
his arm). Reg was an ex 5ACS plant op who remustered to RadTechG. Reg was a Sgt at 
Richmond when I was just out of Radschool  1975-1979.  

 
SO!!!   We’ve got 1 name – anyone know any more???? 
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    News and Reunions! 
 
 
 
 
 

F111 Farewell. 
 
This year, on the 3 December 2010, the RAAF’s remaining F111’s will fly no more. This 
remarkable aeroplane, that was built in the late 1960s, had a very uncertain beginning, with 
delays, wing cracks, etc, but once all the 
problems were sorted out, it showed what a 
magnificent aircraft it was. 
 
The RAAF intends to mark this event with a 
retirement ceremony that will be held at RAAF 
Amberley over the two days, Thurs 2 December 
and Fri 3 December. 
 
Attendance and entry restrictions to these events 
will apply, probably to make numbers 
manageable, and if you wish to attend you will need to satisfy one of the below criteria:  
 

- you must be a current or ex-serving Defence personnel and have had an 
involvement with the F-111, or, 

- you must be a current or previous employee of F-111 Defence contractors who 
have had an involvement with the F-111, or, 

- you must be a current Defence personnel from RAAF Base Amberley, or, 
-  you must be an invited VIP guest who receives an official written invitation. 
 

If you fit one of these criteria and you wish to go, you have to register, further details can be 
obtained HERE  
 
 
 
 
Barcaldine. 
 
Recently, John Broughton and I spent 14 days 
caravanning in out-back Queensland and one 
town in which we stayed the night was 
Barcaldine (we must be getting old because 
we’re allowed back!!). Barcaldine is a small town 
of about 2,000 people and is famous because it 
is home to the “Tree of Knowledge” the 
birthplace of the Australian Labor Party. Some 
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time ago, someone with a grudge applied a substance to the tree which did it a fair bit of 
damage. Today it is just a cement look-alike, stuck inside a monstrous upside down wooden 
box, though, at night, the box has some discretely green coloured lights which give the 
impression there are bunches of leaves on the tree. (Click the pic for a better view) 
 
“Barcy” is 520 klms west of Rockhampton and situated on the crossroads between Longreach, 
(108 klms to the West), Blackhall, (108 klms to the south) and Emerald (300 klms to the east). It 
is known as the Garden City of the West with its fertile soil which is deal for gardening. Its parks 

and playgrounds, sporting fields, 
Olympic swimming pool, tree lined 
streets, hospital amenities and 
unrestricted water supply are a 
welcome relief from the typical dry 
“outback” conditions. 
 
The main street contains some great 
old pubs, most of which were burnt 
down at one time or another, though 
how a town of 2,000 people can 
support 7 huge hotels is a mystery. 
 
Barcaldine is also the home of the 

Australian Workers Heritage Centre, which is built on 2 hectares and is a centre dedicated to 
celebrating the lives and proud heritage of ordinary working people – telling the stories of the 
railway workers and blacksmiths, the farmers, nurses and teachers who shaped the nation. 
Funny though, we didn’t see any mention of the brave men and women who risked everything 
they had by going into business and thereby creating jobs for all those shapers of the nation.  
 
It is an attraction that can easily soak up 2 hours of your time while you wander through the 
wonderfully maintained gardens, reading, watching and listening to the many displays. 
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If you’ve got the van hitched up and you’re travelling up that way, you would be well advised to 
spend a night in Barcaldine as there’s plenty to see and do. And!!, there’s no better place to 
stay than at the Homestead Caravan Park, which is just off the “main street”, on the road to 
Blackall. It’s only a short 200 meter walk to the town centre. 
 

 
 
We did, and we can definitely recommend it.  
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A service station is also part of the complex and a fuel discount is available for park guests, 
handy as they don’t give fuel away out there in the bush. And you can get your gas bottles filled 
there too. 
 

 
Ben carving up the damper which is served hot with marge and Golden Syrup – just what is 
needed to help the coldies go down.  
 
Click on the pic to get the damper recipe. We’ve since made it and it works a treat. 
 
Veterans Day. 
 
Every year Thanh and Ben have a special evening for veterans and this year it’s on the 18th 
August. All Veterans are welcome to enjoy an evening of free entertainment, free billy tea and 
damper and a free meal. The program is as follows, starting at about 4:30pm  
 
• Tapping Ted and Alan Luscombe (country and western singers). 

 
• The children from the Barcaldine state school performing (sing and music)  
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John Broughton tucking into the hot billy tea – and getting special personal service. 

Must have been the clean cut look and the elegant dress that earned him that!!! 
 

 
• Free Billy Tea and Damper  

 
• Tom Lockie (bushman) with bush poetry and more. 

 
• Followed by a free dinner for anyone in the park.  

 
If you’re out that way, or you’re thinking of going – , don’t think, do it!!   For reservations, call 
Ben or Thanh on 07 4651 1308 or you can email them on info@homesteadcvpark.com.au 
 

 
Boycott shampoo!  Demand the REAL poo! 
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WRAAF Reunion. 
 
Rosemary Coleman is the Secretary of the Brisbane Branch of the WRAAF Association which 
is part of the RAAF Association Queensland Division. She says: 
 
“The WRAAF Branch Brisbane is hosting the 2011 National WRAAF Reunion to be held in 
Brisbane from 28 to 30 January 2011 at the Mercure Hotel, North Quay, Brisbane. This reunion 

will celebrate the 60th anniversary of the formation of the WRAAF. 
 
The Reunion is for all ex WRAAF who served between 1951 and 1977, ex 
RAAF servicewomen, current serving RAAF servicewomen and ex WAAAF 
members. You can get further info from here http://www.wraaf.org.au or you 
can call Dianne on 07 3202 7625, Rosemary on 07 3879 4889 or Rosie on 
07 3889 3728.” 
 
You can download the registration form from HERE. 
 

 
 
Iroquois A2-771. 
 
Steve Hartigan advises that No 9 Sqn Association has been successful in its bid to acquire an 
Iroquois and has just been allocated A2-771 under the government dispersal plan. A2-771 was 
originally delivered to 9Sqn in Vung Tau in July 1968. 
 

 
The association had pushed for A2-773 for historical reasons but this was not successful 
although it is being allocated to someone – that someone is, at present, unknown, but 
investigations are proceeding. No 9 Sqn Association acknowledges the great effort by 
members like Jim Roche, Brian Dirou, Graeme Chalmers and others who started the project 
and have continued to press for a successful allocation.  
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No 9 Sqn Association had asked for a flyable Iroquois but unfortunately the government in its 
wisdom has not allowed this. We have been allocated some GSE  (ground support equipment) 
like wheels to enable us to move the chopper around and it will be stored at the RAAF Base 
Amberley Historical Museum. Graeme Chalmers is currently negotiating to have A2-771 
removed from its current location to Amberley. We will also call for volunteers to assist in the 
maintenance and restoration of this aircraft in due course and shall hopefully marshal a team to 
manage the project. More on this as the situation becomes clearer.  
 
A passenger in a taxi leaned over to ask the driver a question and gently tapped him on the 
shoulder to get his attention. The driver screamed, lost control of the cab nearly hit a bus drove 
up over the curb and stopped just inches from a large plate glass window. For a few moments 
everything was silent in the cab. Then the still shaking driver said 'Are you OK? I'm so sorry but 
you scared the daylights out of me.' 
 
The badly shaken passenger apologized to the driver and said he didn't realize that a mere tap 
on the shoulder would startle the driver so badly. The driver replied 'No no  I'm the one who is 
sorry it's entirely my fault. Today is my very first day driving a cab. I've been driving a hearse for 
the past 25 years. 

 
 
 
REOA Calendar, 
 
The REOA Committee is looking at two events for 2010 and would like to know the general 
level of interest in them so as to decide whether they are worth further investigation. 
 
The first is a trip, later this year, to the Aviation Museum at Temora (see their website for 
information), probably combined with a side visit to Wagga. This would involve chartering a bus 
and one or two overnight stays. There is a possibility that a DVA grant could be obtained to 
cover the bus costs. This possibility and cost/timing aspects of the trip as a whole, will be 
investigated if justified by the level of member interest. 
 
The second proposed event is a golf day, details of which will also be worked out once we have 
an indication of interest. 
 
If you are interested in the Temora/Wagga trip, please let Noel Hadfield know HERE. 
If you are interested in the golf day, please let Peter Jupp know HERE 
 
There is NO NEED to respond if you are not interested in either trip. 
 
Another visit to the RAAF Museum at Point Cook has been arranged, this time on Sunday 17th 
October, 2010 
 
Details are as follows: 
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We ask that members and families make their own way to Point Cook on the day. Security 
clearance will be required at the main entrance gate on arrival. Admission to the Museum is 
free but an indicative cost for lunch is $15 per 
head for adults and $10 per head for 
children, plus drinks. 
 
To help with our planning, we need to gauge 
the level of interest in this visit. When 
convenient therefore, please let me know if 
you are likely to attend and the number in 
your party, including family, friends and 
children. Please email me HERE 
 
Please note that this is a survey only; an 
“official” invitation will be issued nearer the 
event.  
 
 
21 Sqn. 
 
On the 1 July 2010, 21SQN merged with CSUWIL (Combat Support Unit, Williams [RAAF 
Laverton is called RAAF Williams these days]), as has all of the other 20 series Squadrons 
(merged with their co-located CSU units), to form a new 21SQN under WGCDR Courtney as 
the new CO. Coupled with this organizational change, 21SQN has also re-located from the old 
hangars at Laverton where they have been housed for some 70+ years, to more modern 
accommodation in P3 at Point Cook; the old Academy buildings located immediately on the 
right hand side as you enter the base, just past the guard check point. 
 

Time Event 

10.00am Museum opens for tour of inspection of memorabilia and static displays. 
All welcome. Suggest everyone arrive and park ready to go by no later 
than 9:50 AM 

11.00am Adults only to visit Ron Gretton's box kite project. Ron will give details on 
this interesting project. Note that children are not allowed on this part of 
the tour, as it is in the workshop area hence there are OH&S 
considerations. Any children will be looked after by REOA nominated 
chaperones for about 30 minutes. 

11.30am – 12.30pm Catered lunch in either the old Officers' Mess or more likely the Cadet 
Annex which contains much ex-Frognall memorabilia. This is about a 5 
minute walk north from the Museum. 

1.00pm Sharp Flying display commences. We need to be back at the Museum by no 
later than say 12.50 PM, allowing for the walk back from lunch. The flying 
display followed by a talk from the pilot will take about 1 hour. 
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The new 21SQN has also taken on the role of providing base facility support for both Laverton 
and Point Cook and also retained its training role until at least the end of 2011 at which time 
more structural changes would be introduced. 
 
 
RAAF – ARMY Relations. 
 
There has always been rivalry between the RAAF and the ARMY. In the eyes of the average 
Army bloke, the RAAF blokes and blokettes seemed to always be better off, to have better 
conditions, better food, etc, but is it just friendly rivalry like between Queensland and New 
South Wales during State of Origin time (Up the Maroons!!!) or is there something more sinister 
behind all this. 
 
Have a look at THIS. 
 
 
Charlie Don't Surf, But Aussies Do. 
 
Stuart Scott has put together a book about the Peter Badcoe Club at 
1ALSG, Back Beach, Vietnam. It’s called   “Charlie Don't Surf, But 
Aussies Do''.  
 
The book has been well received by veterans over the past year and if 
you’d like a copy, there are a few left at the discount (for us) price of 
$15 which includes postage within Australia 
 
You can see further  information on the book HERE and if you wish to 
order a copy, the best thing to do is contact Stuart via email at 
charliedontsurf@y7mail.com just to make sure there are copies left 
and to arrange payment. 
 
 
 

Clothes definitely make the man. Naked people have little or no influence on society. 
 
  


